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This pubticationi an outcome of the National Conferercel-raining Workshop. Each of
the presenters was invited to submit his/her preSentoti;:_.:n flor possible inclusion in the
published proceedings; Those papers which woo Submitted were carefully reviewed_ by
the editors. Final selections were based on relevance to the conference purpose and
objectives as Stated above; Papers selected for incli4won were edited end; in severalinstances, expanded.

_The papers contained ih theSe proceedings are divlded _into six major categorieS. In
Section_One (Past and Present IMplications for Rehabilitation) Anderson and Fenderscih
examine a number of broad issues arid tOncerns by focusing on changes whIch have
occurred in the rehabilitation systems as well as cUrrent.Thailenges, Section Two_(Research
Focus) contains five chapters which explore rehabilitation from: several vantage points
with regard tO the needs and functiomng of the nonwhite oisabled. Atkin's paper deals
with the challenge Of developing innovative_ approaches to research arid the status of
blacks in _the rehabilitation system. Beigrave examines the impact of so. ial support in
disease_severity in chronitally ill black patients: Miller's paper reports on blatk patient's
perceptions_of adjustme it to ditability and social support. The Walker, Belgrave, Robettt,
Palmer; and Newsome study focUSet Oh e tomparison of the prevalence of selected
disabilities among several ethnic groups. Rota and1 Biggi examine several critical voca-
tional rehabilitation service delivery issues at referral and closure in New York_State.
L: The Medical :ind Sociocultural Aspects of Disability are addressed in Section Three.
Thornhill_ arid Torres provide several observations Oh blacksi and physical disabilities.
Wilson gives an in-depth view of sociocultural variables and their impact on disability:
Garza and Suazo expiore issues and concerns pertinent to the needs of disabled Hispahica.
The former addresses scititi=etorlomit end icultural problems affecting the delivery of
rehabilitation services to Hispanic blihd arid visually impaired individuals, whereas the
latter focuses on the emerging role of the ditabled Hispanic._

The impact of Media and Technology are discussed in Section Four. Fiorito and Doherty
-compare the portrayal of_ blacks and the disabled in :the media. Fowler discusses the
!rnportance of the media in shaping perceptions abbut the disabled; Nicholls provides an
extensive account of the availability and benefits of current technology and its potential
for facilitating the independence of the disabled.
__The Section titled "PreparatiOn of Professionals and Career Development for the Dia=
abled" provides_the reader with an array Of information and training strategies_pertinent
to career development Both Sanders and Payne ditcuss university level professional
training programs in their respective papers. Each Of the chapters by Vernon; Kanur, and
Wolinsky, et aLdeal with carecr development training; and work experience preg art* ior
the disabled. The tOncluding section "Resources, Support Systems;_ and AdVdtaty" con-
sists of a cross section Of papers; all of which have relevance_to the develcipitiCht and
utilization of Com munity=b_aSed support systems which result in access to the rehabilitation
system by the-nonwhite disabled. Wella and_Banner address the role of_the black church.
King and_Galiber, in each of their papers, diScuss tha utilization of resources. In the last
two chapters; Galloway and Young focus Oh:various aspects of advocacy;

ilt is felt that each of the -papers inclUded in these proceedings contains information
which may facilitate a) more_effective delivery of rehabilitation seMces to the nonwhite
disabled population, b) increased access to the system by nonwhites, and c) an increased
understanding of the needs and capabilities of the focal group. The contribution of each
of the contributors iS greatly appreciated.

At this very critical tirrie in the U. S. history, it is hoped that these proceedings will terVe
as a gateway to increased effective communication and understanding.

SylVia Walker, Ed:D.
L. Deno Reed, Sc.D.



PREFACE

Throughout this century, America has been attempting to devise effective_programs_of
service_for disabled individuals.-However, the_most significant :Andes toward the delivery
of comprehensive services have been made since 1950: During the last decade notable
achievements have been attained in the provision of equal opportunity for all disabled
individuals; Part of tho progress has been made oecause national attention has been drawn
to the nearly 35 rnillion persons in our society who have special needs due to some
handicapping condition. Much ot the gain has been a result of expanded research in the
areas of human development and rehabilitation. A great degree of the success is due to
comprehensive approaches to health, social, and educationai programs-and issues at the
national level._ Major _generic _programs_such _screal_ security; the_ poverty program;
economic development; comprehensive health insul ance; and prograrns designed to improve
the quality of life for all; have helped to idel"' :.nd reduce the incidence and impact of
handicap on a person and society. Special: federal and statellegislation and subsequent
service program development which have been carried out from the early 1960's to the
present day (notably the Comprehensive Mental Health-Mental Retardation laws, the Vet=
erans Administration laws, the Economic Opportunity Act, the Rehabilitation Act, the Civil
Rights Act, the Maternal and Child Health laws, the-Facilities-Construction laws, PL-94-1_42
[The Education of_All _Handicapped Children_Act];_and_the Developmental Disabilities Act);
have created a_fabric of activity ant:: set the stage for effective action, In spite of these
advances; there is still substantial prucess to be_ made, especially in the area of the
provision of services tothe nonwhite disabled populatior..

.

While it is true:that disabled persoAs who are members of racial and ethnic minorities
suffer the same indignities as other disabled individuals, there are special and unique
problems that these individuals face because-of the lack of awareness of- their cultural
differences. In addition, prejudice and_racial_discriminatien_ continue to exclude a great
number cfnonwliite persons_from full participation in all aspects of society:

In the early 1980's the National Institute ot Handicapped Research (NIHR); U.S. Depart-
ment of Education; substantiated the need for research and demonstration projects which
respond to the needs or:minority populations with handicapping conditions by_making
this concern one of its priority areas. Since 1983, the Howard University Model to Improve
Rehabilitation Services to Minority Populations with Handicapping Conditions Ifunded by
NIHR) carried out a number of research, service, trainin, and dissemination_ activities
dbeirined to increase_the participation ofthe nonwhite disabled in the_rehabilitation system.

A inajor outcome of the Howard University Project during 1984; was the impleme:.:ation
of a Nationi- Conference/Training Workshop. The:1984 NationaiConfereneewas designed
to facilitate the attainment of maximum potential by individuals with handicapping con-
ditions. An objective of this conference was to bring together experts and representatives
from all over the United States to focus upon issues, problems, and effective approaches
relative to the needs of nonwhite disabled persons, This training conference enabled
participants to: a) acquire new information-with regard to theories and_practices relative
to the needs of_the_nonwhite disabled; b) engage indialogue with diverse professional and
disability group% and c) participate in _the development of innovative approaches to the
solution of problems:which impact upon a substantial segment of the disabled population
in the United States. Each of the achievementbbjectives were attained during the:two and
a half day conference which took place at Howard University. Well over two hundred
persons from all regions of the United States attended this meeting. A total of 42 sti mu=
lating presentations were made.
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1 Rehabilitation for the Nonwhite Disabled: A
Formidable Challenge

ELIZABETH H. ANDERSON
National Rehabilitation Association

Abstract

This article states that blacks are over-
represented among the handicapped in
America. It addresses tne effects of fed-
eral cutbacksinsocialsecurityand their
impact on handicapped minorities. It
compares some of the negative atti-
tudes toward the handicapped in this
country with those in Russia. The article
also presents a systematic approach for
maintaining federal and state funding
for the nonwhite community during this
period of fiscal restraint It calls for
intense advocacy by those who work
with, support, and represent the minor-
ity handicapped in America in an effort
to abate the fiscal cutbacks in govern-
ment.

Based upon prevalence, Incidence; and
severity, black Americans are clearly in the
forefront of disabled persons in America.
Causation_ is varied and complex: birth
defects, disease, trauma, wari substance
abuse, mental illness, neurological and cir-
culatory conditions.

The arcane program of peremptory disal-
lowance of social security disability benefits
without a hearing has created havoc,

destruction, and the ultimate . . . death,
among many disabled persons. As advo-
cates, our role must be to ensure the rein-
statement of _disabled persons so cruelly,
wantonly, and senselessly assailed.

Let's look back to April 1982: In Indiana,
Baby Doe was born with Down's Syndrome
and digestive tract defects. Her natural par-
ents rejected her. Although there were lov-
ing, accepting adoptive parents waiting for
her in their warm homes, a julge, acting
upon the_plea of the natural parents, ruled
that itwas permissible, legally, to allow Baby
Dae to starve to death.

By contrast, in Indiana, a rock group was
performing and as part of their act, one_of
the performers bit off the head of a bat. The
performer was arrested for cruelty to ani-
mals.

Since the first Baby Doe, there have been
several cases with the same outcome. Where
was the hue and cry for the rights of the
born?

In the absence of such advocacy, the Sur-
geon-General of the United States, Dr. C.
Everett Koop,_played a major role in attempt-
irv to deal with the problem. He stated, "Each
newborn infant, perfect or deformed, is a

1 =
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human being with unique preciousness
because he or she was createu tn the image
of God.i Rules_ promulgated by the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services
(HHS) are designed to protect these infants.
The Department is bei no sued by the Amer-
iCan Hospital Association. An appeal on a
negative decision by the United States Dis-
hitt Court invalidating the HHS rules is in
litigation

Earlier this: Year, 1984, the Governor of
Colorado implied_that the elderly were using
too many resources and should oblige the
rest of society by giving up their lives. You
can make your own inferences.

Last year, 1 was:in the USSR to attend_a
rehahilitation seminar. In_ Moscow; a city of
SFX Millidr), I Wet StrUdk by the absence of
blind people, the absence ofiaccessibility,
theabsence of those with birth defects, the
absence of a person using a cane or crutch,
the absence of _the -elderly. The same was
true in Leningrad, a city of four to:five million
people. I was not given information about
these absences, although I was in the USSR
for twoWeeks. I got the clear impression that
the USSR is a societywhereyou_produce or
you_ are in trouble. Consider, there is no
accessibility: not in buildings, the streets,
airports, airplanes, or other public convey-
ances.-_

In 1977, the National Urban League and
the Natiditial Attodiation of Nonwhite Reha-
bilitation Workers, in cooperation with the
White House Conference on Handicapped
Individuals,: developed a national program
designed to examine rehabilitation in non-
white communities; The program was funded
by a federal grant: It is significant that seven
years later we must continue to address these
et:Inc-ems.

Within the largest and most successful
rehabilitation program in the world_, the fed-
eral-state program in the United States of
America; we see attempts each year to reduce
funding and appropriations requiredlo4iro-
vide rehabilitation services for the disabled.
If it were not for the National Rehabilitation
AstbdiatiOn, itS mernbers and friends, pro-
gram and staff cuts already in progress would
have been, much more severe. I call your
attention to the attached tablesshowing the
administration's fiscal year_1985 budget as
compared to_the House and Senate recorn-
mendations. These figures reflect the efforts
on the part of the Congress to appropriate

a larger sum of money to the disabled com=
munity than that budgeted by the adminis-
tration (See Appendix);

lh order tocontinue th;s program; we must
bd tuhded. That is the bottom line. Your
advocacy,: yoUr lettert and phone calls to
your Senators and CongretaMen are etten-
tial to the continuation of this prograM. One
of the battle cries of the new right is "cut
social programs,"

Keep in mind that most disabled persons
Who receive refic:tiJtation services do
bedbMe wage earners and taxpayers: For
example, in South Car-dine, the number one
federal-state program in the country and also
the number one chapter in the National
Rehabilitation Association, there were moo
successfully rehabilitated_ clients in 1982.
These 8,000 successes increased theirannual
eata of earnings from $17,2 million to $55.2
million, a net increase of 66%. Rehabilitation
costs are USUally a one time expenditure for
each client. Among thiStUddeSSfUl grOUp of
8,000, 50% had mental disabilitieS. Other
disabilities were: digestive tract disorders;
hearing impairments; head and circulatory
conditions; : allergy and endocrine_ disor-
derS; visUal impairments; epilepsy and other
neuridlOgical diSorders; respiratory dis-
eases; absence of lirdba; cancer; spert,ch
impairments; blood disorders; and other
conditions.

With our active participation to assure
continued funding for federal-state pro-
grams at minimal levels; we can meet the
fisdal demands for rehabilitation needs in
the riOnWhitti comm Unity as follows:

Staff training, tb eriture job access:to
rehabilitation positions at bOth gradii=
ate and-undergraduate levels, must be
pursued. Effective recruitment meth=
ods and programs must be developed
within the nonwhite community.
Outreach programs for disabled per-
sons in nonWhite dommunities must be
established at every 0-dint:of contact e.g.,
schools, churches, dottOrS, nosoitals
and clinics, unions,: worker's compen=
sation, welfare, social security disabil-
ity; and cdm rnu n ity_ organ izations.
Effective referrals to rehabilitation
agentiat must be made with adequate
followAip.
Facilities and facility deVelopMent MLitt
be initiated in nonwhite communitieS.
Advocacy for the enforcement of the

11



Rehabilitation_ Act of 1973 and RS
amendments must be more persistent,
tenacious, cmative, innovative,_ and
effective: Information and information
systems as well as stimulation must be
proVided and utilized to prevent dis-
crirniriation against disabled persons
and to provide public:acceptance for
these laws. Every_available means of
communication-should be utilized
including the media.

* Disabled nonwhite persons must be
included at every level in organizations
Of diSabled persons as well as local;
state, and federal advisory councils and
instrumentalities.
Immediate _steps must be taken to
include_ the _nonwhite community_ in
grants programs throughout the reha7
bilitation community in order to
encourage_research and innovation.
PrOjects _with industry must be a sine
qua hon to_ensure Job opportunities for
persons who are disabled in nonwhite
communitieS.
Accessibility in schools at every level to
facilitate mainstreaming must con-
tinue;

Accessibility to vote and voter educa-
tion are essential for every eligible dis-
abled voter.
National Rehabilitation Month, Sep-
tember, must be proclaimed aS a national
priority.

In closing, here is an illustration of "What
Went Wrong?" It is a story about four peo-
ple: Everybody, Somebody, Anybody, and
Nobody.

There waS an important job to be done
and Everybody wat Sure that Somebody
would do it. Somebody-got ahgry becauSe
itmag; Everybody's joia. Anybody could have
done it, but Nobody_did it, Everybody thought
that Somebody would do it. But Nobody
asked Anybody. It ended co that the job
wasn't done, and everybody blamcd Every-
body when actually Nobody asked Anybody.

In the book of Ecclesiastes, it iS said that
there is a time for all things. LET US BEGIN!!!

Reference
Duncan, J. (1984). Washington up_date, L-84-

15. Alexandria, VA: National Rehabilita-
tion Association.
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Table I

FISCAL YEAR 1985 APPROPRIATIONS
FOR PROGRAMS AUTHORIZED UNDER THE

REHABILITATION ACT OF 1973, AS AMENDED
4 in_rnillions)

Adrninistra-
tion's

Budget

_i Senate
Recommen-

dation

i House
Recommen-

dation

House & Senate
Conference

Recommendation
Basic State Grant $1,003.9 $1,117.5 $1,092.8 $1,100.0
Evaluation (Sec. 14) .5 2.0 2.0 2.0
Training 5.0 24.0 20.0 22.0
NIrriR 30.0 40.0 i 38.0 39.0
Irdependent Living (B) 21.0 22.0(B) 21.0(B) 22.0(B)*

(Parts A, C) =.- 5.0(A)** 1.0(C)- 5.0(A)**

Service Projects:
Client Assistance_ -0- 6.3 5.1 6.3
Special Projects for 14.6 13.6 14.6 14.6
Severely Disabled****
Helen Keller Center
(removed from the Act)

3.7 4.2 4.2 4.2

PWI 11.2 14.4 13.0 14.4
Indian Tribes .7 .7 .7 .7
Special Recreation -0- 2.1 2.0 2.1
Terhnical_Assistance -- .2 --

* Migrant Workers**** 1.0 .9 .9 .9

National Council on the .3 .7 .5 .7
Handicapped
*Independent Living Centers

**Comprehensive State ILR Services
***Independent living services for older blind

****Special Projects include special demonstration projects, migratory workers, and
various other rehabilitation projects for which specific appropriations were not made.

(Duncan, 1984)

4
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TäbIeII
EDUCATION FOR THEHANDICAPPED

$inmthions)

President's
Budget

Senate
Recommen-

dation

House
Recommen-

dation

House & Senate
Conference

Recommendation
State Assistance
Programs

State Grant Program $1,068.8 $1,135-1 $1,125.0 $1,1351
Preschool Incentives 26.3 28.0 29.3 29.3

Toial z)1,095.1 $1,163.1 $1,154.3 $1,164.4

Discretionaty_Programs
Deaf-Blind_Centers 12.0 15.0 15.0 15.0
Severely Handicapped

Projects _4:0 _4:3 _4:0 4.3
Early Childhood 21.1 225 211 225
Regional, Adult,

Vdt. &

Postsecondary 5.0 5.3 5.0 5.3
Media-Servicesand

Captioned-Films_ 14.0 16.5 14.0 16.5
Regional_Resouroe

Centers 4:5 6.0 6.5 6.0
Innovation &

Development 12.0 16.0 15.0 16.0
Recruitment 1.0 1.0 -1.0 1.0
Personnel Development* 37.6 61.0 55.5 61.0
Special-Studies 2.0 3.2 3.0 3.1
Secondary Education&

Transitional Services 6.0 6:3 6:0 6.3

Total $119.2 $157.1 $146;1 $157.0

Includes funds for new Parent Training and Information Program
(Duncan, 1984)

1 4
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Table III

FISCAL YEAR 1985 APPROPRIATIONS FOR SPECIAL INSTITUTIONS
($ in millions)

Gailaudet Collage
College programs
Model Secondary
School for the Deaf
Elementary School

National Technical
Institute for the

Senate House House & Senate
President's Recommen- Recommen- Conference

Budget dation dation Recommendation
$46.8
[38.6]

[4.9]
[3.2]

$56.7 $58.7
[37.8] [39.8]

[12.2] [12.2]

$58.7
[39.8]

[1 2:2]
[6.6] [6.6] [6.6]

Deaf 31.4* 31.4 31.4 31.4

Total I $124.9 $1441 $148.7 $.148.7
*Of this amount, $1.4 million is requested for construction.
P.L. 89-313 State

Operated Schools $146.5 $153.8 $146.5 $150.1
(Bracketed figures refer to amounts previously appropriated or proposed.)

Table IV
FISCAL YEAR 1985 APPROPRIATIONS FOR

DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES PROGRAM
($ in millions)

State Grants
Protection &

_Advocacy
Special Projects
University Affiliated

Facilities
Total

(Duncan, 1984)

Senate
President's Recommen-

Budget dation
$45.4 $50.2

8.4 137
2.6

7.8

2.7

9.0
R-472

House
Recommen-

dation
-0-

-0-

-0-

=0=

House & Senate
Conference

Recommendation
$50.2

13:7
2.7

9.0
$75.6



Redefining the Unac-eptable

DOUGLAS A. FENDERSON

National Institute of Handicapped Research

Abstract

This article presents a general overview
of the emerging role of rehabilitation
and related ser;ices and how they have
evolved to reflect conventional
approaches. Legislation likewise has
been_ enacted to address fragmented
services and unacceptable barriers to
rehabilitation. The formation of the
National Institute of Ha idicapped
Research (NIHR), which was the result
of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, and its
funding options designed to support
grants to improve services to special
populations, are highlighted.
reference is made to the Presidential
Order 12320 which addresses priority
for the funding of such grants.

The history of rehabilitation is a continu-
ing redefinition of the unacceptable. Early
in this century, the waste of human produc7
tivity caused by accidents in mining, ail road
building; lurnberins_and other heavy and
dangerous industries became unaccept-
able._The rehabilitation solution was simply
vocational retraining. Later; during and after
World War I, added emphasis was given to
physical restoration and improved artificial
limbs. Howeveh virtually all those with par-
aplegia died within a few weeks or months.

Epidemics and high-prevalence diseases
such as polio and tuberculosis likewise pre-
sented unacceptable outcomes for those with
disabling effects. Such:conditions were a
major stimulus in the development of :the
field of physical medicine and rehabilitation.
In fact, the two physicians who wrote the
first medical specialty examinations in this
field had close involvement with -these -ill-
nesses; Dr. Frank Krusenof_the Mayo Clinic
had recovered from tuberculosis and Dr.
Miland Knapp, an orthopaedic surgeon, was

concerned with the poor functional out-
comes of _persons whose limbs and joints
were immobilized by splints and braces fol-
lowing disabling attacks_of polio.

Then came World War IL Conventional
wisdom said that sick people belong in bed
and prolonged bed rest following surgery
and obstetrical delivery were essential to
recovery. A ysung meoical officer, Dr. How-
ard_Rusk, found the conventional medical
wisdom to be unacceptable. Within limits of
physical tolerance, patients on his wards,
especially those with acute pneumonia, were
kept physically active. The body was made
for use. Forced inactivity, except when
absolutely essential, is unhealthy. Rusk
developed an approach he called "rehabili-
tative medicine." After World War II, the two
approaches merged and became "Physical
Medicine and Rehabilitation."

About this time, perhaps the most influ-
ential woman in governmentaervice, Mary
Switzer, came on the scene. She_found the
fragmented and partial approaches to be
unacceptable. She found the generally low
level_ ot professional training to be unac-
ceptable. She found thelendency to stereo-
type the handicapped to be unacceptable.
Many of 1the rehabilitation programs in the
U.S. and abroad are a tribute te her far-
sighted leadership.

Since 1968, more than ten federal acts or
amendments recognized that the de facto
limitations on theeivilrightsof disabled per-
sons were likewise unacceptable (DeJong
and Lifchez, 1983). These include the Archi-
tectural Barriers kct of 1968 (P. L. 90-480);
Accessible Mass Transit ActA:rf 1970 (P. L
91-453y; Accessible Highway facilities, 1973
(P. L. 93-87); the Section 504 Anti-discrimi-
nation Provisions of the 1973 Rehabilitation
Act (P. L 93-112); Protection and Advocacy
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Systems for Developmentally:Disabled Per-
sons Act of 1975 (P. L. 94-103); The Educa-
tion for-All Handicapped Children Act of 1975
(p.L. 94-1421) ; The Independent Living Prior-
ity of the _Rehabilitation Amendments of 1978
(P. L 95-602); and_the removal ofsome_wor
disincentives under the Social_ Security
Amendments of 198C (P. L 96-265). _

11n1 1978; Congress passed another piece
of far-ranging legislation regarding the
unacceptable state of knowledge in rehabil-
itation. This was Title II of the Rehabilitation
Act of 1978 which established as a separate
federal agency the National Institute of
Handicapped Research (NIHR).

This morning, twill describe briefly the
important authorities under this act, its cur-
rent activities as they_pertain to this confer-
ence; pertinent priorities, represented in its
soon to_be released -Iong-range plan; and
some observations on_how the results of
meetings :such as this can influence priori-
ties:for rehabilitation:research.

NIHR was established to emphasize the
application of the methods of materials of
science and technology to the challenges of
disability-and loss of normal function. It
removed age_barriers_fromsuch_research. It
was to include all ages-, from birth to old
age. It encompassed the full range of partic-
ipantsdisabled persons,:parents and
advocates; educators,i_ physicians; there,
pists, behavioral scientists; engineers, and
technologists, among others.

We were to develop a-five-year plan every
three _years as a guide _to_ all_ disability
research; not just that supported by_NIKR.
The Director was to convene on a quarterly
basis an Interagency Committee on Handi-
capped Research through which _represen-
tatives of some twenty-nine federal agencies
with identifiable interest in this field could
coordinate_their efforts and avoid unneces
sary duplication of effort. We were_to develop
a national plan to communicate the_results
of research and technological development
to all appropriate audnces throughout the
country. We were to experimentwith the use
of-telecommunications technology in clos-
ing communications gaps in rehabilitation
information. Finally, we were required to keep
in touch with other rehabilitation research
programs throughout theworld. Since 19_78,
impressive accomplishments have been
achieved in each of these areas. I would invite
specific inquiry regarding any of them, but

I will move on quickly to current work in
NIHR pertinent to your interests.

CURRENT WORK PERTINENT TO THIS
CONFERENCE

This meeting is part of an NIHR-tunded
grant directed at the important priority of
improving delivery of rehabilitation services
to special populations. This initiative wasin
response to the Presidential Order 12320.
This grant was the result, in part, of an invi-
tational conference organized by our staff
person; Ms. Rheable Edwards, to inform his-
torically black colleges and universities of
opportunities in rehabilitation research:

NIHR supporls other grants to improve
'zervices to special populations. About 18
ionths ago, we convened a state-of-the-art

conference on rehabilitation research needs
regarding the Hispanic population in the
United States: The first grant resulting from
this effort was initiated last summer with
Pan American University in Texas. Weialso
support a research and training center (RTC)
in geriatrics rehabilitation at Rancho Los
Amigos in California which includes an
emphasis on older disabled Hispanic per-
sons who often do not use_available reha-
bilitative services because of cultural bar-
riers.

Two small RTC's addressing the needs of
native Americans are supported through
Northern Arizona State University and the
University of Arizona. This work has led to
aninterest by the Indian Health Service to
include rehabilitation assessment as part of
their hosp;tal program:

The University of Hawaii has also entered
into an agreement with:NIHR to study the
rehabilitation needs of the native residents
of the U.S. trust territories of Micronesia.

New NIHR funding options include the
individualresearchfellowshipprogram which
seeks to expand _the pool of _leadership in
rehabilitation research; the Innovative Grants
Program to stimulate new ideas and oppor-
tunities in rehabilitation research and seN
vice programs and the Field Initiated
Research Grant Program which provides up
to three years of support for well-designed
research projects.

In keeping with the Presidential_ Order
12320 and the authority of the Director for
final selection of projects from those eligible
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forsupport, it is the intention of the Director
to give priority to applications from histori-
cally black colleges and universities. Those
interested may want to contact Ms. Edwards
of our staff. Although these programs are
published without specific priorities, NIHR
has particular interest in early intervention
in families with disabled children; early
intervention in work-Telated disability; tran-
sition of disabled persons from school to
work; economics of disability and rehabili-
tation; technology and disability; and inde=
pendent living.

If the history of advances in rehabilitation
of disabled persons is a continuing "Rede-
finition of the Unacceptable," let us plan
now to take bold new steps in removing the
unnecessary and unacceptable barriers to
full participation in community life of dig-
abled persons. Your project here at Howard
is pointing the way.

Reference
Declong; G., & Lifchez, R. (1983). _Physical

disability and public policy, Scientific
American, 42.



Innovative Approaches and Research in
Addressing the Needs of Nonwhite Disabled
Persons

BOBBIE J. ATKINS

University of Wisconsin=Milwaukee

Abstract

ThiS aetidla examines counseling
approaches ahd research needs regard-
ing service delivery to nonwhite per7
sons with disabilities. Counselors must
adjust theirattitudes, responses, and
goals regarding minority and nonwhite
disabled clients based on their individ-
ual UniqueneSS. As concluded in Kolk's
StUdy (1977) of counselors' physiologi-
cal responses to disabled and minority
clients, additional research is needed in
thisarea. Rehabilitation personnel must
become aware of the deficiency-ori-
ented research on minorities. Finally,
some specific recommendations are
Outlined with regards_to the rehabilita-
tion of nonWhite females and the exam-
ination of assessment instruments.

:We_often attempt to explain behavior that
we do not understand and many times do
not accept Such has been the case with
societal problems and issues such as rape,
c011ege protests,: suicide, disability; and
homosexuality. This is also the case_with
racial minorities, a societal issue that affects
every strand of American life. Yet, despite a
few isolated cases, massive unified efforts

tc clarify and eliminat problems focused
on race/ racism appear to be declining and
in some areas almostrionexistent,

Since the early 1970's in rehabilitation,
there has also been a trend toward lass
attention focused directly on the Complexity
of issues concerning research and delivery
of rehabilitation serviceatorninorities. Even
though there appears to be a more recent
resurgence of interest and writing related to
counseling and minorities, a systematic and
comprehensive approach to _research _and
innovative strategies regarding disabled
minorities continues to be elusive. Although
worthwhile _projects related to disabled
minorities have been_accomplished, much
more needs to be accomplished Therefore;
the purpose of _this paper is to explore some
of the critical issues related to counseling
approaches and research needs regarding
service provision to nonwhites who are dig-
abled

APPROACHES AND RESEARCH

Each racial minority person enters the
rehabilitation process/program with his/her
own beliefs, attitudes, values, and goals.
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h_lthough_some_ generalities _may be_postu-
lated; individuals will not always behave
according to :these generalities. Thus, the
information shared_ is to provide basic ref-
erences which must be transmitted into use-
ful specific knowledge for effective service
delivery. There is no cookbook for providing
services to _minorities._ "Helping relation-
ships do not allow a rigid structure" (Hen-
derson; 1979; p. 492): Yet; there are at least
three major responsibilities for anyonewho
conducts research and_ counseis minorities.
First, the "counselor should try to promote
optimal personal and intellectual growth of
the . client"-(Henderson, 1979). Second,
the counselor and_recearcher need tocreate
a physically and psychologically safe envi-
ronment for interaction to occur. Third; the
rehabilitationist needs to be aware of cul-
tural differences existing for minority clients.

In addition to these responsibilities, three
assumptions warrant careful consideration
forall researchers and counselors of minor-
ities:

(a) Racism is operative in our society;
(b) Minorities are not treated equally to

the.f majority peers, and
(C) We are all a part of the problem and

the solution.
Typical emotions aroused by these assump-
tions include anger; _fear; guilt_ defensive-
ness, interest; disinterest; empathy; and
commitment (verbal and action): Neverthe-
less, minorities are or will Oe a part of your
case loads, and if viable solutions to some
of the larger problems associated with race
are not resolved, we are all losers.

The emotional-and-cognitive acceptance
of racism requires increased awareness of
the negative ramifications of a racist envi-
ronment; No one can deny that fundamental
injustices have been committed against peN
sons in America for the irrelevant reason of
race. Yet, the past needs to be behind us.
The tragedy can only continue if we do not
benefit_ from_ past failures. -Viable alterna-
tives can and must be found; but solutions
will not develop out of avoid:
: By virtue:of its philosophy and specializa-

tion in serving the disabled,:rehabilitation is
an excellent program to help disabled non-
whites transform potential into self-fulfilling
roles (Atkins, 19801.

The goals _of rehabilitation counseling
reflect an awareness of individual unique-
ness and that all persons have a human right
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to_set their own priorities. To categorize all
disabled minorities into one group reflects
isolation and segregation vtlich impedes the
rehabilitation process._ Thus, counselors,
researchers, and administrators must exam-
ine their views of nonwhites who are dis-
abled.

Forexample, the interesting idea ofphan-
tom counselor and client was introduced by
Schumacher (1973). Usually the counselor
and client have had a type of interaction
before they meet physically. Records, pre-
vious agency contacts, referral information,
etc., produce this phantom. This concept has
a number of implications for both client and
counselor and can often shape the relation-
ship beforeit has an objective time to develop.
The counselor and counselee can bring pos-
itive or negative attitudes to their first
encounter. When majority counselors are
dealing with minority disabled persons, neg-
ative attitudes often overshadow the posi-
tive. Educators and supervisors can caution
students and staff about this type of contact,
plus provide suggestions which can benefit
both counselor and client.

Issues that tend to_arise during counsel-
ing: with _the disabled minority client often
include language, counseling goals, and
client specific problems. The use by cowl=
selors of slang_ phrases and in-group terms
that are not common to their_communica-
tion style is fraught with danger. It is better
that counselors ask questions when they do
not understand_ and that they not allow com-
munication differences to deter them from
the client's concerns.

The success of the nonwhite disabled client
is_ a function _of_ the_ overall rehabilitation
counseling process and not lust the coun-
seling experiences. Goals should be selected
with client involvement to insure coopera-
tion and the-desired success.

Atkins (1980) and Schumacher (1973)
believed that counselingdisabled minorities
involves the same ingredients as with the
disabled majority but the client's condition,
the agency, and the counselor impose spe-
cial considerations for working with minor-
ity individuals.

In an article by Kolk (1977), it waspointed
out that little attention has been paid to the
physiological responses counselors expe-
rience when working with various disabled
and minority clients. Investigations in this
area have tended to point out discrepancies
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between self-reported comfort and physio-
logical comfort. Kolk's study was under-
taken to try and answer such_ questions as:
Will counselors experience high_ stress in
relation to various disabled and minority
clients? Will counselors self-reported com-
fort with clients be consistent with mea-
sured physiological stress? Will minority
(Black, Puerto Rican) counselors; because
of their similarity with clients who have been
stigmatized and labeled as different, expe-
rience stress to a lesser degree than white
counselors with disabled and minority
clients? Will females and males differ in their
physiological responses to various clients?

Suggested counselor-client interactions
were presented to graduate student coun-
selors in training with the result that phys-
iological arousal in the form of stress was
found to occur in relation to five disabled
and one minority client. It was learned that
stress thward each client category occurred
far beyond those found in the general inter-
view situation. Kolk felt that his research
supported the notion that the counselors'
physiology dries change as various clients
are encountered.

lt should be noted that stress was found
within minority counseling students even
though they verbalized relative_comfort It
was not learned whether this discrepancy
was due to a social desirability factor or lack
of awareness by_ the students. Several fac-
tors may account for high stress on the part
of minority students toward minojty clients.
First, added pressure may be felt by the stu-
dent counselorbecause she/he and the client
are members of a minority group. Second,
responses may not be to the client per se,
but to the context in which the client is found:
A third factor for consideration is thatminor-
ity counselors may identify themselves or
feel the client identified them with the major-
ity system, and consequently, the minority
counselor is not free of stress in relating to
a minority client:
: The need for clarification and understand-
ing in reference to black counselor stress
with black clients is noted. Because somany
(Atkins & Wright, 198C; Dean, Parker & Wil-
liams, 1977; Ford & Ford, 1978; McFadden,
19784 have advocated the use of minority
counselors with minorityclients, knowledge
concerning stress may be very helpful: Ifit
could be learned what factors produce stress
for black counselors in working with black
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clients, strategies could be implemented to
produce reductions in stress if it is felt to be
a hindrance to service delivery and personal
comfort for -The client and/or counselor.

The conclusion from Kolk's study should
not be made that all counseling students or
counselors experience stress toward all dis-
abled and minority clients. It could be con-
cluded that additional studies_are needed to
determine individual differences in physio-
logical responses to clients; that research in
',real" settings would be valuable, and that
differences and/or similarities between stu-
dents and practicing rehabilitation counsel=
ors could facilitate our knowledge. Alto,
physiological response awareness to clients
could be included as a component of inser-
vice education for practitioners and within
rehabilitation counselor education courses:

Rehabilitation educators, counselors;
administrators, etc., need to be aware of the
negative attitudes that may be fostered by
research findings. Rehabilitation personnel
must strive to interpret and, utilize research
results within a positive context. So much
of the research done to help minority per-
sons has only lead to more stereotyping and
lack of access to mainstream America.
Rehabilitation and other helping profes7
sions must always be on guard againgt
improper use of research findings.

Smith (197n pointed out _that blacks have
become the most researched minority group.
Still, a great amount of this research has not
led to a_ better understanding of how to
counsel blacks, provide adequate rehabili-
tation services, and reduce stereotypes. "In
an effort-to sensitize others to the situations
of members of a particular racial group, we
sometimes ignore individual _differences--
defeating in partithe very goals we set out
to accomplish" (Smith,:1977, p. 390). Smith
cautioned us that some investigators are not
necessarily motivated by_"good" intentions.
Rehabilitation personnel must be aware Of
this as they review the literature on what has
been written about_nonwhite disabled clients.

Very often counseling research on minor-
ities has:been deficiency,oriented with stud-
ies usually stressing negative aspects. Often
black clients are described as hostile; angry;
or alienated both with themselves and the
counselor. It ifelt that this stereotypic pre-
sentation of blacks paves the way for ste;
reotypic treatment. Smith said that "the rec-
ognition of cultural differences in the coun-



seling of blacks is one_ thing, but_ the
stereotyping iof these differences is quite
another" _(p, 391). Stereotyping has led to a
portrait of a black client as a "deficient white
client."

Numerous _aspects of the literature on
minorities are currently, being quettioned.
Some researches have started to pose ques-

about the pervasive idea of negative
self concepts of black individuals. Another
area receiving attention in the form of ques-
tions is the myth ofthe nonverbal minority
client. There is a difference betWeen recog-
nizing that a person reiuses to talk lbe Some
reason and labeling him/her nottzverbal.
There is a difference_hetween recognizing
that people vary in thei rianguage style and
trying to group them together according to
their socioeconomic status and race:

It is encouraging to find that the-counsel-
ing literature is reflecting concern withissues
involving the minority female. RehabilitatiOn
counseling has a tremendous task ahead in
this area.

_Counselors need tc understand the frame
of reference and establ ish trust with the dis-
abled nonwhite female. "Those techniques
used in traditional counseling settings that
accentuate the importance Of the individual
can be useful" (Copeland, 1977, p. 400). An
approach that places emphasis on strengtht
is desirable for counseling nonwhite fernaleS.
This approach is not new to the rehabilita-
tion educator or counselor: Throughout the
literature, emphasis is placed on abilities not
disabilitieS.

Much_more emphasis needs to:be given
to the urderrepresentation of black females
in those careers that are nontraditional and
in higher education_ For the minority dis=
abled woman; at least three factors must be
confronted-_---race, sex, and disability: Such
factors as the nature of the disability; aspi-
rations, expectancies and sooial conse-
quence, are felt to be important to educa-
tional and career outcomes for the minority
disabled female._Needed arestrategies which
can facilitate the entrance of black fema;es
into higher education and/or nontraditional
careers. What is learned about the black non-
disabled female can be utilized to better ser-
vice those who are disabled.

Standardized_testa are usually an impar-
tantpart of the assessment of clieritS Within
rehabilitation. The controversy over why
minorities tend to show low performance on
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these tetts has been explored by many
(Anastati, 1976; Vontress, 1971).

The concern is that nonwhite disabled
persons' abilities are assessed, not just their
inabilities. _Rehabilitation counselors need
to be aware of the limitations and strengths
Of the instruments they select. Adequate test-
taking orientation and prilirninary practice
can benefit nonwhite diskluled clients._Har-
mon, Sharma, and Trotter (1976) pointed out
that the use of vocational _inventories_ for
clients from various cultural and experien-
tial backgrounds has received little research
attention: Yet, the use of these inventories
Within rehabilitation with nonwhites is often
routine. The counselor must exercise cau-
then in adMihistering to nonwhites instru-
ments designed fbe and standardized on the
dominant white culture.

A case can be made flee both the contin!
uation and the discontinuation of the use of
standardized tests with blzcks within reha-
bilitation. Since it is felt, however, that this
type_ of assessment will continue to be uti-
lized within rehabilitation, a few sugges-
tions seem appropriate:

1. Know much about the client, the
instrument, and the examiner as pos-
sible before scheduling testing.

2. The reading level of the client shouk
be determined before selection of a test.

3. USe individual vs. group tests when-
eVer poSsible.

4. DiScUS8 the Why and how of the test
with the black client.

5. Seek the active participation of the
examinee. Ask about their previous
testing experiences, etc.

SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS

The aforeMentioned approaches and
research represent Only limited conoerns
regarding nonwhite disabled persons. Simi-
larly, the following specific recommenda-
tions are not exhaustive. Yet, it is felt that
these recommendations can assist rehabil-
itatiOn personnel as they work with non-
white client&

1. Competent :rehabilitation personnel
must be educated in cross-cultural
counseling and research. Education
needs_to reflect an assertive, positive,
and_objective approach -to learning.

2. A national policy and implementation
plan, research and evaluption pro-
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gram is essential. This program must
be long-term and continuing:

3. All rehabilitation personnel must
develop a sincere commitment to help
advance the rights of disabled non-
whites.

4. Outstanding and exemplary rehabili-
tation programs and practices serv-
ing disabled minorities need to be
researched and shared.

5. The most valuable resource available
for assisting nonwhites in rehabilita-
tion is the minority individual himther-
self. Meaningful dialogue must be
developed with potential and current
consumers to obtain their views of their
needs and their suggestions for
improved delivery systems,

6. Teamwork is essential in developing
strategies _and _methods for service
provision to minority clients. Team-
work can assure the pooling cf
resources for the "good" of the con-
sumer,

7. Self-help groups providean excellent
resource for use with minority clients:
These groups provide; among other
things, a sense of belonging and
shared concerns,_ a method for self7
expression, a way to assist others, and
a way to learn from the experience of
others._

8. The system of "networking" has a via-
ble rolejn providing services to non-
whites. The linkage of the client to the
needed system may be one of the most
valuable iervices a rehabilitation
worker may provide.

9. Realistic appraisal and use of such
groups as the church, family, volun-
teer organizations, and political orga-
nizations have much to offer when
assisting nonwhites.

10. Meaningful professional training pro-
grams can be another vehicle for
increasing the participation of minor-
ities in rehabilitation.

11: Public rehabilitation legislation should
be used to ensure that resources are
more directly provided to cross-cul-
tura! clients.

12. Self-advocacy, assertiveness train-
ing,iand political astuteness need to
be taught consistently to minority
consumers.

13: The mass media must be educated

and employed to advance the positive
aspects of _disabled minority experi-
ences and culture:

14. Some of the basic questions that must
be:asked of minority persons which
Will begin to serve as a knowledge
base for future planning include:
a. What reasons do minorities give for

not seeking rehabilitation ser-
vices?

b. What are the experiences (positive
and/ornegative) of nonwhites who
do seek rehabilitation services?

c. What do:minority persons view as
barriers to the availability, acces-
sibility, acceptability, and ade-
-quacy of rehabilitation services?

15. Cross-culturally skilled rehabilitation
personnel (CCSRP) must be able to
generate appropriate and cross-cul-
turally: realistic options with their
minority clients.

16. Knowledge and understanding of
human rights, of cultural and reha-
biNation politics, and of legal issues
are required of_CCSRP.

17. Assertiveness in casefinding of
minority consumers is required:
CCSRP must be wiiling to enter non-
white communities in order to ensure
adequate casefinding.

18. Individual differences among minor-
ity consumers must be assessed and
respected

19; Sincere and consistent recruitment
programs must be developed and
implemented to ensure that appropri-
ate numbers of nonwhites are not only
employed but retained and promoted
in rehabilitation practice and educa-
tion.

20. CCSRP must supportand_participate
in research which explores minority
issues from _a constructive stance.

21. A :national institute for research _on
minorities would facilitate rehabilite:
tion investigations regarding dis-
abled nonwhites.

bummary
Numerous servicedelivery questions con-

tinueloexist regarding disabled nonwhites;
Rehabilitation research is an excellent vehi !
de for generating answers. Basic and applied
research is warranted:



a. Who are minority disabled consum-
ers?

b. How do minorities view-disability?
c. What is the state-of-the-art regarding

research related to nonwhites?
d. What rehabilitation practices impact on

success for minority disabled consum-
ers?

e. How canrehahilitation best recruit and
retain nonwhite professionals

! A primary role of the National_Institute of
Handicapped Research (NIHR) is to_prompt
quality services to persons who are disabled
(PWD). In keeping with the national empha-
sis-- -on_ employment of PWD, research is
needed to identiN, clarify, and recommend
needed implementation strategies to better
ensure successful rehabilitation of minori-
ties.

NIHR has placed priority on "a need to
promote the widespread adoption of new,
tested, and validated practices and exem-
plawrograms resulting from rehabilitation
research and training that will improve and
generally enhance the service delivery sys-
temlor disabled individuals!' (p;_4). The needs
are identical for nonwhite disabled persons.

Rehabilitation personnel are concerned
about the rights of all people and must use
resources so that human dignity is assured
for all_ oppressed persons. Therefore; it it
felt thata reactivitation of concern, interest,
and research has- excellent potential for
improved service delivery to nonwhite dis-
abled citizens.
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4 The Re le =Of Sodal Sppport in Disease Severity in
Chronically ill Black Patients

FAYE Z. BELGRAVE

DEBORAH MOORMAN-LEWIS
Howard University

Abstract

SOcial support has a direct positive effect
on health Status and serves as a buffer
for:the effects of psychosocial and phys-
ical stress on the mental_ and physical
health of the individuaL. The purpose of
this study was to investigate the rela-
tionship between social: support and
disease severity in chronically ilL black
patintt With sickle cell disease and dia-
betes. It Was hypothesized that social
support would be significantly related
to disease severity_in black patients with
sickle cell disease_ and diabetes such
that high avail&xility ofisocial support
would be associated with_less disease
severity. The subjects sampled included
45 adiilt patients with sickle cell disease
and 69 adUlt patients with diabetes. All
patients attended :Howard University
Hospital outpa±,ent clinics. The_ vari=
ables examinectwere the availability of
social support and disease severity as
measured by patient interviewsiandia
Symptom check list Study results indi-
cated that social support was signifi-
cantly associated with disease severity
in black patients with sickle cell disease
and diabetes, However, a divergent pat-
tern of relationships between social
support and severity_ yariables were
found for the two groups. Clinicatappli-
cations for the utility of the social sup=
port variable in treating patiehts with
chronic illnesses are discussed.

The role of social support on mental and
physical nealth status has been investigated
in a number of studies, _Social support_ has
been found to have a direct_positive effect
on health status and to serve asa buffer cf
the effects of psychosocial and physical
stress on the mental and physical health of
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the individual (Broadhead et al 1983), The
purposeof this studywaslo -investigate the
relationship between social supportand dis-
ease severity in chronically ill black patients
with SiCkle cell disease and diabetes:

Social sUppört prOvides the information
that tells a _persbn that he CO* the it lovedi
valued, -and part of a network Of ccirtimuni=
cation and mutual obligation (Cobb, 1970).
This support may_be emotional, -cognitive,
or i nstrumenl (Caplan; 1979; Cobb, 1-976).
It iS likely to be a combination of these. Emo-
tional support provides love; reassurance;
and a source Of Strength and hope. Cogni-
tive support provides a SOUrce of informa-
tion_ :Information- processing may becbMe
impaired particularly_during periods of phy=
sical and ernotio_nal_stresse_Social -support
not only helps to reduce the _anxiety that
interferes _with icognitive functioning but
helps to proVide alternative: information:
Instrumental suppOrt may be in the form of
material aid and concrete asSiStanCe. Stirne=
one who is part of an- emotional netwOrk iS
also likely to be cared for and helped mate=

For tile person with a chronic illness, social
support is especially important. A. chronic
illness may be defined as an:altered state of
riealth that Oentidt beoured by a simple sur-
gical procedure or a shbet touete -of Medical
therapy (Miller, 1983). There ate three_gen=
era! _features -of -a chronic illneas: a) the
symptomainterf ere with many-normal activ-
ities and routines; b)_themedical regimen is
limited in its effeciiveness; and c) treatment,
althOUgh intended to relieve the symptoms
and long -range effeCtS of disease, contrib-
uteseubstantially tO the diartiptions of Usual
patterns of living :(Relt 1975). Epittidet of
illness are often unpredictable and recut=
rent. The individual must cope with the per-
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sone! meaning of having a chronic illness
as well as living with_ the daily demands of
health related care. Each cnsis, physical or
psychological, causes additional stress for
individuals with chronic illnesses. Social
support is veryirnportant.

Social support is especially an important
variable to consider with black persons with
chronic llnosses. Family, friends, church .
and community play_ an important role in
adjustment to mental and physical stress.
Pearson (1984) advocates an ecological
approach to treating black patients using
f a mi I y, riends,_church , and community as
resources to aid in_treating the patient

The study of social support and its rela-
tionship to disease severity in this popula-
tion is important for two reasons. Very little
research_ has been done using a sample of
black patients with diabetes and none has
been done using a sample of patients with
sickle ce disease. _Disease severity as a
health status variable is of particular impor-
tance since it is likely to have a direct effect
on adjustment to and coping with the ill-
ness.

The following hypothesis was tested. Social
support will be_ significantly related to dis-
ease severity in black patients with sickle
cell disease and diabetes such that high
availability of social support will be associ-
ated with less disease severity.

METHOD

Study Samples
The sickle cell sample consisted of 45

patients attending the Howard University
Center for Sickle Cell Disease. The mean
age of these patients was 28. The sample
consisted of 28 females and 17 maies. Sickle
ceirdisease is a _genetic_disorder of theled
blood cells (Scott & Kessler; 1977): Upon
deoxygenation, the defect causes the cells
to assume a crescent _shape. The aggrega-
tion ot sickle cells which temporarily block
small blood vessels causes pain. When severe
enough, the pain is referred to as a painful
crisis Painful crises occur -throughout the
life of the_patient in _anunpredictable fash-
ion; There may be other complications of
the disease including infection and organ
faiktre. This disease affects primarily those
Of African descent in this country and occurs
in about one out of every 500 black Ameri-
cans.

The diabetic sample consisted of 69
patients attending _the diabetic out-patient
clinic at Howard University Hospital. With
the exception of two patients, all had matu-
rity (adult) onset of diabetes. The mean age
of these_ patients was 57. There were 37
females and 23 males: Diabetes is a disease
caused by the body's failure to make use of
certain foods in the proper way. (American
Diabetic Association Fact Sheet, 1983). Dia=
betes develops because the body does not
produce enough insulin or the body cannot
make use of the insulln that is produced.
The body is-not able_to_use food properly
and high levels of glucose accumulate in the
blood and urine: Serious complications
including blindness and kidney failure may
follow. Diabetes occurs in about one child
in 1,000 under age 10 and in about one adult
in 50 over age 50 (Whitehouse, 1979). Dia-
betes strikes women and nonwhites more
often than other Americans (American Dia-
betic Association Fact Sheet, 1983),

The two study samples:were different _in
many ;vspects. Sickle:cell disease is a genetic
disorder present at birth. While there is a
genetic factor in the development of dia-
betes, the disease does not occur until a
later age. Patients with sickle cell disease
experience_recurrent painful crises, Although
there may be medical complications of dia-
betes; extreme pain does not occur to the
degree that it does in patients with sickle
cell disease.

Bidth diseases are chronic with recurring
fitness symptoms. Both are incurable. Reg-
ular medical management is necessary in
order to minimize symptoms and compli-
cations: Frequently; psychological and social
support may be needed to assist the patient
in coping with_ the illness. :

Demographically, the two study samples
were different. Sickle cell patients were
younger, better educated, and had slightly
higher household incomes. The_majority of
the patients with sickle cell disease had high
school diplomas, whereas the majority of
the patients with diabetes did not.

INSTRUMENTS

Social Support
The social:support scale was developed

by Wilcox (1982) and is used to determine
the frequency of supportive and helpful
behaviors performed by others. The scale
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measures the availability of emotional, cog-
nitive, and instrumental support. Retpon=
dents are asked to indicate how available
each type of help is by circling frequently
aVailable, _sometimes available, or rarely
available. Examples of scale items include
someone who will listen to you carefully and
talk over problems with you and someone
who will lend you their car for a few hours.
The reliavility of this scale is acceptable and
the validity is being established.

Measures of Disease Severity
The measures of diseaseseverity were both

perceptual and behavioral; Patients_were
aSked about the severity of their illness and
about medical treatment for their illness.

Perception of Severity of DiseaseThis
scale_was devised for use in this study and
is used to determine the patient's percep-
tions of the severity of his or her disease in
terms of medical_ consequences. Subjects
were asked to respond to items on_a7-point
Scale ranging from strongly agree to strongly
ditagree. Reliability coefficients of the scales
using Cronbach alpha(a measure of internal
consistency) wen.) .94 for the sickle cell Sam-
ple and .84 for_the diabetic sample.

Perception of Interference of Disease
This scale was developed for use in this study.
These scale items were_used to determine
the degree to which patients perceived that
their disease interfered_with routine activi-
tiet. SUbjef;ts were asked :to respond to
statements on a 7-point scale ranging from
interferes greatly to does not interfe; will.
Reliability coefficientsi(Cronbach alpha) of
the scales were_.85 for the sickle cell sample
and .70 for the diabetic sample.
_ Symptom ChecklistThis is a list of symp-
terns associated with the disease and was
devised for use in this study. Subjects:were
asked to indicate the degree to which the
following symptoms are a problem by
responding to a 4-point scale ranging from
note problem _to a veryseriousproblem. The
symptom checklist was different fol _I`ie two
groups. For the sample with sickle cell dis-
eate, the symptom checklist included the fol-
lowing: a) weakness and sluggishness; b)
jaundice; c) irritability; d) nausea, vomitihg;

depression; f) excessive pain; g) swelling
ot _hands and feet; _hy poor eating, loss of
appetite; and iy anxiety. The symptom
checklist for the sample with diabetes
included the following: a) sweating; b)
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excessive thirst; c) irritability; d) frequent
urination; e) depression (feeling low; sad,
MOOdy, etc.); f) abdominal pain; g) skin rash;
h) change in eating habitt; i) ankiety; and j)
problems with feet.

Acute Medical Treatment==RespieriStS tie
these questions help determine the fre=
quency of acute medical treatment. Sub-
jects were asked to answer the following
questions: _1) approximately how many times
have yeti been hOtpitalized la sickle cell
(diabetic) related problems? 2) Approxi-
mately how many times over the past two
yearshaveyou gone to the emergency rdistri
for sickle cell (diabetic) related problems?
Sickle cell patients were asked how many
CriSes they had per year; Diabetic patients
Were aSked how many episodes they had per
year. (These episodes refer to hypergly-
cemic and hypoglycemic reactions where
the blood sugar levels are above and below
normal).

Procedure

Subjects were app,nached attheir clinics
white they waited to see a medical person.
Their cooperation in participating in astudy
Of the health bare needs of patients was
enlisted. They Were atked te give their hon-
est responses and cOnfidentiality Was
assured. Interviewers assisted patients in
completing questionnaires when necessary.

RESULTS

Composite meaSures Were cOMputed on
all scale items. Pearson correlation coeffi=
cienis wr,-o computed between the measure
of social support and the_ following vari-
ables: a) perception of severity of disease,
b) perception of_ interference of dis'ese, c)
symptom Checklist, d) number of acute med-
ical treatments, i.e. nUrriber of hospitaliza-
tions and emergency room viSitS, and 6)
number of crises (episodes).

Sickle Cell Sample
Social support was moderately but signif-

icantly associated with the number of hos-
pitalizations (r = .26, p < .05), the number
of emergency room visits (r = .36, p < .01),
and the number of criSeS per year (r = .32,
p < .02). High availability of Social support
was associated with fewer hospitalizationt,
fewer emergency room visits, and fewer



crises. Social support VMS not associated
with the perception of disease severity, per-
ception of interference of disease, or reported
symptoms.

Diabetic Sample
Social support was significantly associ-

ated with the perception of disease severity
(r = .27, p < ), the perception of interfer-
ence of the disease (r = .22, p < .05), and
the number of symptoms (r = .31, p
High availability of social support was asso-
ciated with a -less severe perception _of dis-
ease,the percertion that the disease did not
cause as much interference with daily life,
and fewer symptoms. Sociai support was
not associated with number of hospitaliza-
tions, number of emergency room visits, or
number of episodes per year.

DISCUS53ION

The results of this study indicate that social
support is associated with disease severity
in black patients with sickle cell disease and
diabetes. These moderate but significant
relationships point to the importance of this
variable in understanding the health needs
of patients with sickle cell disease and dia-
betes:

A divergent pattern of relationships
between social support and severity vari-
ables were found for patients with sickle cell
disease and diabetes. Social support was
more likely to be associated with behavioral
outcomes, i.e. hospitalizations, emergency
room_visits and crises for patients with sic-
kle cell disease: High availability of social
support was associated with fewer hospital-
izations, emergency room visits, and crises.
Social support was likely to be associated
with perceptual variables for patients with
diabetes. Patients with low availability of
social support- were more likely to report
that they experienced more symptoms: This
group perceived that their disease was severe
and that the disease interfered:with routine
activities. it may be that these divergent pat-
terns of relationships_can partially be attrib-
uted to medical and demographic differ-
ences between the twa samples.

Overall, patients with diabetes reported
fewer hospitalizations_or visits to the emer-
gency room relative to patients with sickle
cell disease. The responses of patients with

diabetes also showed less variability com-
pared to the responses of patients with sic-
kle cell disease. The majority of thepatients
with diabetes_reported none or only one
emergency room visit or hospitalizatior 'or
diabetic problems; sickle cell patients
reported a range of one to more than ten
hospitalizations and emergency room visits.

A similar response pattern emerged for
the question about number of crises (epi-
sodes)-peeyear. The_majority of the patients
with _diabetes experienced no episodes
(hypoglycemic/hyperglycemic reactions)
during the specified tirn_e period. The
responses from patients with sickle cell dis-
ease were more varied with reports of none
to more than ten crises per year.

Patients with diabetes had_a significant
association between social support and the
perception of the degree to which the dis-
ease interferes as well as perception of dis-
ease severity and symptoms. This associa-
tion did not occur for patients in the other
sample. The diabetic patients were much
older (mean age was 57 versus 28). Social
support may be especially important when
considering_ severity variables in older
patients. Elderly patients, especially those
with a chronic illness, are more likely to need
assistance. The availability of social support
is more likely to directly benefit elderly
patients than younger patients. For exam-
ple, social support enables the elderly patient
to engage in routine activities.
__The divergent pattern of relationships
between social support and disease severity
variables of these two samples highlights
the importance of a nonmonolithic approach
for research with black populations. While
severity variables were associated with social
support for bothgroups, the nature of these
relationships differed forthe illnesses The
results_of this study also point to the impor-
tance of usIng multidimensional measures
when doing research. Behavioral and per-
ceptional measures were used in this study.

Implications for Rehabilitation
The findings of this study are limited to

black patients with sickle cell disease and
diabetes. The role of social support in_the
health status of patients with other chronic
illnesses and other ethnic groups is an area
for further investigation. The findings from
this study are applicable not only to the med-
ical treatment process but to the total reha-
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bilitative prOCett. The perception of disease
severity can be expected to be related to
success or failure in rehabilitation efforts,
Those individuals who feel that their disease
is very serious andlimiting will benefit less
from rehabilitative services than those with
less severe perceptions of their disability: In
thia tOritexti social support can be thought
of as a mediatihg Variable affecting the rela-
tionship between the perception of disease
severity and rehabilitative success.

Social support -is also directly relatedito
rehabilitative success (see papers- by Miller
and Wilson cited here): Those providing
treatrrient and services to chronically ill or
disab!ed black individuals must take into
consideration social support _systems and
the availability of social support. When social
support_ systems do not exist or are limited,
directing the person to social support groups
siuch as self-help programs and other com-
rnunity-based programs may be desirable.

SOCIAL SUPPORT AND SEVERITY OF DISEASE VARIABLE
CORRELATESINCHRONICALLY ILL BLACK PATIENTS

Variables _Siolde Cell Diabetes
Perception of Severity of Disease .15 .27

<.01
Perception of Interference of Disease N.S. .22

p <.01
Symptoms Checklist N.S. .31

p <.01
Number of times hospitalized over past two years .26 N.S.

p <.05
Number of emergency room visita over past two years .36 N.S.

Number of crises (episodes) per year .32
p <.02 N.S.- 1

N=47 N = 63
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5 Patients Perceptions of Their Adjustment to
Disability and Social Support in a Community-
Based Teaching Hospital

SHEILA MILLER
Norfolk State University

Abstract

This study was designed to determine if
patients with family support and social
work support adjust better to disability
than patients without family support and
social work support. Instruments were
administered to the one hundred (100)
black medical clinic patients participat-
ing in the study. The instruments
included a) the Moors Family Environ-
ment Scale (which measures family
support), b) the Handicap Problems
Inventory (a measure of adjustment to
disability), and c) the Brody Disability
Score (which measures the level of the
patient's disabiliV)._Theinstrument also
contained demographic information as
welt as items measuring social work
support. The results indicated that the
social and family life areas of the Hand-
icap Problems Inventory were signifi-
cantly associated with the cohesion and
expressiveness sub-scales of the Moors
Family Environment Scale. The impli-
cations of the _findings with respect to
assisting the disabled in adjusting to their
disability are discussed.

Society's negative attitudes toward defor-
mity and disability have been a source of
long standing concern among the:disabled
in America. Since modern medical science
is responsible for people living longer, the
possibility of disability faces an ever increas-
ing number of Americans. Even though the
needs and concerns of the disabled are
receiving more attention at the federal; state,
and local levels,_ changes in the political,
economici residential,_ educational, and
health status of the disabled are made
through legislative action and advocacy by
the disabled and non-disabled.

It has been _documented that _disabled
blacksexpenence even greater difficulty than
disabled whites (Atkins; 1979). Socioeco-
nomic and sociocultural factors such as low
income leVel and racism further compound
adjustment to disability.

Illness and physical disability are mani-
fested to a greater deg ree among blacks than
in _the general population (Gary, _1_982;
Strauss, 1964 For example, the incidence
of kidney disease and diabetes mellitus are
more prevalent among blacks than among
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whites. Black America also experiences a
higher percentage of persons with elevated
blood pressure as compared te the:general
pppulation.The illnesses and disabling con-
ditions _cited above have contributed to
noticeable _differences in the death rate in
the blackcommunity:

Counseling iseritical to the treatment of
patients diagnosed with hypertension, dia-
be'es mellitus, and seizure disorders: This
service is particularly important for the per-
son's adjustment in all life areas. NegatiVe
attitudes and influences, bOth intide and
outsideof the disabled patient's community,
strain the lives of thepatient's family. The
difficulties can only be handled bT profes-
sional assistance geared towards maximiz-
ing one's ability to cope and function under
such overwhelming circumstances (John-
son, 1962; Kap?an, 1967).

Broadening the definition of disability tb
inciude_the_disability diagnoses responsible
for crippling the bl2ck community is an issue
to be addressed: Expanding the_ definition
could _improve employment opportunities
and eligibility requirement& for benefits
presently denied thiS groUp (Saad, 1969).

_The_ purpose of this study Wat to inVesti-
gatethe relationship betwego 1) adjustment
to disability_and family support, 2) adjust=
ment to disability and social work support,
and 3) adjustment to disability and level of
diSability.

SUBJECTS

One hundred patients receiving medical
services at Norfolk Community Hospital were
identified for the tarriple. Subjects were
selected via a proportionate, Stratified_ ran-
domsample generated from the daily admit=
sions list _of the_ hospital. The sample waS
composed of _males and females of various
ages and marital status. It is _important to
note that sample size for the study wassubject
to realistic reduction in number because of
the number of daily admissions to the hos-
pital of patients fitting into the specific dia-
ability category.

DATA COLLECTION

_Data were collected from the NOrfolk
Community Hospital. The Director of AdmiS-
sions, the Director of Social Services, and

two __graduate_ students-assisted the
resezycher with thsdata co llectio nprocess.

The instrument con3isted of_ _three_stan-
dardized scales; They were: _the _Handicap
Problerrit Inventory (HPI), whichis designed
to assess the perception Of adjustment to
disability -in personal," fgmily,- abeial, and
vocational- areas;- the Family Environment
Scale (FE'S}, which was desigriedito_tap the
patients_ perception _of the-significance of
family support; and the FunctionatDisability
Score (FDS), which was obtained in _order
to -identify and categorize the: level of dis-
ability. Additional demographic data were
collected by means of g foem developed by
the_ researcher. All instruments were adMin=
istered_as_soonas_possible-afferadmission,
since_ the diag nosis may_ have limited whether
administration could take place _on the_ first
or addend day; The:researcher. reported to
the AdMitaions Office and Social Service
Department -each day ;n order to include
those patients admitted AO the hOtpital and
scheduled for early discharge.

Ail necessary provisions for confidential-
ity and protection of_ patients' -rights: were
the same as those required by hospital pol-
icy;

SAMPLE

DetCriptiVe StatittioS, i.e., _frequencies,
percentages, and measures of central _ten-
dencies were computed on all demographic
variables._ Sixty-four- black female -disabled
patientsand_36 black maledisabled patients
were included in _the sample _for the_study.
Sixty-seven percent of the patients were
diagnosed as having hypertension: Thirty
perOent of thei patients had primary diag-
nosis of diabetes mellitus and 3% of the
patients had -seizures disorders. Patieritt
diagnosed_ with -diabetes mellitus and sei=
zu re disorder may _have had secondary diag;
noses of_ hypertension:_
: The functional disability scores_indicated

that 93%_ et the sampleipopulation were
moderately disabled, 4% of _the patients were
seriously disabled, and 3% were severely
disabled.

Ages_of the patients rahged from 16 to 83
with _an average age of 53. Seven4f-three
percent of the patients had incorne_levels of
leSS than $3,000 per year; Three_ percent of
thepatienta reportedincomes in the $10,000
and above category. Forty=SiX percent of the
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patients had less than an eighth:grade edu-
cation; 10% of the patientewere high school
graduates, and only 1% of the patients had
attended college.

All of the 100 patients were receiving_med-
icalservicesfrom_the hospital: Seven people
received services from the occupational
therapy department; and one diabetic patient
reported in the "other" category designat-
ing services from the dental clinic, the nutri-
tion cepartment, and informal services from
the clinic secretary (transportation, assis-
tance with the hospital's system, etc.)._Sev-
enty-eight_ of the participants needed no
mechanical or human assistance; though
many in this group identified the need for
and cost of medication as_a concern. Six
patients; however; required shoe braces, nine
individuals used canes, five had walkers, and
two required the uee of hospital bedsat home.

Of the sample, 36%_reported that they lived
alone,_8% lived with parents; 13% with non-
relatives (friends; fiance; etc.); 13% lived with
their children, and 10% lived with their
spouse. Twenty_ percent of the subjects
selected the "other" category designating
other family members (aunts, uncles, cou-
sins, godparents), facilities (boarding houses,
rooming houses)-

Sixty-six percent of the participants
reported having an eligibility :worker at a
nearby community sociai services agency.
The patients saw the worker at leaet once a
year for a re-evaluation of their need for
financial assistance, medical assistance, and
food stamp services None of the subjects
reported _receiving _casework; group work;
or family services from the community social
service agencies: Four people did report
using homemaker service:and six people
reported having home health service.

Sixty-seven percent of the subjects stated
that no family member accompanied them
to the clinic. Eighty-four percent of the
patients reported that their relatives do not
express concern about their diagnosis or
medical needs. Eighty-eight percent oIL the
subjectsstated that no memberof the family
accompanied them to scheduled re-evalua-
tion:appointments with the eligibility worker
ta discuss concerns about medication costs;
clinic transportation cost; stress of disability
onifamily, etc.

The Handicapped Problems Inventory was
used to measure adjustment to disability
There are four subscales which measure

adjustment in personal; family; social; and
vocational areas of the patient's life. The
mean scores on the personal, tarn ily, social,
and vocational subscales were 77.0, 79.5,
716,- and 482 respectively. The higher the
score, the less adjusted were patients in these
life areas.:

The FES_was employed to measure family
support. The three subscales of cohesion,
expressiveness, and conflict were used to
measure the relationship dimensions of the
family social environment The mean scores
for cohesion, expressiveness, and conflict
were 69.4; 69:6; and 66.8 respectively. The
mean scores for all three categories were
high; yet not signicantly different from each
ether.'

Social wcrker support was obtained by
asking the patients questions pertaining to
his or her perception of social work support:
For the most part, patients did not receive
social worker intervention except when an
evaluation was done for Medicaid delinea=
tion.

DISCUSSION

The results of this study indicate that
expressiveness as a measure of family sup-
port was significantly related to adistment
to disability as measured by the family and
social life areas of the HPI. An expressive
family environment was_ related to more
problems in the area oftarnily life. On the
other hand, an expressive family environ-
ment was associated with fewer problems
in the area of social life. This finding is con-
sistent with the findinthat scoresfor cohe-
sion and conflict on_the FES were both high.
The patients participating in the study iden-
tified their ability to openly express them-
selves as being encouraged by their family
members. During the interviews, it was a
common response for patients to identify
specific disegreements, concerns, prob-
lems, and conflicts feced by them and their
family memberscaused by the disabling sit-
uation; In spite of these concerns and diffi-
culties (e.g. financial, fears, myths, confron-
tations), the patients felt that their family
members were still supportive as they faced
their hostile environment. Contacts with
family members, even when limited, were
verbalized as a positive and stable suppor-
tive force in the patient's life: These types of
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contacts and interactions affect the dis-
abled person's adjustment to his or her dis-
ability.

The Pearton Correlation Coefficients were
computed between the fOur areas compris-
ing the HPI and the subscaies comprising
the FES-(See Table 11.

The family life area of the_HPi was signif-
icantlyrelated to the expressiveness scale
of the FES with high scores on the measure
of expressiveness. The measure of social life
areas of the HPI Wat riegatiVely related to
the expressiveness measure Of the FES.
_The family life area of the HPI was signif-

icantly correlated with-the cohesiveness
subscale of the FES inthe negative directfrA
(r =7 3 2 L 0 5 1 ) High scores in the family
and social life areas of the HPI were asso,
tiated: With IOW Scores or the measure of
cohesion.

Social work support waS nOt significantly
related to adjustment to disability in any of
the four_ areas of_ths_HPI, Levet of disabiliV
was also not related _to adjustment to dis-
ability. Cohesion as a measure of social sup-
port: was :also:significantly related to the
family arid social life areas of the HPl. :Low
family cohesiveness was associated with a
less favorable adjustment to disability. TheSe
measures of family support, i.e., expressive-
ness and cohesion point_to the importance
of _understanding these variables when
assisting persons in adjusting to their dis-
ability.

A sighifitant relatiOnship between per-
ceived adjustment to disability ih all life areas
and social work intervention was hot found.
The patients did identify having annual evak

uations regarding --their- -financiai -status.
However, thejaatients and their-family mem-
bers did not participate in_any casework_or
group work services. There was no_identi-
fied work Avith: families_ or intervention on
their behalf-with health professionals. Con-
sag uently,-the- missing service is still:consid-
ered valuable thougn statistical Significance
is impossible-to achieve with no member of
the sample_receiving comprehensive inter-
vention _from _a social worker.
1.1t is important to .note thatno_statistically

significantrelationship waslound between
the level -of disability and adjustment to dis.,
abilitv. -However, the categories:of level of
disability-were small since of the patients
felt into the_ moderately- disabled -category.
Thepatientswere active in_the medical treat-
ment program and medications were_iiden-
tified as essential:in helping them_ to .physi-
cally function and to participate in daily liv-
ing activities.

It is important to mention that patients had
low -adjustment- scores- in -all areas except
vocational_adjustment. This vocational
adjustment score is attri buted to_the_ pat ients!
perception that employmentwasclifficultif
not_ im possiblE4 to obtain. Consequently,.the
patients regarded other opportunities (e.g.
yard iworkii odd jobs, babysitting, church
work} in the employment or- -vocational
adjustment-category; Additionally, themed7
ical__clinic _staff_felt_that current vocational
programs-found_ their _patients _ineligible for
services and training opportunities because
of :prescribed disability definition and the
nature_ of the symptoms experienced by the
patients (Smith, 1978).

TABLE 1

PEARSON CORRELATIONCOEFFICIENTS
HPI-

Personal
HP1- _HPI-

Family Social
HPI- FES-

Vocation Cohesion
FES-

Expres-
siveness

FES-
Conflict

HPI-
Personal -0.1628 -0.1815 0.0131
HPI-
Family 0 0.2078* 0.2E18* -0.0522
HPl-
Social 0.3235* 0.1979* -0.0378
HP1-
Vocational 0.0618 0.1857 0.0581
NOTE: P = <.05
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Further studiesare needed in order: to
identify the specific concerns preventing
successful-adjustment to disability among
black disabled persons, Additional infor-
matien _to _ascertain the extent _of_the _avail-
able services to this group by rehabilitation
and health: agencies needs to be identified:
Current rehabilitation and health: agencies
should maximize the opportunities of the
black disabled currently receiving seivices
by-identifying gaps that might prevent -the
patient's chances _of_ -being a more produc-
tive member of society.

The:training of health professionals should
include senzitizing society to the unique
concerns and the situations of the black
cornmurlity. This is especially necessary since
the disabled population needs more active
advocates to influence those who make pol-
icies _affecting the disabled population's
plight:

The investigator recommends that similar
studies tike:the one presentedherete rep-
licated in other agencies and facilities. It is
suggested that additional:comparison groups
be used.- For example, the responses from
black and white disabled_gmups could reveal
important information _as they compare and
contrast their disabling situatiom

While this study addressed disabled adults;
it is especially important _to recognize the
high number of disabled children and youth
who require the professional services of
health/rehabilitation workers and who also
suffer from the negative social attitudes in
regards to deformity and disability.
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The training of more social work practi-
tkmers in all areas& social work practice is
felt to be essential. Training in farnily inter=
vention and the use of family as resources
are recommended.
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Abstract

The present study was designedto ioen-
tify and assess the _frequency; distribu-
tion, and impact of various disabilities
among black Americans. Twenty-seven
(271agencies-8 state-and 19 private--
from the following targeted cities com-
prised the sample: Washington,- DC;
Atlanta, GA; New York, NY; Gary;_1N; Los
Angelesi CA; Little: Rock, AR; Detroit,
MI; and Jackson, MS. The research find,
ings clearly substantiate evidence of
some unique features of the status of
black disabled -individuals. Selected
disabilities_analyzed, using-cross tabu-
lations and _chi-square statistics, sug-
gest significant clusters -of black clients
only as the comparison relates to the
distribution of blacks in the larger pop,
ulation of the designated areas. When
analyzed a lross ethnic groups, the per-
centages of these disabilities for whites
exceed _those for blacks by 200% and
sometimes_ 300%-.__Also,_when _the con-
trast is based on ethnic group_member,
ship across all regions; only sickle_cell
anemia- is significantly more prevalent
among blacks, and there is greater vari,
ability with regard to the incidence of
disability and ethnicity-based regional
distribution, Other-findings- relative to
earnings and_ mental retardation,
together with the delivery of services to
black% call attention tothe need for fur-
ther investigation and for remediation.
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BACKGROUND

While it is true that handicapped individ-
uals who are members of racial and ethnic
minorities suffer the same indignities as other
handicapped individualsii there are:special
and unique problems that these individuals
face because of the lack of awareness of
their cultural differences (Stedman, 1977).
In addition, prejudice and racial discrimi-
nation continue to exclude-a great number
of minorities (particularly blacks) from _full
participation in all aspects of society (Sted-
man, 1977; Bowe,_1983; Walker et al., 1984).

The problem lof black handicapped indi-
viduala ia indeed complex. Not only doblackS
have to_live with excessive economic bur-
den; but education ie frequently not avail=
able to them. As a result; they have _fewer
opportunities for education and for earning
decent incomes. Moreover, access to their
homes, stores, schools,_transportation, and
the general community facilities can only be
achieved -through the use of extreme mea,
sures and often with the involvement of at
least another person (Miller, 1984).

Merton Gilliam (1981) gives firsthandex-
amples of prejudices he has experienced as
a double minority (i.e._being black and hand-
icapped). Gilliam said he grewup in the black
ghetto Of Cincinnati during the Depression
and was constantly subjected to pressures
and criticism in public schools. In his quest
for employment; he suffered humiliation and
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rejection. "Nobody wanted to hire a guy on
crutches; employers claimed that they would
have insurance problems," he telis us.

During his college years, Gilliam observed
that, of the 80 disabled students who were
sponsored by rehabilitation or other pro-
grams, blacks received the least services:

Public transportation was not available
to thephysically handicapped who used
wheelchairs and crutches, and the cost
of special transportation was excessive.
The few facilities that are available to
the handicapped are frequently set apart
so that the individual has to be treated
as a special case.

Clearly; the need _for research_ which
responds to the needs of minority papule-
tions_with handizapping conditions has been
substantiated. Evidence that minority pop-
ulations (blacks in rarticular), have unique
handicapping problems and have been
inadequateiy served in rehabilitation pro-
gramsis overwhelming (National Institute of
Handicapped Research;1981).
: However, no comprehensive research has
been:conducted _to: indicate the number of
handicapped individuals:within the black
population and to identify these unique
needs. It is essential that research strategies
be_implemented which begin to address
problems and issues specific _to the suc-
cessful rehabilitation of disabled minorities:

METHODOLOGY

Purpose
This study, alon_g with two other research

investigations, was _designed to establish
empirical research as a means of identifying
and assessing the frequency, distribution;
and :impact of various disabilities among
black Americans. The emphasis here is the
identification and delineation of significant
clusters relative to the rehabilitation status
and needs_of blacks as compared to other
ethnic groups within eight___ select geo-
graphic areas ot the United States

The profile and results embodied in this
research_ report cover _only the initial ele-
ments of the study. More comprehensive
reports will be given subsequently.

Description of Participating Agencies
Initiated daring the 1983-84 project year

of the "Howard University Model to Improve

Rehabilitation_ Servicas fo: Minority-Popu-
lations with Handinapping Conditions. this
study examined disability distribution .in _a
selected sample. Table.1 conteirts a profile
of the 27 agencies comprising this selected
sample- based on -predetermined _research
sites which coi istitute- regional representa-
tore The_ folicwing cities were-the targeted
sites: _Waneton, DC; Atlanta; GA; _New
York, NY; Gary; IN; Los Angeles; _CA: Little
Roek, AR;_ Detroq. MI; and Jackson; MS. The
rationale for thia selection is that a substan-
tial number of blackr; reside in these cities.
It should be noted that the sample.: popula-
tion represents agencies and clients within
the largermetropolitan_areas within up to a
one-hundred-mile radius.

See_ Table 11 for ethnic_ population distri-
bution in the respective metropolitan _areas
(these figures were taken from the 1980 Pop-
ulation Census).

Data were -collected- during the period
January taOctober-1984-via a survey-format
through_the _utilization_ of a twocvart sues-
tionnaire_wh ichi ncl uded _three appendices.
The questionnaire was mailed aut to respon,
dents.: Eight public and 19 private agencies
participated in this study. :Thelotal client
populeon was approximately 282000; which
constitutes 87% for state agencies and-13%
for-arivate agencies. -This statistic- reflects
some_ dupl i cat ion since_ many_ public- agen-
cies often_ contract_ out _clients _to_private
agencies after evaluatiort The ethnic com-
position of:the sample is 36% black, 56%
White; and 8% for other ethnic groups.

General Design and Analysis
The _research_ instrument consisted_ of a

two-part, :twenty-four item questionnaire
developed and:validated_through the coop-
eration of rehab:Mean profes. from
the following groups: the project's National
Advisory-Committee, the-Local Task Force
(which _consists of representatives from
agencies_ in_ the District _of Colum bia_ metro-
politan area); and the Research Committee
of the Council of:State Administrators of
Vocationel Rehabilitation.

Types of Analyses
_ Part I_ of ithe questionnaire venerated

descriptive information_ _ on agencies sur-
veyed; inclUding_ staffing and_ types of ser-
vices provided. These deacriptive dharecter=
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TABLE I

AVERAGE CASELOAD OF AGENCIES PARTICIPATING
IN NATIONAL SURVEY

LOCATION PRIVATE PARENT
ORGANIZATION

NO. OF NO, OF AVG.
COUNSELORS CLIENTS CASELOAD

Arkansas Department of Human Services 132 3345 93
California Human Resources Center 4 700 100
CAI ifo rn ia Parent Auxi:iary 1 15 17
California Parent Auxiliary 1 50 50
California Parent Auxiliary 8 55 6
California State of California 635 93589 148
District of Columbia Department of Human Services 69 13507 200
Georgia Department of Human Services 3 199 30
Georgia Department of Human Services 82 12144 148
Indiana 148 22644 153
Miohigan LeagueGoodwill 3 434 15
Michigan LeagueGoodwin 217 16361 96
Michigan LeagueGoodwill 635 93589 148
Michigan Michigan Rehab. Services 16 844 67
Michigan Michigan Rehab. SeMces 20 144 80
Michigan Michigan Rehab; SeMces 3941 111
Michigan Jewish VolJnteer Services 4 345 25
Michigan Jewish Volunteer SeMces _7 167 19
Mississippi Department of Human Services 86 24203 281
New York Assoc. for Chn. W/Ret. M/Dev. 30 1000 20
New York Departmetit of Education 74725 --
New York Federati,A of Jewish Phil. 22 1015 25
New York Federation of Jewish Phil. 29 435 15
New York Vera Ins, of Justice, Inc. 6 153 20
New York Health & Hospital Services

TABLE 11

ETHNIC DISTRIBUTION IN THE TARGETED AREAS ACCORDING TO THE 1980
POPULATION CENSUt

CITIES BLACKS
NO.

WHi TES
NO. TOTALS

Atlanta, GA 498,826 24.5 1;508,640 74.3 2,029,710
Detroit; MI 890,532 20.45 3,376,800 77.5 4,353,413
Gary, IN 126;350 19.65 491,274 76.4 642,781
Jackson; MS ii 126;202 393 192,547 60.0 320,425
Little ROO; AR 82,865 21.0 306;058 77.7 393,774
Los Angeles, CA 943,968 12.6 _ 5,073;617 67.8 7,477,503
New York, NY 1,940,628 21.27 6,117,497 67.07 9126,346
Washington, DC 853,719 27.8 2;072;934 67.7 3,060,922

Metro Area
(SMSA)

Census Bureau
Suitland, MD
763-5002
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istics were examined across state and pri-
vate agencies with cross-tabulations. Part II
of the research instrument facilitated the
collection_and analysis of the following types
of data; aythe frequency of various types of
disabilities and by a comparison of client
eaming levels at referrat and closure. Utili-
zation Was also made of a chi-square statis-
tical meature in the anaylsis of data.

Research Questions
1. With reference to the descriptive char-

acteristics ofthe sample surveyed, (a) how
many clients were served in the respec-
tive agencies for Fiscal Year_1_983, and
What was_the average caseload per coun-
selor? (0) Wheit types of services were
provided? _(0) What was/were the princi-
pal source(s):of funding?

2. What is the ethnic breakdown of the sam-
ple populations?

3: Of the 18 identified_ disability groups,
which ones; if any, are significantly more
prevalent among blacks than among
Whitet?

4. Are there signifiCant differences, based
on ethnicity, with respect to these 10
selected disabilities?

Blindness
Diabetes
Orthopedic Impairment
Sickle Cell Anern!a
ArlipUtee
Epi repay
Substance Abuse
Cardiovascu ler Diseases
Mental_Retardation
Visual Impairment

5. What percentage of the total sampleicon-
stitutes :mental retardation for all ethnic
gtoos in both private and public agen-
cies?

6. Is_there a relationship betWeen disability
and ethnicity with respect to regions?

7. What is the level of earnirkgs of clients at
referral and closure by ethnicity?

8. Given the five regions:
West: California
MidWetit: Mithigan, Indiana _

MidAtlantiC: Washington; DC
Northeast: New York
South: GeorgiaMississippi, Arkansas

where are the most significant clusters in
the 10 major disabilities for nonwhites
located?
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Results

An analysis of Part _! of the survey instru-
ment yielded descriptive characteristics of
the sample (including staff personnel; clients
served, types of services provided) which
are as fblICWS:

Bight_public and 19 private agencies
showed a grand total_ of over 1,660
counselors (not including New_York
State) and:282,000 clients served dur-
ing the 1983:fiscal year. _Of these, the
public agencies account for 70% of the
counselors and 87% of the tiienta
served. Table gives a more detailed
breakdown otthesevariables and their
respective frequencies;. Much of the
data from New York State and Harlem
Hospital_ are currently being further
analyzed; thereföre; all of the findings
are not ful:y repOrted. The rernaining
data will be Included in a subsequent
report to be glven at a later date.

2. State agencies located in larger, more
highly populated _states carqpropor-
tionately larger clientele: Exampleaare,
the State of California with approxi-
mately 94,000; New York State; 74;725;
Mississippi, 24,000;_and Indiana, 23,000.
Georcia and the Dittrict Of COluMbia
also have relatively large clientele
some 12,000 and 13,500 respectively.
(See Table I.)

3. With respect to average caseload per
counselor, private agencies seem_ to
have an advantage; For instance,- pri-
vete agencies have a grand mean of 48
clients_ per case worker. That is; over
300%_ fewer. It MUSt_be noted, how-
ever, that these 156 Clientt Might Poll=
stitute a spurious statistic, since state
agenciesoften contract out services to
privrte agencies so that clients are-often
inckided in state agency intake andafter
evaluation, they are then referred to
private facilitida for _the provisiort of
specific services such as training, PH;
vete agencies inclUde beganilatiOns
such as Goodwill_ Industries and the
Association for Retarded _Citizens.

Another variable was the primary source
of funding for the respective agencies._These
represent three principal types: state-fed-
eral_ matchings, state-supported and private
contributions. As might be expected, all eight
public agencies fell under the category of



state-federal matchings. Rif the private
agencies, there is a great deal of overlap
since many of these agencies get their
financing from combiried :sources. For
instance, as many as 56% of the agencies
reported support from stet Wederal match-
ings. Yet, many of these are also repre-
seted_ in_ the_ 33% financed by private con-
tributions and also in the39% receiving con-
tributions from sources other than the three
mentioned above. (See Table ill)

A detailed sxamination was also made with
respect to the types of agencies serving dis-
abled populations in the targeted areas as
well as the services offered. Tables IV and V
contain an overview of these data._Pre-emi-
nent among the types otagencies are voca-
tional; vocational rehabilitation; educa-
tional, social service, mental health, private
and non-private residential and nonresiden-
tial, non-profit and independent living cen-
ters. The types most S7equent in our sample
are vocational (12%);_vocational rehabilita-
tion (23%), educational (6%), non-profit
(12%), and private (9%). (See Table IV.)

_The data reflect the delivery of a wide range
of services. The following are among the
most frequent types of services provided by
the participating agencies: medical diag-
nosis and treatment, psychological diagno-
sis and treatment, psych iatr ic diagnosis and
treatment; vocational and educational
counseling; peer counseling, academic
reinforcement; vocational assessment;
occupational and physiotherapy; job train-
ing and placement. A large number of agen-
cies also provide vocational assessment (i.e.
2-1 agencies, or 78%, offer this type of ser-
vice). Consistent with this, there are a simi-
larly large number otagencies offering job
training; for example; 70% of our sample
offer this service and 56% provide job place-
ment. With reference to:vocational educa-
tion and counseling, another 56% offer aca-
demic reinforcement (see Table V for further
breakdown,)

th_Section_Illotthe research-instrument),
selected disabilities analyzed_ by _ethnic
groups reveal some interesting contrasts. Of
the 18 disability_ categories listed in the sur-
vey questionnaire, -_the: categories with the
largest number of clients were "other" total-
ing 20,844 (this category includes clients with
multiple handicaps) and "mental retarda-
tion" totaling 18,114.0f the mentally retarded
clients, 14;727 were served by state agen-
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cies and 3,831 were_served in_private_agen-
cies. (Mental retardation represents clients
clearly identified as mentally retarded
approximately: 13% of the sample popula-
tion. Nevertheless, it must be stated that it
is likely many of the clients identified under
the "other" category may also be mentally
retarded, since this category includes the
multiply handicapped.)_The data_show that
6;989 of the 14;727 mentally retarded clients
(48%) in the public agencies were black.
Similarly, 1,919 of 3,836 mentally retarded
clients (500/o) in the private agencies were
black (See Table A similar pattern was
shown for whites. Mental retardation was
48% and 41% respectively for state and pri-
vate agencies.

Other major disabilities showing signifi-
cant clusters fornonwhiteigroups in public
agencies- are blindness (32%), sickle_ _cell
anemia (95%), orthopedic impairment (25%),
substance abuse (30%), and cardiovascular
disease (30%). Amputee, diabetes and epi-
lepsy_also represent proportionate clusters
for blacks and other minorities. It should_be
noted; however; that while each of the dis-
abilities cited is significantly high among
blacks, sickle ce!I anemia is the only one
which has a lower rate of manifestation
among white clients in the sample. In
response to research question 3, of the 18
disability groups_selected for the sample,
only sickie cell anemia is more prevalent
among blacks than among whites when the
comparison is based:on ethnic group mem-
bership across all regions. However, the data
bears out a positive answer to research
question 4, since the significant differences
in the_prevalence of disability do exist based
on ettin icity,_

With respect to the most significaitclus
ters in the 10 maior disability groups across
state and private agencies; in response to
research question 4 (Is there a relationship
between disability and_ethnicity with respect
to region?), the following results were
observed: Table VI indicates that sickle cell
anemia, mental retardation and cardiovas-
cular disease all_ have_ significant_clusters
across state and private agencies: Blind-
ness, diabetesii _amputee and substance
abuse (all in the 30 to 30 + percentage range)
suggest significant clusters also. This, how-
ever, is reflective of the distribution of blacks
in the sample population which is 36%. All
of the other disabilities named in research
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TABLE III
I YPE AND SOURCE OF SUPPORT FOR AGENCIES PAP

IN_NATIONAL

TYPES__OF AGENCIES
FEDERAL/STATE STATE Pf

MATCHING SUPPORTED CONTI
_Istumbor Percent Number Percent Numbe

State --= 8 28 100

Other = 19 10 56 6 33 6

TABLE IV
PROFILE OF SAMPLE AGENCY CATEGORIES

AGENCIES =

TYPE OF AGENCY
STATE AGENCIES PRIVATE AGEN(

Number Percent Number Pe

Correctional 0 0 0
Educational 0 -0 6 1

Government 4 80.0 1

Hospital 1 100.0 0
Independent Living Center 1 20.0 4
Mental Health 0 0 5
Nor-Private 1 50.0 1
Non-Profit 0 0 0
Non-Residential 1 25.0 3
Private 0 0 9 11

Profit 0 0 0
Residential 1 20.0 4 1

Social Service 0 0 6 1(
Vocational 1 16.7 5 /
Vocational Rehabilitation _7 30.4 16 I

Total 18 71

4 0



TABLE V
SUMMARY OF TYPES OF SERV:ICES OFF-EP ED BY SAMP_LE_AGENCIES_

AGENCIES

TYPE OF SERVICES
STATE AGENCIES PRIVATE !.GENCIES OTHER

Numbe Percent Number Percent_ _Number _Percent

Academic Reinforcement 4 27 11 73 16 6
Independent Living 5 36 9 67 14 6
Job Placemerit 6 40 9 60 15 6
JOb "Rai ning/Ret 7 37 12 63 19 8
Medical Diagnosis 6 55 5 45 11 5
Medical Treatment 6 67 3 33 9 4

Occupational Therapy 5 50 5 50 10 4
Peer Counseling 3 33 6 67 9 4
Physical Therapy 5 63 3 37 8 3
Psychiatric Diagnosis 6 60 4 40 10 4
Psychiatric Treatment 6 46 7 54 13 5
Psychology Diagnosis 6 43 8 57 14 6
Psychology:Treatment 6 46 7 54 13 5
Recreation Facilities 5 45 6 55 11 5
Social Work 1 10 9 90 10 4
Transportation 6 43 8 57 14 6
Other 2 40 3 60 5 2
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question 2 are also proportionately signifi-
cant_(see Table VI).

It is important to note, however, that these
percentages co nstitute_significant_propor-
tions only as they relate to the distribution
Uf blacks in the sample and in the larger
piciptilatiOn Of the designated areas: When
analyzed acrOst ethnic groupsi the percent-
ages of these disabilities for whites are two
and sometimes three times the proportion
for blacks._Examples of thuse phenomena
are reflected in the fact/hat among the blind,
32% ware black and 56% were white. Like-
Witt!, Of the substance abuse clients, 30%
were blatk and 61% were white. Another
example of these comparisons is the fact
that in public agencies epilepsy was 28%
among blacks and 64% among whites. (See
Table VI for review of these data.)

While this pattern of concentration of black
handicapped clients seem to be character-
iStic Of the sample for most regions (West,
Midwest, and Northeast), for most of the dis-
ability clusters reported above, there are
severalexceptions however. The chi-square
statistical procedure showed a sighificant
relationship (above anci_beyond the .01 level)
between disability and ethnicity with respect
to the regions from which the sample was
drawn (see Table VII). The pattern of dis-
ability in relatiOnship to the clients' ethnicity
was less consistent kir the Southern and
Mid-Atlantic regions than for the other three
regions.

An examination_ of Table VII for the West,
M idwest; and Northeast regions, reveals
similar ratios _iaf the incidence of visual
impairment, amputee, and epilepsy between
blatka and whites to those found in Table
VI fOr the oVerali sample. However; there is
greater variability With regard to the inci-
dence of disability and ethnicity based
on regional distribution._For example, mental
retardation in the Southern region is reported
as 69% among blacks as compared to 28%
among whites (whereas it was reported as
abOut eqUally diStributed within the overall
sample for bOth :public_ and private agen,
cles)._Visual impel rment is reported as being
about three times as high among blacks in
the Mid-Atlantic and Southern regions. This
pattern was reversed_in the overall semi*.
Likewise, substance abuse is reported to be
70% among blacks as compared to 23%
;limiting Whites in the Midwest. The Mid-
Atlantic region reported overwhelmingly high

proportions for blacks for each of the dis-
ability categories.

With reference to the economic Status of
clients at referral, the data indicate that gen=
erally, as the income levels increase, the per
centage of blacks in the revective catego-
ries decreases. Further, some 32,410 of the
109,142 (or 30%1 of clients with no earnings
are black (see Table VIII). With respect to
earnings of clienta at cloSure, the data show
some marginal decrease acrota all ethnic
groupsfaxcept blacks) in the no income cat=
egory. The_percentage of blacks in this cat=
egory went up by 2%. However, there is a
significant upward trend in the percentages
at the higher income levels for black clients.
For instance, in the less than $50 per week
category, the percentage of blackS dropped
from 29% at referral to a mere 5% at closure,
while in the $200 + category, the percentage
rose from 12% to 15%. (See Tables VIII and
IX for these comparisons.)

DISCUSSION

_ The study clearly has substantiated fur-
ther evidence of some unique feature!: of
the Statut Of black ditabled individual
Indeed, there are impOrtarit finditirja that call
attention to further examination and per=
haps remediation.

The current study_providesah overview of
the types and level of rehabilitation services
in eightmetropolitan areas throughout the
United Statee The findings include a profile
of eight public and 27 priVate ageribleS. It
also provides comparisons Of the dittribli=
tion and frequency of disability among the
sample population. An analysis of 1980 can=
sus data reveal the incidence of disability
among blacks in the general population_to
be almost twice as high among blacks as it
is among whites=-14% as compared to 8%
(Bowe, 1983). HOWeVer, the breakdoWn of
disability among the elienta in the tUrrent
study in the majority of the categories iden=
tified_for the_ study, with the exception of
mental retardation (which was almost evenly
distributed) and sickle cell anemia_(which
was found almost exclusively among blacks);
was reported at levels two or three times
higher among whitet then blacks. It was
noted, neverthelesS, that a large riUMber Of
blacks were identified under the other cate=
gories which included multiple handicaps.
The distribution of various disabilities by
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TABLE VI
NUMBER AND PERCENT OF CLIENTS FOR SELECTED DISABILITIES

BY ETHNIC GROUPS

DISABILITY
STATE_AGENCIES PRIVATEAGENCIES

BLACK WHITE HISPANIC OTHER BLACK WHITE HISPANIC

N %
OTHER

TOTAL
N % N % N % N_

TOTAL
% N % N % N

Amputee 539 33 919 57 89 6 65 4 1612 93 44 100 49 2 1 14 7 209
Blindness 1273 32 2201 56 216 6 248 6 3936 234 35 281 42 158 23 673
Cardiovascular 1302 36 2022 57 106 3 152 4 3582 234 46 214 42 23 5 34 7 505
Cerebral Palsy 249 26 647 68 36 4 17 2 949 33 31 63 60 5 5 4 4 105
Diabetes 394 33 703 59 61 5 47 4 1210 62 44 70 49 2 1 8 6 142
Digestive Disorders 615 36 1054 61 38 2 25 1 1732 67 52 59 45 1 1 3 2 130
Epilepsy 560 28 1285 64 126 6 45 %."1 2016 111 41 146 54 8 3 5 2 210
Hearing_Impairrnent 1018 20 3398 67 313 6 330 7 5059 227 33 362 53 25 4 68 10 682
Learning Disabilities 598 26 1437 63 216 10 26 1 2277 188 37 308 69 16 3 1 - 513
Mental Illness 3160 22 10038 70 685 5 393 3 14276 402 18 1494 66 214 10 142 6 2242
Mental Retardation 6989 48 7035 48 384 3 319 2 14727 1919 50 1558 41 215 5 144 4 3835
Orthopedic Impairment 5143 25 13617 67 1196 6 524 3 20480 706 43 779 49 35 2 89 6 1629
Respiratdry Conditions 264 35 433 57 36 5 33 4 766 30 30 54 55 4 4 11 11 99
Sickle:Cell Anemia 238 92 10 4 10 4 258 43 90 - - 5 10 48
Speech Impairment 158 33 258 54 52 11 10 2 478 23 31 45 61 3 4 3 4 74
Substance Abuse 3278 30 6559 61 739 7 201 2 10777 371 35 667 62 1 0 31 3 1070
Visual Impairment 246 24 618 61 111 11 36 4 1011 60 25 158 67 9 4 9 4 236
Other 9499 55 5738 33 474 3 1683 10 17398 1413 43 1513 49 9 3 158 5 3095
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TABLE V11

SIGNIFICANT CLUSTERS IN THE MAJOR DISABILITY GROUPS ACROSS REGIONS
(STATE AGENCIES ONLY)

DISABILITY
WEST:

CALIFORMA
MIDWEST: MID-ATLANTIC: NORTHEAST: SOUTH:-GA,
INDIANA DC mowynow ARK., MISS.BWHOB WHO B WHO B W-11-0B W H 0

Blindness 321 1043 197 4.8 82
% 20 65 12 3 47

Visual Impairment 40 124 105 10 2
% 14 44 38 4 14

Ortho. Impairment 1006 4225 1165 222 100
% 15 64 18 3 48

Amputee 62 197 84 22 9
% 17 54 23 6 35

Substance Abuse 641 1872 734 43 39
% 20 57 22 1_ 70

Menial Retardation 486 995 365 31 51
% 26 53 19 2 55

Sickle CeH Anemia 50 9
046 96 2 -- 2 90

Cardiovascular 171 439 106 30 14
23 59 14 4 40

Epilepsy 88 317 126 15 19
% 16 _ 58 __20 3 54

Dittbetet 54 167 58 9 6

82 9 1 238 31 5 30 26 68 = 2 608 161 5 168
47 5 _1___78_1_0_2_10 27 71 2 64 18 1 18

9 3 69 5 2 12
64 21 M 6 2 14

96 12
46 6

745 29 19 123
81a 2-13

14 3 0
54 12

13 3 0
23 6

79 2 2 11

20 121 2 165 359 1 11
14 85 1 31 -67 2_

936 4722 = 52 2356 4545 127
16 83 9 34 65 2

97 299 13 292 406 19
84 2 2 12 24 73 3 40 57 _3

986 80 8 89 591 1397 19 1021 3197 5 50
85 -7 6 8 29 70 1 24 75 .1 1

36 5
39 5

_1
10

13
46

16
46

0 1

4

9

624
83

40
89

360
80

52
68

108

55 10 67
7 1 9

1 - 4
2 9

4 5 81
.8 .1 18

6 3 15
8 4 20
2 _3 24_

1371 4063 41 4687 1886 4 180
25 74 69 28 .5 5

55 8 0 84 6
87 13 93 -- 7

193 679 564 8 5 1

22 -78 38-60-- 3
132 641 5 209 305 5
17 82 1 40 58 2
72 319 2 154 213 12
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TABLE VIH

EARNING STATUS OF CLIENTS_AT REFERRAL BY ETHNIC GROUP
ACROSS STATEANI3PR1VATE AGENCIES

MEAN WEEKLYINCOME BLACK % WHITE % HISPAMC c)/e OTHER % TOTAL
No EarninOS 32410 nn 69351 64 4215 4 3166 n 109142
Less than $50 316 29 724 65 37 3 32 3 1109
$50499 472 26 1288 70 35 2 52 3 1847
$1004120 358 38 541 57 29 3 17 2 945
$151$199 146 22 496 74 10 2 19 3 671
$200 + 281 12 2115 87 40 2 3 1 2439

TABLE IX
EARNINGS STATUS AT CLOSURE BY ETHNIC GROUPS

ACROSS STATEAND PRIVATE AGENCIES
MEAN_INCOME WEEKLY SLACK % WHITE % HISPANIC % OTHER TOTAL
No Eainings 6378 32 12183 62 731 4 410 2 19702
Less than $50 639 5 12419 94 16 .1 23 2 13097
$50499 618 25 1722 71 75 3 25 1 2441
$100$125 423 3 872 62 80 6 25 2 1400
$1264150 1535 30 3322 65 199 4 57 1 5113
$1514199 748 22 2378 71 188 6 39 1 3353
$200 + 1016 15 4745 71 406 6 523 8 6690
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ethnicity was similar for public and private
agencies. On the other hand, there was a
great range of variability with regard to tt-e
distribution of disability and regional rE
resentation. Much higher oroportione Of
visual impairment (64% blacks versus 18%
whites) and mental retardation_(69% blacks
Versus 28% whites) were reported in the
SoUthern region. These findings suggest the
need for regional planning related to the
delivery of services. It should be noted that
Bowe 11983) reported that 50% of the blaCk
disabled reside in the Southern area of the
United States.

At both levelsstate and privatethe per-
centage of whites receiving services was
tWice and sometimes_three times as many
as blacks, and this is viewed against the fact
that the percentage of blacks and whites in
the sample is 36% and 56% respectively. A
review of the results suggests that within
each of the regions surveyed,_a wide array
of supportive services exist; yet the propor-
tion of black clients enrolled is lower than
would be expected by chance. :

The findings of the current study are con-
sistent with those of Robinson 1(1979). He
reported a_ high proportion of mentally
retarded clients within the rehabilitation ser-
vice system. The single disability category
in the_current sample in which both blacks
and Whites were closely matched with regard
to proportion for incidence of disability is
mental retardation. (This is true within both
the public and_private agencies.)

Further research into the possible causes,
and a more comprehensive analysis of all
related data, will help to suggest ways and
MeenS Of addressing the imbalances. One
possible cause is the fact that _blacks may
not be seeking out and taking full advantage
of available facilities.

Another finding -that suggests implica-
tions which warrant further examination is
the fact that even after the rehabilitation_pro-
cess, a disproportionately large number of
blacks still remain in the lower income
groupS, With only marginal increases in the
number cif Ciients aS the income categor
move to higher levels. Because incoma is
usually tied to levels of ecli. ''ional attain-
ment and socio-economic status, _it seems
quite obvious that the academic and tech-
nical skills of the black client population need
to be up-graded.

Findings from the current study are con-

sistent with those of AtkinS (1980) Since she
alsoiound_that_blacks seemed to_ benefit to
a lesser degree than whites as a result of
going:through the rehabilitation process, It
MLitt be emphasized here that the current
study it _part Of a larger study; therefore;
these data MUStibe interpreted in that light.
Two major implications frorn the current
analysisara the need for a) a close exami=
nation of_regional variations and b) linkages
and communication, among various service
agencies, community organizations, and
edlicational facilities.
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7 Critical Vocational Rehabilitation Service
Delivery Issues at Referral (02) and Closure (08,
26, 28, 30) in Serving Select Disabled Persons

M. GERLENE ROSS

IAN M. BIGGI
Office of Vocational Rehabilitation
New York State Education Department

Abstract

Thispilot study revealed triatithe tradi7
tional vocational rehabilitation (VR)
model appeared tobe responding to and
impacting on white clients_ in predict-
able and conzlstent ways; its impact on
nonwhite clients was consistently dif-
ferent from _that of white clients. The
mo7e salient findings were as follows:
(1) the rank order referral pattern for the
topifive referral sources_ showed that
"_Self" _was the primary referral source
for a// clients and that_the top five refer-
ral sources remained the same for 1982
and 1983 for white clients while that for
nonwhites shifted for referral sources
occupying positions 2-5 betWeen 1982
and :1983. The_ shift in rank order of
referral sources demonstrated an
increasing _impact of educational insti-
tutions and social security and public
sources on nonwhites "entering" the VR
system; (2) on "exiting" the system;
"refused services" was the primary rea-
son, for, closure in 1982 and 1983 for
white cliente while "failure to cooper-
ate" _more_ often predominated as _the
primary reason for closure for nonwhite
clients in 1982 and 1983; and (3) _the
data revealed that whites made up a
greater propottion of Status 26, or cam-
petitive closures; in 1983 while_ non-
whites received a higher proportional
representation than_ wh ites_among those
closed_in non-rehabilitated closures
(Statuses 28 and 30): This_pilot study
was effective in heightening the agen-
cy's awareness of: a number of issues
regarding outreach and VR outcomes
for nonwhite clienta.

BACKGROUND

_It: hat been generally accepted that non-
white dieabled indiVidUalS haVe Mat had equal
access to _vocational rehabilitation serVitet.
This_ mirrors the exclusion of nonwhites in
many aspects of thedominant American cul-
ture. On the other hand;_ thelack of equal
access is attributable to the adverse impact
of strongly held cultural values of minority
populatione In either case unequal access
tb vocational tehabilitatidn teniicet 'por-
tends the need to assess the nature Of the
problem. We need to ask: What is the nature
of nonwhite access to_ the vocational reha-
bilitation service delivery system; and what
is the nature of placements and/or out-
comee_for this_ select group of vocational
rehabilitation Clienta?

Traditionally, it has been atturned that as
the vocational rehabilitation program wa3
designed for the disabled, it was sufficient
to meetthe needs of ail of the disabled. How-
ever; experience has taught_us _that pro-
grams and systems developed for the nor-
mative and/or dominant culture do not nec-
essarily Meet the needs of minority disabled
persons. Thete iS growing eVidente that While
minority disabled persons have problems
which_are similar-to those of the dominant
culture; the_ problems they face may differ
both in scope and in magnitude; for exam-
ple, as a result of a five-year landmark study
On the :readiness of the severely: handi-
capped t_ci USe VoCational rehabilitation ser!
vices on-leaving high Sehtitil WhiCh Wet OW17
ducted -by -the New -York- state Offite Of
Vocational Rehabilitation (NYS/OVR) in col=
laboration_ with theNew_York City School
Board (1968), Neff and his associates con-
cluded that "the ethnic and socio-economic
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status of the children (and of their families)
were very important determiners of both
progress and outcome" and that "prei.oca-
tional service appears -to be least effeetiVe
when the handicapped child is also faced
by all the manifold problemsof the subcul-
ture." in a similiar manner; Cohen & Hodges
(1963) pointed out that the poor are relatively
helpless and impcitent :in inanipulating the
institutions of society to fulfill their heeds
and are generally convinced that they are
unablato influence the workings of society.
This statement is equally true of the disabled
generally and of the minority disabled par-
ticularly.

In short, though significant progress has
been made in the passage:of legislation to
improve the status and pretect the tiOhts of
nonwhite disabled persons and ih iMpreV=
ing services_to nonwhites, many problems
in service access by and service provision
to nonwhites remain;

Our review and analysis of the literature
detcriptive of the nonwhite population within
New York State and nationally shows:That
within New York State approximately 7.7%
of all working age residents are diStibled. Of
that number,: ". , . black _males represent
15.7% of ail disabled males in the state of
working _age while black females_camprise
21.0% of all disabled females between the
age_of 16 and 64. One in eleven or 8.9% of
all disabled working age New Yorkers is of
Hisjaanic origin" (Bowe; 1984). ThUS, thete
two minoritt groups alone would comprise
45,6% of the total disabled population in New
York State;

As of December 1983; the NYS/OVR_was
providing services to the disabled popula-
tion in the_fol lowing proportions:76% white,
13% black, and rk -Hispanic. The aotive
caseload in August 1984 tenSitted Of 79%
whiter19% black, less than 0.5% Indian/AlaS=
kan native and 19% other. The apparent dis;
crepancy between the _percentage of non-
white disabled persons in New York _State
and the percentage of these persons being
Served by NYS/OVRi indicates the need for
a greater effort by the New York Vocational
Rehabilitation agency to reach oUt te nen=
white populations within the state. Fer
example,_on the national level, Frank Bowe
(1984) has shown that Alisability is markedly
more common among blacks (adults)_than
it is among whites or Hispanics." Bowe fur-
ther points out that of working age blacks,

Just. over 14% are disabled while the disabil-
ity rates for Hispanic and white_adult dis-
abled are similar at 8.9%. At the same time,
a revieW of census and NYS/OVR data, while
utili2ing the Same paremetert as used in the
Bowe study, haS demonatrated that there
are significant differences ih referral and
closure t ends for nonwhites and Cauca-
sians.

While some 45% of the working aged dis-
abled in need of services in New York are
nonwhite, the percentage of nonwhite ser-
vice providers within the NYS/OVR it leSS
than_one-tenth of one percent of the total
number of VR counselors. To wit, New York
State is faced with a significant gap in its
ratio of nonwhite potential clients_ to non-
White service providers: There is some evi-
dence that private sector providers may have
a slightly better ratio; however, the overall
effect has been inadequate outreach to nen=
whites anda consequent lower yield in Sue-
cessful vocational rehabilitation outcomes.
In essence; the traditional vocational reha-
bilitation model falls short in responding to
the needa of and enhancing rehabilitation
of nonWhites for a number of reasons, among
which are ihadequatts and/or inappropriate
outreach, lack of involvement of nonwhites
in_ the governance structure of the, service
delivery system, differences in value sys.
tems, a lack of awareness and sophistica-
tion on the part of nonwhites about access-
ing the system, and a lack of nonwhite advo-
cacy groups (Simon, 1981).

PURPOSE

In order to address the queStiont of hoW
minority disabled were accessing and faring
in the vocational rehabilitation service del iv=
ery system, the NYS/OVR conducted a pilot
Study of a selected group of minority dis-
abled pertons. The central thrust of the study
was focused on tWo key pointa in the voca-
tional rehabilitation procetS, "entering" and
"exiting" the vocational rehabilitation Syt=
tem.

The purposes of the study undertaken
were:

==--to establish baseline data for planning
increased participation of nonwhites in
the vocational rehabilitation program

to explore reaSons for closure in sta-
tuses 08, 26, 28, and 30 for nonwhitet
in New York State
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to explore how nonwhite disabled per-
sons access and exit the vocational
rehabilitation system in New York state

to identifybarriers to service delivery for
nonwhite disabled clients, and

to determine level of satisfaction with
the service delivery system for non-
whites in NYS/OVR.

The study was comprised of two data sam-
ples. The first was drawn from a stratified
random sample mail survey of former voca-
tional rehabilitation clients and a second was
drawn from the NYS/OVR data base man-
agement information system.

METHODOLOGY I

Sample:
During 1983 NYS/OVR participated in a

(CSAVR) endorsed project involving an (RSA)
awarded contract to Lawrence Johnson &
Associates, Inc. (LJA)-to "Evaluate theDeiiv-
ery of Services to Select Disabled People by
the Vocational Rehabilitation Service Sys-
tem." _

As part of the research effort, LJA Staff
conducted site visits to eighteen state agen-
c!es for the purpose of interviewing State
administrators/directors and selected coun-
selors to obtain accurate information on each
agency's service delivery system. A random
sample of case records was reviewed on site
(client confidentiality was maintained at all
times).

A questionnaire was completed by NYS/
OVR in order to provide a preliminary
description of the agency system and clients
served.

In addition, a client questionnaire was sent
to a stratified randomly selected group of
former OVR clients (client confidentiality
maintained). The sample totalled 119
(white = 36, black =32, Hispanic =26, Amer=
ican Indian/Alaskan Native =5, and Asian/
Pacific Islanders= 20)._ Fifty-one percent of
the sample consisted of status. 26 closures,
24.4% were status 28 closu...,s, arti±20.5%
were status 30closures based on FFY 1982
agency data. These percentages were rep-
resented in each of the desired racial/ethnic
mixes of the client population. Some
respondent characteristics are as follows:

Handicaps indicated by respondents were
identified in the following percentages:

4.3% Amputation
4.3% Deaf
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4.3% Hearing
4.3% Learning Disability
8.7% Mental Retardation-Severe

13.0% Cardiac/Respiratory
13:0% Emotional
17;4% Mental Retardation-Mod/Mild
30.4% Orthopedic
The group which actually completed and

returned the client questionnaire in New York
State was:

6.9% American Indian/Alaskan
103% Asian/Pacific Islands
24;2% Hispanic
27;6% Black
31.0% White
34.5% Female
65.5% Male

Data Collection
NYS/OVR staff processed the surveys and

forwarded them to LJAfor analysis (grouped
by size of vocational: rehabilitation agency
not by state) and at the same:time initiated
its own analysis of the data retrieved. Of the
N = 119, 50 (420T) were returned and 69 (58%)
were not returned. Of the 50 returned, 20
(58%) were_ completed and 21 (42%) were
not deliverable. Most of the_ "undelivera-
bles" occured because clients moved and
had left no forwarding address.

Data Analysis
In-house analysis of the questionnaires was

completed using the Human Service
Dynamics_Statspl us software and the Apple
11 + /E; Tho State Education Department's
Burroughs mainframe computer was used
to access data pertaining to competitive
placement rates and wages of minority and
majority rehabilitated clients. Since the lat-
ter run was recently reported for FYI983, the
results are presented under Methodology II,

The client questionnaire contained 24
questions which directly related to client
characteristics and client satisfaction with
the vocational rehabilitation service delivery
system; Frequencies, crosstabs, chi-square;
correlation,:multiple correlation, and
regression methods were applied to the data.

Results
Unfortunately, due to the extremely small

sample involved _in the_surveydata, signifi-
cant findings were scarce. In manginstances,
however; it was apparent that if a larger sam-
Ple were tapped, relationships and trends
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would be more apparent. The data indicate
client overall satisfaction_ with VR and the
counsoling received. Also, almost all
respondents indicated that they would rec=
ommend VR to others_There was no apparc
ent relationship between client race/ethnic=
ityand satisfaction with VR counselors.

The following are key highlights which
were gleaned from client responses to the
questionnaire:

1. For both white and nonwhite the most
frequent sourceof referral to NYS/OVR
was from public service _agenciet,
according to client responses.

2. White and ilonwhite groups did not dif-
fer significwitly regarding need for ser-
vices which were not received;

3. There was very high correlation between
rating of_counseling received and over-
all satisfaction with vocational rehabil=
itation agency, regardless of client eth-
nic group. Those who completed train-
ing rated counseling positively,
regardless of ethnicity.

4. Most respondents who completed the
questionnaire item on "satisfaction with
the provision of services that made it
possible to find a job" rated the service
as good.

5. These with less than high school com-
pletion were more likely to be unem-
ployed noW. Most respondents had
completed the 12th grade before start-
ing VA services. The exception Was
Hispanics, who had completed grades
9-11. More whites than nonwhites had
-completed high school prior to starting
Vecational rehabilitation services,

6. Most "clients rated their counselor's
understanding of the client's problems
in finding a _job as very good to fair;
Hispanics had more reponses in the
poor to very poor range than any other
group; Blacks never rated counselors
below fair and usually rated counselors
as very good.

7. Mott Whitet and blacks did not indi-
cate a need for services that they did
not receive. Mott Hispanics and Amer-
icanindians indicated the need for ser-
vices which thei did not receive.

=

8. Specific services needed that were not
provided, and which were suggested
fer how vocational rehabilitation_could
improVe services, were training ser-
vices. Counseling, medical, and place-

ment servicet Were Mentioned less fre-
quen4 than training as a perceived
need by some clients.

Since the actual sample Which_completed
the questionnaire was small, N =29, care
must be taken nett() view these findings as
anything more than tentative and prelimi7
nary. if the temple were scaled up tenfold
by chksbUare analysis, statistical signifi7
cance could be approached. Completion of
the data analysis for the national study by
Johnson A-Associates, Inc., should provide
a far more adequate basis for decision-mak-
ing for improvement of the vocational reha7
bilitatior: service delivery system for select
persona With disabilities.

METHODOLOGY II

Data Base Methodology

OVA hat had to do "more with less"
resources during_ the past several years.
Funding for NYS/OVR hasilnly increased by
20% between 1978 and 1982 during a period
of 48% increase in cost of liVing, based on
CP_I (U.S. city average all urban consumer%
U.S.A. all items); According to the_NYS/OVR
AnnUal Aotivity Report, rehabilitations in New
Yon( state have increased 12% for 1976-1983,
and closures are down for the following:
without service, 38%; nbt rehabilitated, 25%;
and closed from applicant, 18%. However,
new referrals are down 58% and new appli-
cants are down 36% for 1976-1983. Total
clieritt served are down 28%.

Clearly, equity issues (i.e., reaching ade-
quate numbert Of the target populationwhich
was 491,000 iti FY 1981) remain problematic
due_to resource (fUnding) constraints. The
percentage of nonwhitet served has
increased; However, frequent reasons for
closure such as "failure to cooperate" and
"refUsed services" may need further study
Since there is no explanation for what these
terms really mean for a given client or group
of clients.

The analysis in thit Section was con-
ducted by utilizing NYS/OVR't data base.
Notably missing from this tlata analysis is
the Hispanic population of NYS/OVITs client
tOhort. This is due to the fact that the data
entered _for the Hispanic ethnic-group is
flawed. _PreSehtly, efforts are underway to
pinpoint the problem so that these data will
be available for analysis in the future.
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Instrumentation
in-house Management Information Sys-

tem (MIS) records, annual reports, and spe-
cial computer "runs" were examined in order
te olean information pertaining to access to
and egress from the NYS/OVR service deliv-
ery system by various ethnic groups. This
effort focused on various entry and exit sta-
tus reports for FY 1981 FY 1983.

Data Collection
Most of the data are collected routinely by

M1S_frorn OVA District Offices. The data were
organized and formatted by Bureau of Man-
agement Information (13M1) staff and by
Bureau of Research and Innovation (BRI)
Staff. Client confidentiality was maintained
at all times.

Data Analysis

Data were analyzed by BRI and BMI Staff.
Frequencies and percentages were used for
this preliminary report. In the future, more
extensive use of crosstabs and more pow-
erful statistical procedures such as SPSS
will enhance program evaluation capabili-
tieS.

Results

The following findings highlight entrance
and exit trends for NYS/OVR clients between
FY.1982 and EY 198.3._ Using OVR'sdata-base,
frequencies _and percentages_ were __calcu-
lated to determine "entering" and "exiting"
patternsfor nonwhite and white VA:clients;
Tables displaying these data follow the sum-
mary section of this report.

1: Placement rates for 26 closures for white
clients increased by rid while those for
nonwhites decreased by 18%

2. Rehabilitation: rates :for :white clients
increased by 4%:while those for non-
whites decreased 4.5%.

3. Competitive placement rates forwhites
increased by a half of a percent while
those for nonwhitesincreased-by 2.5%.

4. When we lookedat placed clientsearn-
ing at or__above minimum wage; we
found that: white placement _rates de,
clined 1.5% while such:placements for
nonwhites increased 11%.

5. Theprimary referral Source across eth-
nic groups for 1982 and 1983 was indk
vidual or "self" referral.

6. The five most frequent sources of refer-
ral_for all clients were 1) self, 2) health
organizations and agenties,_3) educe-
tional institutions; 4) hospitals; and 5)
social security and public sources; This
order represented the rank order oi
referral sources for whites in both 1982
and 1983.

7. The most often cited reason for closure
forthe majori4f of white clients in fiscal
years 1982 and 1983 was "refused ser-
vices" (see Tables 6 and 7);

8. For nonwhites :the too five referral
sources shifteithin order between 1982
and 1983 (see Table 8). The most fre-
quently cited reason for closure for
black clients was "failure to cooper-
ate" (see Tables 6 and_7).

9. There was a higher tendency for the
cases of white clients to be closed
"rehabilitated" at or above minimum
wage and for nonwhitet to be cloSed
non-rehabilitated.

DISCUSSION

This preliminary effort to assess the nature
of nonwhite access to services and service
outcomes has highlighted the need for fur-
ther exploration of a number of parameters
of the service delivery system in addition to
the need to organize appropriate and acces-
sible data bases in NYS/OVR so that equity
and efficiency of vocational rehabilitation
service delivery can be monitored in an on-
going fashionin_order to meet the needs of
nonwhite disabled clients.

Referral Sources
"Self referral" was the primary access route

for all ethnicgroups. However, the hierarchy
of _referral sources for whites _remained
unchanged in 1982 and 1983; whilethehier-
archy for nonwhite clients showed signifi-
cant changes. This suggests thnt the tradi-
tional VR: model is stable for tvhite clients;
but nonwhite clients may increase access to
the VA system by emphasizing different
referral sources.

Health organizationslaeencies remained
the second most common referral source
for whites, and remained the least common
referral source for nonwhites. Since utiliza-
tion of health organizations/agencies would
likely presume consistent because of gain-
ful employment and geographic location in
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white communities; such organizations do
not produce many referrals of nonwhites. in
addition, where these agencies are geo-
graphically_ located in nonwhite neighboi--
hoods, the low number of referrale may sug-
gest a lack of awareness of the _potential
benefitsto _clients offered by the VR system.

Social security/public sources moved in
the hierarchy from fourth in 1982 to third in
1983 for nonwhite clients,_while remaining
the least frequent source for white clients.
The actual disparity betWeen Whites and
nonwhites in referrals from thit SoUrce may
reflect a greater_ awareness among White
clients of the disincentives to participation
in vocational rehabilitation vis-a-vis social
security benefits.

An increase in the number of referrals from
educational institutions raised this source
to second _place in the hierarchy for non=
white clients. The factors which caused thit
increase may include the VR Jobs Training
Partnership Act_ (JTPA) program and the
strengthened connection between NYS/OVR
and the BoarcEof Cooperative Educational
Services (BOCES) system.

CASE CLOSURE

There were two significant, possibly
related, findings regarding case closure:

1. On the basis of Table 5, whites show a
higher trend towards "closed rehabili-
tated," "closed in competitive_employ-
ment," and "competitive employment
at or above minimum wage" while non-
wh iteSishowed an elevated level of not-
rehabilitated closures compared to
rehabilitated or "successful" cloStiret.

2. Among _"unsuccessfur_ closures (Sta-
tuses 08 28 and 30)_for whites during
1982 and 1983 across all three states,
the most common reason was "refused
Set-Vices," while for nonwhites the most
common reasons were "Jailure to
cooperate" and "unable to locate."::

The possible connection between the
above two findings is illustrated by the Asian/
Pacific Islander ethnic group which_experi-
enced a drop in rehabilitation rate of_78%
between_ 1982 and 1983. "Failure to coop-
erate," 'handicap tco severe," and "unable
to, locate" are commonly cited as reasons
for the_ not-rehabilitated closures._ One might
suspect that these reasons for closure por-
tend larger problems of communication due

to linguistic barrierS arid CULItUral isolation
characteristic of this populatioh. It hat been
noted-that the language barrier is reinforced
through the_closed_society in which many
Asian/Pacific Islanders function. The_closed
Society hinders acculturation; economic
advantagei and:understanding:of the voca-
tional rehabilitation terVice delivery system.
It fosters under=utilization of soda( Service
programs. As can be seen from_ Tablet 1=4,
while the-placement rate, rehabilitation iratei
and competitive placement rate were d0Wri
for Asian/ Pacific Islanders,- there was a siz-
able net gain ( + 113) for those Asian/Pacific
Itlandert who were competitively placed
earning at be aboVe the minimum wage:
Though We SUSpect a relationship between
educational level, cultural MOtiVatiOn,_ and
job_placement, the data collected did ribt
lend itself to an explanation of this phenom;
enon:

Blaok Americans served by NYS/OVR
ekhibited a pattern: of slight gain in place-
Mont rate (+ .5%), rehabilitation rate ( +3,2%),
and ooehrultitive olatameht at or above min-
imum he + 1.7%); however, they showed
a net decline in competitive placement rate
of (-1.4°4 Consequently,- while blacks
gained in the number earning at-least a min-
imum wage, their overall number of cam-
petitiVe placements declined slightly from
1982 tO 1983, a fad& Which:mirrors the
decline of job platerrientifor blacks gener-
ally. As the-most feaquaht reasoh foe black
American Statuses 08, 28_ and 30 closUret
cited in fiscalyear 1_983-was "failure to coop=
erate," "unable to locate,"_and "refused ser-
vices" _for these same statuses respectively
ih 1982, fUrther analysis of case folders is
necessary tb deterinine the impart of this
shift which may or -may ribt be related to
psychological barriers. It seems, at iaast on
the surface, to be contradictory tb the fatt
that educational _institutions ascended to
second place as a referral source_for black
Arrieribaris in 1983 as one would anticipate
thoSe toehihg from educational institutions
to have a greater aWareness of tho voca-
tional rehabilitatibn pro-am. At the same
time, one must be cognizant Of the Mot that
while education as a referral source for black
Americans hasmoved up in the hierarchy of
the top five referral sources in NYS/OVR_for
black Arnericans, social security and public
setVide agencies gong with :concomitant
disincentives moved upward in the hierar-
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chy from fourth_to third place. Thus, the rel-
ative gains which might have accrued from
the upward movement of education _as a
referral source might have been offset by
theSe for Whom disincentives were great. A
closer Wok in thit area is certainly war-
ranted.

The data showed a decline (-11.8%) in
placement _rates for American Indians and
Alaskan Natives who finished services from
1982 to 1983, a maintenance of rehabilita-
tfon rates for Status 26 closures for this group,
and an in-et-edge ( +8.8%) in competitive
placement rateS; yet, this group experi,
enced no relative gain in the percentage of
clients competitively placed earning at or
above the minimum wage, although there is
sufficient data to suggest that college-edu-
cated Native Americans have little difficulty
tecUring ernployment. The tatter is reflective
perhapS Of the Status of American Indian
and Alaskan Natives in the:general socio-
economic structure. Native Americans have
been isolated from the health and human
service delivery system because of linguis-
tic, educational, geographic; economic, and
cUltural barriers. In addition, there is general
miStrutt Of the Majority culture coupled with
severe ecoribmic_poverty due to high unem-
ployment and limited opportunity_ for
employment Perhaps inherent in the lack
of gain in competitive placement at or above
the minimum wage for this ethnic group is
the fact that the percentage of this popula-
tion Who finished services declined by 118%
between 1982 and 1983. The increase in Sta-
tus 26 closures for thiS group might reflect
placements at less than minimum wage.
_Despite the areas where the vocational

rehabilitation service delivery system might
have gaps in providing services io non-
whites, the data from former client surveys
reveal an overall positive evaluation of the
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service_ delivery system, with a significant
correlation betWeen the evaluation :of the
counselor regardless of client ethnicity and
the evaluation of the agency. Those who rated
counselors high also rated the agency or
service delivery system high with both
receiving a higher preponderance of posi-
tivo ratings.

SUMMARY

A pilot effort was directed at_the analysis
of two key points of the vocational rehabili-
tation service delivery systerm"entering and
exiting"for a select_ group :of white and
nonwhite clients. The data analyied revealed
a number of areas in need of fUrther att.*,
namely: 1) Are referral_source shifts noted
in the pilot legitimate and what is thepoten=
tial real impact of these unanges for service
delivery to nonwhites? 2) Does "failure _to
cooperate" as a reason for closure as used
by counselors represent an ethnic bias or a
legitimate reason for closure since "refuSed
services" was the primary reason kir clbsure
for _majority clients across statuses ahd
across fiscal years while "failure to coop-
erate" was the predominant primary reason
for closure for nonwhites; and 3) What
accounts for the declines inplacement rates
for nonwhites, particularly where training has
been completed?

Socio-cultural barriers notwithatahdihg,
this preliminary_or pilot effort has revealed
the necessity for_ continuing to organize
appropriate, accessible and manipuiable data
bases in NYS/OVR so that the equity and
efficiency of the vocational rehabilitation
service delivery system in New York -can be
monitored and its service delivery Methods
tailored to meet the needs of the pluralistic
society to be served.
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TABLE I

REHABILITATION OUTCOMES

PLACEMENT RATES (26/26 i- 28) FOR MINORITY AND MAJORITY
CLIENTS WHO FINISHED SERVICES

RACE FFY 1982 FFY 1983 NET
Majority/White 71.4% 73.6% + 2.2%
Minority:
Black (not Hispanic) 60.5% 61.1% .4_ .5%
American Indian/ 70.4% 58.6% -11.8%

Maskan Native
Asian/Pacific 68.4% 61.3% 7.1%

Islander
Hispanic (N/A) (N/A) (N/A)

TABLE II

REHABILITATION OUTCOMES

REHABILITATION RATES_(STATUS 26)_ (26/26 + 28 + 30) FOR
MINORITY AND MAJORITY CLIENTS

RACE FEY 1982 FFY 1983 NET
Majority/White 57:7% 62.1% +4.4%
Minority:
Black (not Hispanic) 44.7% 47.9% +3.2%
American Indian/ 61.3% 61.3%

Alaskan Native
Asian/Pacific 55.9% 48.6% 7.3%

Islander
Hispanic (N/A) (N/A) (p4/A)

TABLE III

REHABILITATION OUTCOMES

COMPETITIVE PLACEMENT RATES JSTATUS 26 CLOSURES) FOR
MINORITY AND MAJORITY CLIENTS

RACE FEY 1982 _F_FY 1983 NET
Major/ty/White 50.9% 51.5% + .6%
MinOrity:
Black (not Hispanic) 49.9% 48.5% -1.4%
American Indian/ 57.9% 64.7% +6.8%

_Alaskan Native
Asian/Pacific
iilslander

50.0% 47.1% -2.9%

Hispanic (N/A) -(181/A)- (N/A)-
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. TABLE iV
REHABILITATRA OUTCOMES

PERCENTAGE OF MINORITY AND MAJORITY CLIENTS COMPETITIVELY
PLACED EARNING AT OR ABOVE THE MNIMUM WAGE

RACE FFY 1982 FFY 1983 NET
MajorityIWh ite 71.4% 69.8% 1.6%
Minority:
Black (not Hispanic) 36;4% 68.1% + 1.7%
American Indian/ 63.6% 63.6%

Alaskan Native
Asian/Pacific 73.1% 84.4% -T- 11.3%

Islander
Hispanic_ (N/A) (N/A) (N/A)

TABLE V
CHARACTERISTICS OF TOTAL (26, 28, 30's) CLIENTS SERVED :N FFY '83

Status 26's consisted of:

Status 28's consisted of:

Clients closec status 30 included:

81.8% Majority/Wh ite-
17.3% Black (not Hispanicy_

.2% American Indian/Alaskan Native
_i.7% Asian/Pacific Islander
(_N/A) Hispanic

71-.7% Majority/White
26.9% Bleck (not Hispanic)

.3% American Indian/Alaskan Native
1.1% Asian/Pacific Islander
(N/A) Hispanic

71.8% Majority/White_
27.1% Black (not Hispanic)...

..1% American lndian/Alaskan Native
1.1% Atiari/PaCif ca Islander
(N/A) Hispanic

For FFY '83 - T ,tal of those closed in competitive employment were as follows:
82.8% White
16.4% Black (not Hispanic)

2% American lndian/Ala-,can Native
.6% A'.n/P3cific Islander

1OTAL 100.0%

Total of those clients competitively placed earning at or above minimum wage (Earning
greater than $133 for FFY '83):

82.9% White
.2% American Indian/Alaskan Native

16.1% Black 'not Hispanic)
.8% Asian/Pacific Islander

TOTAL 100.0%
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TABLE VI - REASON FOR CLOSURE FFYI982
Ranked (highest to lowest) reason for closure by ethnic

closure status displaying five most frequent reasons for NY
ETHNIC GROUP STATUS 08 STATUS 28

group and
S/OVR clients:

STATUS 30

White

Black
(not Hispanic)

Retused services
Failure to cooperate
Handipap too severe
Other
Unable to locate

Failure to cooperate
Refuted Services
Handicap too severe
Unable to locate
Other

Indian/Alaskan Failure to cooperate
Refused services
Unable to locate
Other
Handicap too
severe/
Institutionalized
(tied for fifth place)

AsielPacitic Islander Refused services
Unable to locate
Handicap too severe
Failure to cooperate
Other
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Refused services
Unable to locate
Failure to cooperate
Handicap too severs
Other

Unable to locate
Failure to cooperate
Refused services
Handicap too severe
Other

Failure to cooperate
Handicap too severe
Other
Refused services
N/A

Refused services
Failure to cooperate
Unable to locate
Handicap too severe
Other

Refuted services
Failure to cooperate
Unabl, locate
Handicap too severe
Other

Unable to locate
Handicap too severe
Refused services
Death
N/A

Unable to locate Refused services
Handicap too severe Failure to cooperate
Failure to cooperate Handicap to3 severe
Refused services Unable to locate
nther Other



TABLE VII - REASON FOR CLOSURE FFY 1983
Ranked (higheSt to lowest) reason for

status displaying five most freque
closure by ethnic group and closure
nt reasons for NYSIOVR=cliente:_

ETHNIC GROUP STATUS 08
Refused services
Failure to cooperate
Other
Handicap too severe
Unable to locate

Black Failure to cooperate
Refused Services
Unable to locate
Handicap too severe
Other

Indian/Alaskan RefuSed terviceS
Failure to cooperate
Other
Handicap too severe
No vocational
handicap

Astan/Pactfic Islander Failure to cooperate
Refused services
Unable to locate
Handicap too severe
Other

STATUS 28 STATUS 30
Refused services Refused services
Unable to locate Failure to cooperate
Failure to cooperate Unable to locate
Handicap too severe Handicap too Severe
Other Other

Failure to cooperate
Unable to locate
Refused services
Handicap too severe
Other

Refused services
Failure to cooperate
Unable to locate
Handicap too severe
Other

Unable to locate
Handicap too severe
Failure to cooperate
Refused services
Death;
Institutionalized
Other (three way tie)

Failure to cooperate
Refused services
Unable to focate
Handicap too severe
Other

Failure to cooperate
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Refused services
Handicap too severe
Other
Unable to locate
Failure to cooperate
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TABLE VIII
Referral sources for NYS/OVA aents by ethnic groups for FFY 1982 and FFY 1983 - five

rr :st frequent referral sources ranked (highest to lowest) for each ethnic group:
ETHNIC GROUP FFY 1982 REFERRAL SOURCE FFY 1983 REFERRAL SOURCE

White

Black

Self
Health Organizations and

Agencies
Educational
Hospitals
Social Security and Public

sources

Self
Hospitals
Educational

Social Security and Public
sources

Health Organizations and
Agencies

Indian/Alaskan Self
Sociai Security and Public

sources

Asian/Pacific
Islander

Hospitals

Educational
Health Organizations and

Agencies

Self
Hospitals_
Social Security and Public

sources
Educational

Health Organizations and
Agencies

Self
Health Organizations and

Agencies
Educational
Hospitals
Social Security and Public

sources

Self
Educational
Social Security and Public

sources
Hospitals

Health Organizations and
Agencies

Self
Educational

Social Security and Public
sources

Hospitals
Health Organizations and

Agencies

Self
Educational
Hospitals

Social Secur ty and Public
sources

Health OraRnizations and
Agencie:-
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8 Some Observations on Blacks and Physical
Disability

HERBERT L. THORNHILL AND LUZ TORRES
Harlem Hospital Center

Abstract

This article reviews the available data
on physical disability among blacks, who
have a higherprevalence than any other
racial group in the United States. The
authors discuss lower extremity ampu=
teflon as an example of a physical
impairment-particularly rnore common
among blacks and which can _cause
severe disability. They conclude by
stressing the great neeo for more infor-
mation concerning disabling physical
impairment and the urgent need fOr
extensive and effective preventive mea-
sures.

_ According to reliable sources (Bowe; 1982;
DeJong and Lifchez, 1983) the prevalence of
physical disability among blacks is higher
than among any:other group in AttieriCa.
This is true for both sexes and across all age
groups. The picture is particularly distress7
ing_lor the "working age population defi ned
Fa persons 18-64 years of age; @along (1983)
quoting his source; the 1976 Survey of
Income and Education, reported 19.4% of
this segment of the black population in its
moSt productive yeart had a chronic health
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condition preventing participation in a major
activity appropriate to their age: The com-
parable figure for the white population was
12.6%, While that for Hispanic persons was
10.6%. We knOW Of no convincing evidence
to suggest that this picture has significantly
improved during the intervening years.
Rather, we have concern thattheincreasing
level of poverty since that study is being
accompanied by the usual concomitants of
poverty, including more disability. _

NatiOnal data on the préVelence of spe-
cific major physical impairments such as
stroke, other cardiovascular disorders, head
injuries, spinal cord injuries, and amputa-
tions according_ to race are limited. The
available evidence, however, suggests simi-
lar patterns (Most and Sinnock, 1983; Moss,
1981; Young et al, 1982).A variPty of factors
likely contributes to the high p. avalencn of
physical impairment and aSSociated diszbil-
ity among blacks. These include such socio=
economic factors as low income and limited
education. Health related factors include high
rates of premature births, hypertension, dia-
betes, and physical trauma. This article fur-
ther explores this scenario through the
example of the lower extremity amputee.



Illustrative of this public health problem
is the lower extremity amputeean exam-
ple of serious physical impairment with
associated disability. The major causes of
lower extremity amputations are: athero-
sclerosis with or without diabetes and trauma.
Malignant tumors and various forms of con-
genital abnormalities account for another
small percentage. Recent reports indicate
that the lower extremity amputee population

has shown important changes over recent
decades. According to the National Center
on Health Statistics,idata from the National
Hospital Discharge Survey indicate that the
size (Figure 1) of that population is increas-
ing (1980). Other information suggests that
ate major causeatherosclerosishas
shown an increased percentage among the
various causes of amputation (Kay and New-
man, 1975). A likely contributing reason for

FIGURE 1

Incidence of Lower Extremity Amputation by Year U.S.

64 66 68 76 72 74 76

Source: NCHS
Graph prepared by R. Prince
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both changes is the increasing size of the
elderlypopulation.

As regards irehabilitative potential, the
majority of patients who experience a major
lower extremity amputation _can_ success-
fully use an artificial limb; either with or with.
but a walking device. Most become inde-
pendently functional at -many of their usual
activities. Important determinants of ireha
bilitation successparticularly vocatiOnal
adjustmentinclude physiologic age, type
of previous employment, _and how_crucial
the leg was to performance at the specific
job. An example can be helpful: Two per-
SOnS, both of whom may have experienced
the same level of amputation, could _have
entirely_ different levels of vocational dis-
ability A judge-or teacher might experience
little or no change in vocational ability to
function: On the other hand,_a farmer or
messenger_ could have substantial_ voca-
tional disability from the same anatomic
impairment. Note also the implicit impact of
educational achievement on level of_ dis-
ability andthe importance of individUaliting
each rehabilitation assessment and plan.

Also, functional levels are influenced by
the level of the amputation;_Walking ability
is substantially higher if the amputation
belOW the knee than if the leg is removed
above the knee. This factor gains even greater
significance When we realize that a number
of the atherosclerotic patients eventually kite
the other leg._ Whereas, most bilateral beloW-
knee amputees can walk_with artificiatlimbs,
it is rare for a bilateral above-knee amputee
to accomplish this;

All available data suggest that the inci-
dence of lower extremityamputation is higher
among _blacks than other racial groups.
Workers from the Center for Disease ContrOl
(Most_and _Sinnock, _1983)i have reported
available data on rates_of lower extremity
amputations among diabetics; a particularly
pronevoup. In New Jersey (1979) the rates
Were 95,5 per :10,000 diabetics for blacks
and 62.2 for whites,The South Carolina (1973)
rates were:94,4 for blacks and 41.6 for WhiteS.
Why is this so? Part _of the reason is that
many of the several factors contributing to
the various causes of oss of limb are higher
in blacks.

The factors responsble for the most com-
mon cause of this impairmentatheroscle-
rosisare in large part the same factors
responsible for other Serious impairmenta

caused by disorders of the_circulatory sys-
tem, more specifically, progressive or sud-
den blockage of the arteries which supply
oxygen to the heart, brain, and kidneys. The
underlying diSeaSe, a form of arterioscle-
rosis known as atheroScleroSiS, iS frequently
referred to as the scourge of the WeStern
society. This_ disease moves insidiously,
sometimes explosively, causing heart attacks,
strokes, kidney failure and gangrene neces-
titating amputation. Some of the factors
contributing to the development and pro-
gression of this devaStating process include:
hypertension, cigarette smoking, diabetes,
and diet high_ in animal fat.

The prevalence _of many of _these factors
is substantially higher among blacks than
WhiteS. With the additional socio-economic
facto3 of limited income, lower levels of
educational achievement, and poor hous-
ing, the scenario becomeS aggravated,
causing an increase in the incidence of
impairments and the degree of associated
disability caused by these conditions. A
similar picture of contributing factors, inci-
dence and prevalence of physical impair-
mentS, and levela of dieability can probably
be constructed for mott ditabling condi-
tions in blacks. They collectively underre
the devastating effect upon one=fifth of the
black population in its most productNe
yearsdisabled.

This situation which has received almost
no public and minimal professional atten-
tion repretentt a national disgrace for the
most affluent country in the World. We as
workers with the handicapped must take up
the challenge posed by this dismal picture.
We must intensify our efforts as advocates
for those who are physically handicapped
While we reinforce our various methodolo-
giet and develop innovative approaches to
the improvement of function and prevention
of disability.

Further, additional information muSt be
developed_to more precisely define the extent
of the underlying disorderscausingphysical
disability, determine the relative_incidence
and prevalence among the spectrum of
phySidal impairments, and more carefully
asses8 the impact upon human function due
to_these conditions. Such information can
form a sound basis for the development of
rational,_effective strategies to turn this waste
of human potential into a vast source of
human achievement.
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Sociocultural Aspects of Disability and
Rehabilitation

MILTON E. WILSON
Kent State University

Abstract

This _paper is a review of some of the
interests and initiatives_ inrehabilitation
that will:foster a better -_understanding
Of social and cultural-factors. It-also
examines ithe accessibility of ethnic
minorities to rehabilitation and the ben-
efits they received.- Some factors of cross
cuftural_relationships are listed; _and th e
paper offers..soma implication.s to
improve rehabilitation:services for
minority populations with handicap-
ping conditions. The author- provides
HaIrS (1973) "Map: of Culture"a
teaching device-portraying the -influ-
ence of culture. Thereis-also a compa;-
ison _of __cultural_ differences __between
ethnic minority groups. and _the white
middle class in specific areas: Wilson

concludes by suggesting some guide-
lines for the Howard University Project:
need to emphasize cultural factors, need
tor non-racist practitioners and cross
cultural training, need for determining
the viability of alternate systems, need
for research and dissemination of find-
ings, and need for a synergistic and
transcendent model.

REHABILITATION'S INTEREST IN
SOCIAL AND CULTURAL FACTORS

Nearly twenty years ago, Mary E. Switzer
(1965), the late Commissioner of the U.S.
Vocational Rehabilitation Administration,
challenged rehabilitationists to become more
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sensitive to and effective with new clients in
the rehabilitation system:

. . we face our greatest problems in the
Subtle things so essential to the reha-
bilitation procets. in Selecting disabled
people for rehabilitation we could pick
and choose 15 years ago. Today our state
agencies are seeing people whom we
really cannot communicate with at all.
Sometimes we might as well be speak-
ing ChineSe es trying to reach disabled
young Negroet in slum housing in our
big cities, people who have been on relief
for three generations. Too often we do
not know_how to talk to these people or
how to make any real_ contact with them,
and it takes a very dedicated and unusual
type of professional individual who can
emerge frorn a middle-class upbringing
to really be effectiVe in this kind of mi-
lieu. We need to knoW why this is and
how we can overcome itwhat can we
do both shore.range and long-range, if
our society is to survive. (p. xi)

Indeed, during the 1960s and early 1970s,
there was a great deal of activity aimed at
examining the effects of racial differences
and poverty on access to and development
of persons through rehabilitation. Psychol-
ogists (Neff, 1971), sociologists_ (Sussman,
1965), and anthropologists (Chapple,197),
With encouragement and funding assis-
tance frorn the Vocational Rehabilitation
Administration, began to study and provide
insights on cultural differencee_Rehabilita-
tion counselor educators (Ayers, 1968; Dunn,
1967; Feinberg &Cohen, 1969; Kunce& Cope,
1969;Peterson, 1967; and_Wilson, 1970) also
examined, spoke on, and wrote about the
effects of cultural differences on the reha-
bilitation orocett.

Also ir, the early 1970s, the National Reha-
bilitation Association, using experts and
representatives from the following groups,
published its Ethnic Differences Series:
American Indians (Mackey & Blanchard,
1972); Black Americans (Edward, 1972);
MeXican;Arhericans (Guerra, 1972); and
Puerto Ricant (Hidalgcl, 1972).

Throughout the yeart, there have been
many conferences,_some aSsociated with the
aforementioned efforts, to generate sensi-
tivity to and understanding of ethnic minor-
ities and their problematic relationships with
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the rehabilitation system and to: solve _the
need for minority manpower !n the prOfes-
sional and support work force (Ayers, 1974;
dohnson_& Wen, 1980). In addition, efforts
have been made _through- demonstration
projects to facilitate the access of_minorities
to thesystem and to meet their needs through
modifications 111 the delivery system (Spen-
cer, 1967; VirginiaDepartmeht of Vocational
Rehabilitation, 19731._ :

We are reminded that we still face prob=
lems in extending to_ethnic minorities and
culturally different persons _the benefts of
the rehabilitation system: The seminal study
of Atkins:and Wright(1983) concluded that
unequal treatment:of blacka was evident in
all_ dimensions of the public rehabilitation
process and that blacks entered and exited
these programs in a disproportionately more
disadvantaged status_ than whites. Other
recent:studies include the examination of
severely disabled minorities in inner cities
and the rehabilitation process (Royall and
Corthell, 1981), the national :StudY of the
evaluation of vocational rehabi.itaticiri Set=
vices to various racial and ethnic minorities
by Lawrence_Johnson and Associates (1981),
and the current Howard University Model:to
improve Rehabilitation Services for Minority
Populations with Handicapping Conditions;

Even though these_ interests and initia-
tives were stimulated by and were concur-
rent with civil rights initiatives Which led tO
the Civil -Rights Act of 1964 and the tiVil
rights legislation _and regulations for the
handicapped (Federal Register, 1977),
minorities continue to be viewed as less than
ideal clients forthe system as it is organized,
budgeted; staffed, directi. ', and evaluated.
They experience problems accessing and
in receiving the develop benefitt
available_from-participatioi_ s3stern.

When educational and c rstitutions
fail in the delivery of service: rninoritie ,

according to Hollins (1982, p; .),
logical reasons are offered as 0 ,"enatio,

(1) the deprivation thesis: -jiteilirq; h.
ellen_

(2) the institution..!_ racism taerri=
ing the professicnals;

(3) the cultural conflict thesis Uening
ethnic cultural differences:

(4) the caste structure thesis: :taii.'rg
social structure of society; ,.nd

(5) the class conflict thesis: t'arro,:i u
capitalist economic syStem



While each of these theses has some ele-
ments of validity, and proponents-for these
theses pmpose specific solutions toservice
access and delivery problems; ag; new
modes of service delivery to reduce the
effects of racism and cultural conflict (Gell-
man; 1966; Solomon; 1976); the problem
continues to exist and the rehabilitation ser-
vices for ethnic minorities lag behind the
access and benefits gained by white Amer-
icans.

SOME SOCIOCULTURAL INFLUENCES
ON DISABILITY AND REHABILITATION

Rehabilitation can be viewed as a social
system_ with rational purposes and proce-
dures for converting disability into ability
through rules, roles, and relationships within
a cultural context (Chapple, 1970; Sussman,
19651. These rules, roles, and relationships
may favor some clients-over others;__ and it
appears that middle-class white persons are
favored over poor whites and ethnic minor-
ities or culturally different persons.
: But what are the cultural and sociocul-
tural influences? For a good background for
understanding cultural and sociocultural
influences, I suggestthe following books for
study: The Silent Language by Hall (1973)
and '.>arnmunicating with Strangers by
Gudykunst and Kim (1984); 1 1 1 :

_ An excellent orientation may also be gained
from reading a chapter in a recent book on
community health nursing that is titled
"Social and Cultural Influences on Health
Care" and authored byBauwens and Ander-
son (19841. The_ concepts presented are as
relevant to disability as to _illness and to
rehabilitation as to health care. A sampling
of some of the content is illustrative:

Culture enables us to interpret our
surroundings and the actions of people
around us and to behave in ways that
make sense_ "Culture_ consists of stan-
dards for deciding what is; what can be;
how one feels about_it, and how to go
about doing it"_ . . _.: Some anthropolo-
gists conceive of culture as a set of rules.
Each culture provides the indMdual with
a set of rules for behavirci and for inter-
preting the behavior of others. The set
of _rules can be compared-to a cultural
grammar"culture is to behavior" as
"language is to speech" (pp. 239-240).

Culture -influences our expectations
and perceptions_of symptoms; the_ way
we label sickness; when; how; and to
whom we communicate our health
problems; and how :long we :remain
under care. Because health and _illness
are:shaped -by cultural factors; there-is
variation in health care behavior, health
status, and-patterns of sickness and care
within and between different cultures

If the health care provider and the
client sh are_the same-beliefs and values;
agree_ on appropriate _treatment;_ and
anticipate the same outcome, the client
can be expected to:comply with the pro-
vider's:proposed health care. To the
extent that the provider and client differ;
the client's behavior can be expected to
differ -from- what the -provider desires,
although the ways in_which it may diverge
cannot always be predicted (p;_244);

_ People who have been reared in a
group with common originsand a sense
of identity_ often share basic concepts
and attitudes toward health and illness
as well as styles of behavior and con-
cerns-about the world. The_ effects-of
enoulturation_influence health-seeking
behaviors and activities to_ prevent and
treat disease; Nevertheless; there is
individual variation; and appreciation of
this helps to prevent the common ten-
dency of health professionals and oth-
ers to stereotype ethnic group -mem-
bers, which-can be dangerous. If health
workers are _conversant only_in_bits_o_f
isolated_ aspects of health_beliefs and
behaviors; holism is lost and intracul-
tural variation:obscured. An: accurate
description of the culture and behavior
of -ethnic group members ideally pro-
vides an assessment of the range of
behavior- and -the commonly-held cut-
hind beliefs and values.__Without this
knowledge; hea:4:1 professionals find
themse:ves confronted with what
appears to them tc_Pe strange and curi-
ous . ions; and they feel the need to
overgrneralize (pp. 244, 246).

is imp n t to_ understand-that-culture
is 3rvas_en_d_ influences all _of our roleL.
raw. donsbips, and_ meanings; Hall (1973);_ in
his "Map oi Culture" (pr. 1E:3-199) :pre-
smite here Figure 1, pri,vides a teaching
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device for seeing the influence of culture on
everything we do."The map enlightens us to
the patterns, extensions, and results of
interactions between the following 'Primary
Message Systems _that give_the dynamics
and form of cultures: interaction; associa-
tion, subsistence, bisexuality, territoriality,
temporality; learning; play, defense, and
exploitation. Except for the cells combiring
the interaction message system with the cther
messale systems, the cells depict patterns,
interactions, and extensions that are non-
verbal; and this is why_Hall _refers to culture
as "the silent language:: According to Hall,
culture is learned formally through precept
and admonition, informally through model-
ing, and technically through oral and written
instruction. Most meanings are learned early
in life and are resistant to change.

While _the map is limited by being two-
dimensional, it orients us to the complexity
and comprehensiveness of cultural patterns

Person A

and rules, roles, and relationships related to
those patterns. Indeed, think about how dis-
abled minority persons fit into or are excluded
from the patterns suggested in each cell.
Thinkabout what isneeded to enable minor-
ity personswith disabilities to be viewed more
favorably and to participate more meaning-
fully in American culture While thinking in
this manner may be difficult, it is essential if
we are to understand how cultureinfluences
rehabilitation and the meaning of d:sability.

Figure 2 is a model of cross-cultural com-
munication presented by Gudykunst and Kin
(1984). The model indicates that a commu-
nicator is influenced by cultural influences
or the cultural postulates, means, and ends
held by the communicator; sociocultural
influences such as group membership, role
relationships, and interpersonal relation-
ships; psychocultural influences such as
cognitive processing patterns, including

FIGURE 2.

An Organizing Model for Studying
Communication with Strangers
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stereotypea, prejudices, ethnocentrism, and
.

attributions; and both phySical and psycho-
logical_ environmental influences. The
exchanges of_ meanings between_ commu-
nicators are affected by_ these factors or
influences, and feedback on meanings needs
to be exchanged and clarified for accurate
underStanding to occur.

Let us now examine how value differences
can influence _communication. Figure 3
summarizes some value oifferences between
ethnic minority g roupsand the vhite middle
class (suggested by Sanchez,1964). These
differences are modal differences in that they
tend to be more characteristic than not of
the groups. For the ethnic minority groups,
the values tend to be related to their lower
socioeconomic positions, have Some on-

gins in their privationsand conflict with per-
sons who control access to the things they
need and want.

Let us examine how different assump-
tions about interpersonal relatiOnships, time,
relationship to nature, activity, and hdrnan
nature influence cross-cultural commUni=
cations. _More _specifically, let us examine
how different perceptions of self, locus of
control, and the costs of cultural change can
operate in cross-cultural relationships.

Perception of Self. In hiS eXamination of
American cultural patterns, Stewart (1972),
indicates that the majority of Americans are
taught to view themselvesasseparate, inde-
pendent persons who have their own wishes,
interests, and ambitions. They are taught to

FIGURE 3.

Cultural Differences Between Ethnic Minority
Groups_and_The_White Middle Class

Value Orientation
Interpersonal or

Relational

White Middle Class 1 A

Individualism (i.e., emphasis of
the individual ahead of any
group_considerations; strongly
:-;ompetitive individually and in
groups).

Time Future time orientation (Le.,
anything new is clearly better
than anything old, and hopes are
usually cast for the time to
come).

Relationship to
Nature

Man over or control_of nature
nature can be tamed to

Man's will and control of his fate
reaideS Within his own sidi r,r.d
resoUrdea).

Activity

Human Nature

Strong lineality (i.e., the
vertically structured group
hierarchy is stressed) and
collaterality orientation (i.e., the
horizontally structured group,
"one lor an and all for one"
aspect of group loyalty, and
existence of the extended
family). Group rather than
individual Joals are stressed.
Present tin% orientation {i.e.,
stress on the present:with little
or no regard for the future or
past and, therefore, with scarce
planning ahead of time).
A subjugated to nature
orientation (i.e., the stress is On
the helplessness and weakness
of man; factors that must be
realized to gain any control at all
over fate).

Doing orientation (Le., Striving
for competence and _

adhievement as measured by
blitside Standards are important
factbta On the road to success).
A human but perfectible human
nature orientation.
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Being orientation (i.e., the ia-
ness of behavior, the
spontaneous inclination to act in
accordance with one's mood,
feelings, desires, and_imnrilcPq),_
A mixed good and evil
conception of human nature
(i.e., roughly the characteristic
Judeo-Christian notion).



value self-reliance and they assume all other
persons see themselves this way.

Persons in most ethnic minority subcul-
tures, however, are more group-oriented,
prize indMdualism to a lesser degree, and
see themselves as inextricable parts of the
ethnic minority group and their family.

Aehabilitationiste: sociali2ed along
majority middle-class lines _in their profes-
sional -development and orientation to the
rehabilitation system, generally experience
extreme -difficulty in comprehending the
thought processes_ of persons_who do not
share their conception of the self as an indi,
vidual unit but instead as integral parts of a
web of relationships;__

Because of this difference in perception
of self, ethnic minority persons are likely to
be viewed- not only as d;fferent but as unde-
sirably different, unmotivated, and/or not
cooperative for rehabilitation.

Locus of Control. A related concept is that
of locus of control. Most professional reha-
bihtationists embrace middleclass values and
see themselves as responsible for their own
situations in lifeand assume that anychanges
in what they do will arise; ultimately, from
decisions they _themselves make:

Americans from lower socioeconomic
groupsi_of which most minority persons:are
a part, however, do not share this notion
because of the experiences of their group
in trying to control their own destiny. Instead,
they have learned to assumethat otherper-
sons; social _or spiritual forces, or whatever;
like "luck," determine what happens to them.
In many,: many instances, disability and its
treatment is viewed as tern dependent upon
the will of God or- other spirits, and re' gion
is not separated from illnez , disability,
health, prognosis, treatment, and out-
COMES:

As Sue (1978) argues; the idea of making
their own decisions about their own futures
does:not make :sense to them.Given this
orientation, rehabilitationists are likely to see
ethnic minority persons with disabilities as
poorly motivated and high risks for a system
w_hich embraces the-value-of -internal locus
of control and pragmaticrationa/ity. Many
of these persone, therefore; are_viewed as
being mentally limited and doomed to remain
dependent on public welfare; relatives; or
their extended family.

Costs of Cultural Change. In his analysis of

the problems encountered:by social agen-
cies and the socially handicapped in con-
necting and working together to attain
improved conditions and functioning for the
handicapped, Bredernei r (1966) suggests that
the costs of change may be viewed as too
high by both:

While middle-class persons are_likely to
view change as being in _their self-interest
with significant benefits for their individu-
alism, ethnic minority persons may view the
costs of change differently in terms of their
current and secure relationships._ Change
may also generate fear of disappointment;
anger; or even abandonment from the fam-
ily. Change may also generate problems in
new relationships:which may result in failure
to cope eff_Ictively (e.g. losing a job). The
benefits of the status quo are clear and
immediate, while the benefits of change are
vaguedistant, and risky.

Because of differential perceptions in the
costs of change; ethnic minorities; in trying
to deal with cultural conflicts, may appear
to be: unmotivated and uncooperative.
Unfortunately; rehabilitationists, at least in
theirwritings, have not dealt et;ectively with
ethnic minority conflicts regarding loss of
friends, loss-of status,_and_loss of "lace" as
these relate to the rehabilitation procese

The analysis of the cost of change by eth-
nic minorities:may also be tied in with the
meaning which agencies of change have to
them. As pointed out by Solomon (1976),
black clients, for example, may not have firm
convictions that practitioners in the -agen-
cies to whi0 they have been referred have
skills they can use insolving their problems;
that establishing rapport across racial lines
is particularly difficult, and that "expertise
in dealing with their problems in living can
be found in established social or mental
health agencies since these ,-,arne agencies
have been perceived as accepting andper-
petuating_ the negative valuation of blacks
that is endemic in society" (p. 340):

SOME EFFECTIVE CROSS-CULTURAL
RELATIONSHIP FACTORS.

While the record of effective cross-cul-
tural transactions and interactions in reha-
bilitation is spotty, the literature does sug-
gest some knowledge, attitude; and activity
factors or competencies that can improve
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serViCe deliverycasefinding,
assessMent, services, and outcomes 4-;r.

rsons motivated by ethnic minority ci c,ul-
wral differences.

In _the casefindingor outreach enr,' !ntake
areas; rehabilitationists reed_ knowkAge,
attitude; and skill competencies to beat with
the following problems presented by ethnic
minority:persons and described by Brede-
meier (1966) and Pape, Walker, and Quinn
(1983):

skepticism and mistrust of public ser-
vice delivery systems as a result of their
group's experience with the delivery
systems
lack of interest in service delivery sys-
tems because the_disability is viewed as
a punishment which must be borne for
sins committed by potential clients or
their parents
lack of knowledge about or familiarity
with rehabilitation service delivery sys-
tems and valid proof of the benefits for
ethnic minorities _

aMbivalence, resistence, and fear of
devaluation, cultural conflict, and the
reinforcement of lowered self-worth

Beyond casefinding and intake, these
problems interacting with earlier negative
and devaluative educational and testing
experiences may fruFtrate the cooperation
of ethnic m'nority persons in the assess-
ment and pi,nning stages. And if goals are

established and services to reach those goals
are begun,_ ethnic minority clients may have
unresolved fears and conflicts regarding the
likelihood of upward mobility and the Secu=
rity of the benefits to be gained by rehabili=
tation change.

In theiranalysis, Pape, Walker, and Quinn
(1983) provided examples-of facilitative and
nonfacilitative interactions and transactions
of rehabilitationists with ethnic minority
clients= in this case, Asian, Black, and His-
panic Americans. Their analysis encour-
aged me to identify some of the effective
knowledge, attitude, and ski II oompetencies
exhibited by rehabilitationists in relating_to
clients with ethnic minority or cultural dif-
femnces.

By relating effective knowledge; attitude,
and skill factors of rehabilitationists gleaned
from the literature cited in this paper to some
of the cultural, sociocultural, psychocUl=
tural, environmental, and communication
components presented_by Gudykunst and
Kim (1984); I generated Figure 4 which
emphasizes the need for rehabilitationists
who work wn disabledpersons from ethnic
minority:and culturally different back-
grounds to acquire ahd exhibit "a: knoWl=
edgeand understanding of cultural diverSity
factors as these relate to accurate problem
identification, rehabilitation planning, and
service provision" (Pape, Walker; and Quinn,
1983, p. 18).

_FIGURE 4.

Effective Knowledge, Attitude, And Skill Factors of Rehabilitationists in Relating to
Ethnic Mi- orities And Their Cuitures

RELATING TO CULTURAL VALUES AND BELIEFS

Exhibits cultural sensitivity and exhibits skills in getting; understanding; and utilizing
culture-specific information.
Respects culturally familiar protocols and conceptions of what is acceqtable end
desirable:
Understands the freedom and ccnstraints placed on persons by their cultural norms
and values.
UnderStands:the potentialdanger points for culturally different persons generated by
cultural conflicts and exhibits skill in resolving conflicts as soon as they arise:
Knows-work and other developmental opportunities_in the client's home community
and exhibits-skill in referring-clients and monitoring-the helpfulness of the resources:
Understands the_developmental and-defensive effects of indifference, ignorance, and
devaluative _attitudes and behaviors of majority persons on minority persons because
of cultural differences.
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Understands and is able to cope with the tact that some disabled pe. so may be
perceived in their own communities as being unsound, incompetent, anc ,....sed for
an allagad sin committed by themselves or by their parents.

9 Demonstrates competence in relating to and working with ethnic minority persons in
a variety of situations.

RELATING TO SOCIOCULTURAL FACTORS,
(INDIVIDUAL VS. GROUP, PERSONALISM, AND HIERARCHY)

Understanda family commitments and hierarchy.
Demonstrates skill in a family-oriented approac-h andhasa positive orientation toward
the inclusion of the extended_familyin the helping relationship.
Is favorably oriented toward family education and cooperation.
Exhibits skill in using the extended family system for effecting cooperation and resolv-
ing conflicts.
Knows and is skilled in selecting community resources that have cultural sensitivity
and can be helpful.
Understands ethnic minority reluctance to focus on reviewing childhood history,
Exhibits a geruine concern for the ethnic minority clioit as a human being with assets
and potentials to be _valued,
Underst3nds the role status of the client; the family. and group and understands the
client's need to consult with significant others betc-f: mal_%ing decisions.
Is appropriately formal or informal and directive or non-d:rective

RELAIiNG TO PSYCHOCULTURAL FACTORS,
(CATEGORIZATION, STEREOTYPES, AND ATTITUDE;)

Understands the importance-of_ and-attains iseivit assessment of client
needs within_the social and cultural context of "he
Provides an early communication of accurate and emoathy in the relationship
with ethnic minority persons.
Is sensitive to variation within groups._
Is sensitive to and does not over emphasize test scores which have rot been appir-

: priately normed or validated for ethnic minoritir--...
Has and communicP"s positive perceptions of the efrinic minority person'[', g-oup
and culture.
Challenges nertive stereotypic views of ethnic minorqy groups in an effective man
ner
Maintains a sensitivity to the individual as a unique being !and to the cultuie as a
whole.

RELATING TO CROSS-CULTURAL COMMUNICATION FACTORS
(LANGUAGE, NONVERBAL, EMOMNAL, AND ENVIRONMENTAL COMMUNICATION)

Derrtnnstrates sensitivity to different language patterns and seeks to understand the
client's mode of communication
Adjusts to the language proficiency of the client._
Is mature, genuine; and congruent in relationships with ethnic minority clients.
Communicates a ci;raie empathy early in the relationship. Uses action-oriented coun-
seling techniques and approaches.
Uses group counseling and group work (including family and extended family) in
counseling ethnic minority clients.
Uses nondevaluative and nonstereotypical verbal and non-verbal language in com-
municating with ethnic minorily persons
Disseminates clear and valid information about services and their benefits to ethnic
minority persons.
Exhibits skilled use of plain, clear, and operational language.
Exhibits comfort and skill in communicating with family members.
Has bilingual capability.
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Is skilled in the use of interpreters.
ls_skilled in accepting and clarifying client valUes and in helping the client envision
developmental possibilities within _the value orieritatibri.
Exhibits good; basic;_and stable nonverbal attending skills.
Provides or interacts in a communication setting which has 'orrients Which are
faMiliar and stimulating to ethnic minority clients.
Uhderttahdt and relates effectively to the time and spatial orientations of ethnic
minority clients.
Knows, untP-ta-ids, and uses culturally appropriatsways to enter and leave situa-
tions; includii tarewells and convenient time8 tb Vi
Is sensitive to dient_feelings, particularly fears Of faildre ahd Culture Conflict.
'siskilled in reducing test anxiety and increasing test=wiseness Of -client§ froth ethnic
Minority backgrounds.
Demonstrates an awareness of the limitations; potential cultural bias, and problems
With th:: Se Of teSts and assessment procedures with ethnic minorities.
Focuses appropriately on th, here-and-now and how it relates pragmatically to the
client's tuture.
Understands and accepts the reluctance of ethnic Minority persons to verbalize their
feelings fluently and to be introspectie.

RELATING TO REHABILITATION CHANGE AND CULTURAL CONFLICT

ExhibitS Sehsitivity to fears of failure and conflicts, including the inter ,nt and
olical aSpects, Of ethnic minority clients.

Understands client risks and fears (e.g. loss of disability income and/or welfare, friends,
rolestatus in the family community).
Understands that the upward mobility of ethnic minoritiet thrbugh rehabilitation is
risky and complicated wittim gssible negative side effetts.
Understands the likelihood of _the _ethnic -minority client_ feeling "culture ShOCk" in
hew, unfamiliar places and situations related to rehabilitation and around different
and UnfaMiliar personsparticularly authority figuresand peers.
Is cognizant of _potential danger periods in the rehabilitation_process for ethnic minor-
itiesand is skilled in the alleviation of conflict in situations as soon as they arise.
Exhibits skill in action-oriented counseling technique§ ahd approaches.
Exhibits skill in_using group counseling and group work (t.g. inVblVihg the extended
family) in counseling ethnic minority clients.
Exhibits_ skills in focusing on goal-oriented problem identification that lead8 to din=
crete solutions.
KnOWS ethnic minority persons who have been successfully rehabilitated gnd can
relate the experiences and success of these persons to others entering and/or ivolved
in the change process.

This listing of effective knowledge, attitude, and skill factors is, of course, a tentative
framework for stimulqting examination of the provision of services by rehabilitationists to
disabled persons from_ ethnic minority backgrounua, fbr suggesting training objectives
and methods, and for stimulating research. Indeed, the liSting itself can be an object of
research, for items can be added, subtracted, and otherwite combined and so forth.

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE HOWARD
UNIVERSITY PROJECT

Implications refer to initiatives needed to
clarify or to make complete understandings
that have been presented.
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If the Howard University Model to Improve
Rehabilitation Services for Minority oopu:
lations with Handicapping Conditions is to
realize its objectives, then cultural _factors
Will need to be emphasized in the project.
Effort8 will have to be made to facilitate sen-
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sitivity to Jient needs and differences
through training and appropriate educa-
tional materials. Efforts to improve access
to the existing systems will have to be tried
and assessed_along with exploration of the
feasibility of alternate service delivery sys-
tems. Research and dissemination of find-
ings on some critical issues will be needed.
The model must be both synergistic and
transcendent.

Need to Emphasize Cultural F cto rs
Relating: the recommendations given to

nursestly Bauwens and Andersor (1984, pp.
256:257);_ to the Howard University Project,
there will_ be a need to emphasize cultdral
factors, specifically:

Be-aware-of the-ethnit.: minority client's
cultural_interpretkV.is s of health and
ability; illness ;id d=sability; and health
and rehabIliallo-.:
identify so;.7ce;.: of discrepancies
between c.: their rehabilitation
helpers ir the meanings Of health and
ability,-illness and disability, health care
_and rehabilitation.
Be aware of the cultural values that affect
the interface with and use of the re_a-
bilitation system by ethnic mine
sons.
EvalUate the effectiVeness of !.enahilI
tation helper actions with client3 fror-
diverse cultural groups.

Need_ for Nonrnist Practitioners and
Cross Cultural Training
The four specific ;:haracteristic .3. of non-

racist practitioners suggested by Solomon
(1976, 0. 313); need to be evaluated for effec-
tiveness as training and servic3 deft
objectives:

The practitioner should possess the
ability to_perceive in any behavioroth-
er's or one's ownalternative expla-
nations for that behavior; particularly
those alternatives _which the self might
strongly reject as false.
The practitioner:should possess the
abi% to collect objecfively, through the
wises, those verbal and nonverbal cues
which ,Nould help to identify all pos3ible
alternatives to _the one which is most
probable for a given client;
The practitioner should have the ability
to feel warmth, genuine concern, and

empathy of people: regardless of their
race, color, or ethnic background.
The practitioner should be able to con-
front the client when true feelings of
warmth, genuine concern, and empa-
thy have been expressed -but have been
misinterpreted or distorted by the client:
In brief; the rehabilitationist should have
synergistic and transcendent skillS
related to productive confrontation of
differences (p.313).

In considering the dynamics and benefits
of- intercultural development, attention
should be given to the model presented by
Gudykunst and Kim (1984).

: In addition, the training procedures out-
lined by Triandis and Brislin (1984) foe
improving cross-cultural awareness and
effectiveness need to be examined against
the objectives of the Howard University Proj-
ect. Theseprocedures include:_information
or fact-oriented training; attribLition train-
ing; cultural awareness methods; cognitive-
behavior modification procedures; expe-
riential learning strategies; and interaction
approaches.

Need for Influencing Responsiveness
in the Existing System and
--atermining the Viability of Alternate
Syster .3

Liforts N,ll need to be made to increase
the responsiveness of the existing rehabili-
tation systems to ethnic minority persons by
Wring more minority persons et profes-
sional and support levels; bringLig services
to the geographic areas of the clients; and
establishing meaningful service delivery
objectives, monitoring actions, evaluating
results, and making modifications as a result
of appropriate feedback.

In terms of alternate systems of service
deliveD% the recommendations provided by
Gellman 0_966) and Solomon (1976) need to
be considered, particularly Solomon's sug-
gestion about relating service delivery to
religious institutiors.

Neec for Research and
Dissemination of Findings
The res?arch questions posed by Usdane

(1965) nearly twenty years back are still rel-
evant and_need attention. In addition, five
social psychological cultural issues deline-
ated by Sue (1933) seem worthy of exami-
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nation. These are: etic vs. emic, mainstream-
ing vs. pluralism, equal opportunity vs.
equality of outcomes, modal personality vs.
individual difference, and_presence vs.
absence of racism today. Other issues which
need research are policy/practice changes
and multiple service delivery methods and
accuracy in_the translation of similar con-
cepts with different meanings.

Among variables which also need Study
are the congruence of perceptions, cogni-
tions, and_ motivations of ethnic minority
clients and rehabilitation helpers; effective
and ineffective interpersonal interactions in
counseling and the supervision of counsel-
ing relatcd to ethnic minority persons; and
groilb dynamics in relating to the extended
families of ethnic minority clients._

From a methodoldgjcalperspective, there
is a need for parlicipant observer and case
study approaches as well as survey and
experimental approaches;

In the dissemination of research findings;
there will be a need to balance ideological
and practical viewpoints. Some attention
needs to be gimn tn the development of
dissemination specialists and dissemina-
tion networks.

Need foe a SyheegiatiO arid
Trariscendent Model
In implementing anli:nprovin9_:,;:e mode!,

attention needs tc e given to the principles
suggested by re,yfielci (1.964) in his article
Ori human resd s devplopment and his
emphasis on how ::..3.ming is influenced by
expectations, reintwderrent, mGdolinc,
actavement mntivation. ?nd probiem solv-
ing;

In addition, thecurrency ot eM6Citig philo-
sophic principles related to rehabilitation
(Wright, 1959), and their relevance to the
rehabilitation of _ethnic minority persons need
to b ,:-xamined, and means for actualizing
thes:.. principles need to be developed.

FINAL iNijTES
;

I haVe been professionally associated with
rehabilitation for tWenty-six years, first as a
rehabilitation counselor in- a-state agency

.

serving theLvisually disabled, then as a reha-
bilitation psychologist at a hospital special-
izing: in the care of_ chronically _illipatients
arid the:rehabilitation of persons with severe
ditabilities. This was followed by work as a

rehabilitation professor at _two universities
and as dean for student affairs whose
reSporisibilities included the delivery of ser-
Videt tOiditabled: students and the coordi-
nation of the inatitUtiOnal Self-study required
in implementing 504 regulatibritiat one of
the universities. I-have also served at a cOn=
sultant to many _different rehabilitation pro=
grams; as the president_of a state rehabili-
tation:association; and as an editordf reha-
bilitation newsletters and publications;

my intereSta in &oat-cultural psychology
and counaeling have been lOngatanding and
havecarried me to-Japan, TaiWan, Gettahyi
Jamaica, and Orazil in consultative relation;
ships.
_ From my vantage point; the_initiatives to
fadilitate ethnic minority access to and
deVelOptent through rehabilitation ser-
videS have failed tO reach a :critical mass.
Indeed, while some gaiht bbvioutly haVe
been made, I often wonder if we ate nOW bh
the defense in trying to preserve the limited
gains we have made.

It: is hoped that the_ Howard University
Project will break this plateau; pull together;
Syntrietite, and transcend past efforts to
facilitate attelereod Movement toward the
objectives of eqi.:;ai access and benefits for
ethnic minority persons with disabilities as
these_ relate to rehabilitation. This project
would make a lasting difference in the quest
of ethnic minorities for effective rehabilita-
;:nn services.
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10 Socio-Economic and Cultural Problems Affecting
the Delivery of Rehabilitation Services to
Hispanic Blind and Visually Disabled
IndividualsSome Observations

ROLANDO GARZA
Texas Commission for the Blind

Abstract

The author discusses the problems
associated _with rehabilitative service
delivery to blind and visually disabled
Hispanics. Communication barriers are
cited as a major problem. The need for
an nderstanding Hitpanics' cultural
background, family loyalties in terms of
their effect on serwice delivery to _the
group, and the acceptance of rehabili-
tation is also disoussed.Jhe State Com-
mission for the Blind of Texas has made
significant gains in recruiting and
employing professionals to meet the
needs of the blind and visually disabled
Texans.

There is apommon_assumption that His-
panics are not amenable to therapyor coun-
selinc : that they do not possess the moti-
vation necessary to enter into a counseling
situation with expectations of recei.'ing ben-
efit from the_ service delivery; and that they
will not contribute to the success of their
rehabilitation program. In real4, Hispanics
will accept help, counseling,_and services if
their cultural identity is respected_a_nd their
individuality is maintained and recognized:
In the area of rehabilitation services for the
blind and visually disabled persons, the State
Commission for the Blind of Texas has
worked steadily toward the development and
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implementation of a service delivery system
that effectively meets the-needs of all blind
and visually disabled Texans. Recognizing
that blindness;_ like. other disabilities_ is_ no
respecter : of :ethnic .origins,. _theagency's
vocational rehabilitation :efforts are based
on a need to serve Hispanic clients in a man-
ner that_will produce the greatest results for
the-client.
_Recognizing-thatlang-uage is one of the

most obvious _manifestationsof any culture,
vocational rehabilitation professionals
(teachers and :counselors) . must acknowl-
edge the crucial role this plays in service
delivery to blind and visually disabled per-
sons who are Hirspanie. The overall impor-
tance of culture-in understanding, regulat-
ing,_and_ examining human- behavior and
reactions_ to- a disahility_ such-as-blindness
cannot be overstated: The basic_ _assume-
tions underlying most intervention efforts
areexemplified byprograms that either deny
certain aspects- of the Hispanic culture or
propose -corrective -measures that separate
the _individual -from-his or her cultural back-
ground: The_raising ofthe cultural- sensitiv
ity of professionals_involved in the voca-
tional rehabilitation field is_a necessary step
towards-providing culturally valid services
to the Hispanic community.- Integral to the
understanding_of the Hispanic disabled per,
son is the need to uriderstand the impact of
langua9e- and-- culture on-that individual.
Studies_spanning nearly half-a century have
consistently shawn_that the Hispanic popu-
lation Lis this nation's most _undereducated
minority. In many ways, they are. also _this
nation'smost misunderstood:ethnic group.
To put it -as anothenauthor did,' "monolin-
gual, English-only instruction-has had at least
as-devastating- an effect educationaliy on
Hispanicsas slavery and segregation had on
Blacks" (Yzaguirre, 1981):

BARRIERS TO REHABILITATION

_To same extent, the Hispanic outlook on
life is reflected in the Spanish language. One
Hispanic author wrote, "We tend to be very
gentle with ourselves, using the diminutive
when talking about ourselves and our dear
ones. We approach a level of gentleness and
tenderness which is unique to our people"
(Enrique, 1980). In the balance of under-
standing stress and pain, mental health

problems; aberrations in behavior, or even
disabilities such as blindness, it is quite
common to hear a Spanish-speaking person
refer to a blind individual as "un pobre cie7
gito" (a_poor blind man). Illness, faults, and
even disabilities become extensions-of the
person and are oftentimes_treated with nur-
turing; sympathetic kindness; and comfort
Many times,_this protective covering poses
a problem for vocational rehabilitation
counselors or teachers who are trying to
move the blind person toward indepen-
dence and- a maximum level of self-stiff i=
ciency that_ may be afforded through
employment assistance efforts that allow the
blind person to secure a job:

Oftentimes; family loyalties:and other cul-
tural factors (including religion)foster
dependency and isolation. To members of
the rehabilitation agency, such as the Texas
Commission for the Blind, this poses added
challenges in working with Hispanic clients
who are: hesitant to accept the training and
counseling :needed for their rehabi..tation:
In the rural areas in Texas; for example,
vocational rehabilitation teachers and coun-
selors must deal with the fact that Hispanic
clients are oftentimes unwilling to leave their
home area_ for- specialized training and
employment opportunities:I-here- is a ten-
dency by family members to protect the blind
relative and keep him or her close by: The
basic tenet of vocational rehabilitation; that
of "independence," then becomes_a sensi
tive Issue when dealing with the client arid
the family members. It becomes crucial for
the vocational rehabilitation worker to explain
the value of independence for the disabled
person without startling family members or
attacking the role that the family plays in
this culture.

Several other key issues surface when
dealing with Hispanic blind clients. Befare
anyone can-examine the uniqueness of dis-
abled_ Hispanics, it becomes vitally impor-
tant to examine the following factors:

the role of "la familia" in the Hispanic
culture

the traditional views of disabilities and
attitudes toward rehabilitation, inde-
pendence, and counselor/client roles

the impact that a disability such as
blindness has, not only on the individ-
ual but on the family unit

the complications of poverty, minimal
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education, and language barriers on
the success of a rehabilitation plan

the role that religion, folk healerS, and
other sources of suppirt play in meet=
ing the disabled person's needs.

There is no question that delivering_effec-
tive vocational: rehabilitation services to _blind
andyisually disabled Hispanic clients is a
challenge to any professional. Efforts _in
Texas, through the StateiCernmiSsion toe
the_Blind-, have centered on the need tO rectUit
and _employ qualified: professionals whe
either have a_ Hispanic _background or an
understanding of this group's culturatfoun-
dations. Approximately 20% of the agency's
Staff iS Hispanic. With offices: located
throughoutithe state the Commission main-
tains operations in areas that are precibriii=
nantly Hispanic and are served by agency
personnel equipped to meet special needs.

Vocational :rehabilitation_ (VR) personnel
employed by the Commission serve approx-
imately 35-40%: Hispanic clients on agency
caseloads. While -most of these: indMduals
are located in the Rio Grande Valley, El Paso,
Laredo,end San Antonio, large pockets Of
Hispanics-are located throughout the state
and_ on :caseloads served- by the Commis-
sion; Individuals _working_ with Hispanic
dients must readily recognize !.'nat _their
approF;;h to VR must be tailored to the (,4ent's
needs in the case of Hispanic clients, VR
professionals must place a strong emphasis
on the involvement of the family throughbUt
the entire_processof rehabilitation. Staff must
recognize Ihe customs_and values of His-
panic clients saes_ notto_antagonize- them
and reduce the chances for success during
the entire rehabilitation program; It is just
as important to recognize the traditions and
norms soias not to get bogged down on a
traditional methodology to the exclusion of
results. Finally, it is incumbent upon the VR
teacher_ovcounselor to: we : t_to learn and
understand the_social and cultural configu-
rations of 1-cl.oanic clients;

The uniciLi. :less of the vocational rehabil=
itation program as compared to other social
service programs rests on a proven servce
delivery model that requires maximum par-
ticipation during_each istep_ of the pronst
by both the clientand the_VR professior al.
The direct benefit ofthe_VR_prograrn tosoci-
ety is reflected in the fact that there is more
than a nine to one dollar return on every tax
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dollar spent How these services are offered
to Hispanic blind persons is ari issue that
continues to draw added attention;

While there is no proven formula for an
effective approach to Working With Hispanic
disabled persons, organizations such as the
State Commission for the Blind in Texas have
found_that one of the most ,,,,:.propriate means
is to employ professionals who possess a
valid understanding of this culture. The issue
of language barriers is quite obviously an
important -c-Onsideration to: the establish-
ment Of an effective SerVice delivery system.
The attitude that Hispapics haVe towaio
dealing with their disabilities must else be
considered and woven into the service deny-
ery modality. Also, there must be a contin-
ued emphasis on forums of this nature-that
will allow for open dialogue and exchange
of ideaS -concerning the needs of disabled
Hispanic CitiZens and effective means of
delivering rehabilitation services.

This presentation wiild not be -complete
without an account of an incident that cap=
tures the essence_ of this issue,_particularly
as it relates to theirnportance of language
and working with Hispanic clients; The story
Oda: Something like this: A _VR teacher
totking With the COM riliation for the Blind
recalls the time She Went tO ViSit a Hispanic
family on her initial contact, She did net
know that the family was fluent only in Span=
ish; and she_was not prepares'. for what was
to come; Upon arriving at the home-the
teacher knocked on the door. When greeted
by One of the family members, the teacher
thought it Would be a good opportunity_ for
her to test het limited Spanish. When asked
who she was, she responded: "I'm from La
Comision De No Ojos." Quickly this sent a
chill down the spine and soon several peo-
ple were at the door with a definite sense of
alarm. Who was this person who acknowl-
edged herself_as being a representative of
an agenty WithbUt eyea? WaS she there to
remove someone's eyes? W 1 the teacher
meant to say was: with La CornitiOn
Estate! Para Los-Ciegos."

After awhile, both Ahe client and other
family members understood that the stranger
was there to do an initial interview and to
AS-certain what types of services the _Com-
MisSiOn -could Offer tb o_ne of their family
members who was Lind. They Soon realized
that the pu;;.c6-6 of the visit was not to remove
someone's eyes.
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Looking back, there is obviously some
humor in the embarrassing situation. How-
ever, viewed in a different and more serious
vein, the entire situation points out a rather
significant aspect involved in dealing with
persons of the Hispanic culture who adhere
to their native language.
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11 The Emerging Role of the Disabled Hispanics

ANTONIO SUAZO
President's Committee on Emplcyrne
of the Handicapped

Abstract

The state of "double jeopardy" which
disabled Hispanids_are in is discussed
in this article: The economic; social, and
educational problems of the increasing
population of Hispanics in the United
States suggest the need for more mean-
ingful rehabilitation services. The author
outlines factors affecting rehabilitation:
the_role of the family; personal network
among Hispanics; the_ male attitude;
intake procee and language bar-
rier% Evidence I support of the ;'ritical
need for bilingual, bicultural rehabili-
tation professionals is provided. The
author concludes_ by listing the recom-
mendationsf rom the conference on the
Special Rehabaation and Research
Needs of Disabled Hispanic Fe rsons in
1983:

The term "Hispanic" represents diverse
populations that include, in large numbers,
Mexican-Americans, Cubans, Puerto Rican
mainlanders, and Puerto Hican islanders. As
noted by-Linsky, Arnold, and HanochT1983),
cultural differencescan be assumed to exist
among the various Hispanic populatlons.
Further, it seems reasonable to hypothesize

that such cultural differences between and
among Hispanic populations are historical
in origin, but are also affected by geo-
graphic region, socioeconomiostatus, edu-
cational level, and rural-urban locale: There-
fore; it becomes imperative to scrutinize
closely all research_ which presumes to reflect
the "Hispanic" culture.

Hispanics constitute a growing popula-
tion in the United States. The 1930 censo..
indicated a substantial increase from pre-
vious years. They now number in excess of
141/2 million and represent a significant pro-
portion of the American population.

However; dataion the number of Hispanic
disabled is practically non-existent. Based
on limited data and using inferential meth-
ods, it is estimated that there are 2.5 million
Hispanics of working age who are disabled.
However, only 25.000 persons of Hispanic
origin were rthabilitated by public pro-
grams in 1981..

The Hispanic disabled represents a real
challenge to rehabilitation professionals and
administrators. If we are to provide mean7
ingful rehab.litation services, we must
understand the cultural characteristics dis-
cussed by Rivera and others.
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La Feral lia: The Spanish family provides the
primary support system for the individual.
Despite the many positive fa.;tors of family
support systems, one drawback is the occa-
sional overprotectiveness that tends dilute
efforts towards independence by (-abled
individuals:

Personalismo: This relates to the personal
network among Hispanics as opposed to the
dependence on institutionalized direct
delivery systems. The absence of Hispanics
in key positions mitigates against an effec-
tive delivery system because of their reli-
ance on personal contacts and acquain-
tances; Thus; _many Hispanic clients are
reluctant to share relevant information with
non-Hispanic rehabilitation counselors, since
the latter is perceived to be an "outsider."

Machismo: The male attitude of full respon-
sibility forbehavioral guidance of the farnily.
Within this context the male member_of the
family is responsible for providina resources
to the family and for making major decisions
affecting the family members.

La Palabra: "A man's word is his honor."
The commitment to a verbal contract is very
important to Hispanics. Performance based
on one's word as opposed to written con-
tracts is of paramount importance and should
be considered in any rehabilitation program
initiated on behalf of Hispanics.

Language: There is limited information
available in Spanish regarding the voca-
tional rehabilitation program:The commu-
nication barrier is critical since there are so
few bilingual and bicultural professionals in
rehabilitation.

Clearly, the emerging issues in our efforts
to serve this population revolve around 1)
existing barriers to rehabilitation; 2) devel-
opment of innovative service delivery sys-
tems; and 3) basic_research_issues. Of par-
ticular concern; however, to rehabilitation
practitioners is the need to develop special-
ized programs_to overcome immcdiate bar-
riers to rehabilitation and employment.

A paper by Rivera (1983) (published in the
reprint from the Mary Switzer Memorial
Monograph entitled Social implications for
rehabilitation planning: Blueprint for the 21st
century) summarized the situation in the fol-
lowing manner:

There appears to be an underutilization
of rehabilitation services by disabled
Hispanics. The reasons for this is the
barrier to access to these services. The
solution is the need for outreach and
advocacy. Rehabilitation counselors
need togo into the community (includ-
ing the home)and get acquainted with
community leaders; and the clervy;
informing them of: what rehabilitation
services exist for disabled p ::.sons and
how to access the system. All too often
potential clients do not understand the
application process to enter a voca-
tional rehabilitation program nor their
rights as citizens under the rehabilita-
tion laws and regulations.

One obvious solution is to:train_ more bilin-
gual, bicultural professionals and place them
in areas where there is a high concentration
of-Hispanics.

_Lafitte -(1983) recommends that current
training__programs in rehabilitation _intro-
duce into their curricuium undergraCuate
and graduate courses in the language and
culture_ of Hispanics. Such:course offerings
would be of significant value to rehabHita=
tiL,r) training programs located in areas with
a high concentration of Hispanics (e.g.
southwestern United -States,- metropolitan
New YorkCityrsouthern Florida, and_Puerto
Rico). Lafitte also champions an assertive
and well-organized recruitment progri.-...1 to
attract Hispanics into their rehabilitation
training program.

A conference on the Special Rehabilita-
tion and Research Needs of Disabled-His-
panic Persons_(1983) provided a variety of
':commendations regarding rehabilitation

issues and research needs. Several of these
needs are listed here::

ij More accurate data on the:numbers,
types cf disabilities, and acceptability of ser-
vices in order to design effective rehabilita=
tion services for the disabled Hispanic per-
son.

2) Research on the effectiveness of var-
ious:rehabilitation approaches to eliminate
barriers which preclude acceptance and uti-
lization of rehabNitation services and tech-
nology by this population.

3) Research of innovative approaches to
extending rehabilitation services to migra-
tory workers and di.-Lableu who live in rural
areas.
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4) Research should include elderly His-
panic personswhenever rehabilitation issues
are addressed.

5)1 Development of mechanisms for
inVOlving the disabled Hispanic student in
the rehabilitation process prior to the end
of his or her secondary school education.
_The above am but a small number of ideas

for_programsthat need tabe undertaken but
one other important need exists. The inabil-
ity af many Hispanics tacommunicate easily
ih: English seriously obstructs_access to
tehabilitationservices arid employment:

Fot niahy diSabled Hispanics, the educa-
tional stability ta essential to learning Eng-
lish_ is often missing. This problem is two-
fold and_solutions must be sought from a
dual perspective _Knowledge of ,English as
a second language_ must be _pursued and
thbee bilingual and bicultural services must
be aVailable from the providers of rehabili-
tation serVicet. This_is certainly an attaina-
ble goal by the year 2000.
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12 Overcoming

EUNICE FIORITO
OSERS
U; S; Department of Education
JIM DC,riERTY

Abstract

The authors make a comparative anal-
ysisof the treatment_of_blacks and the
disabled as infnrior citizens._They also
discuss the rolt .ne media plays in per-
pe+.uating the attitudes and stereotypes
-e. acting e prejudice toward: both
7 ps._Black Fi. and disabled individuals

the responsibilityof working more
closely with the media in providing
information on_ the rehabilitative ser-
vices available and in promoting a more
realistic perspective of their potential.

Being black in the United States is still_a
disadvantage. Being disabled in the United
States is also a disadvantage. Being both
black and1diaabled puts a person in double
jeopardy. And, unlike the popular game show,
this condition lasts a lot longer than a few
money-making_minutes.

Traditional prejudice _still forces -black
people away from opportunity and into lovv-
paying, low-prestige positions in society and
the work place. Prejudices of a different sort,
often based on good intentions, have the
same detrimental effect on people with diS-
abilities. Legislation and landmark court
decisions have served to blunt the effect of
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these ancient bigotries; but societyS atti-
tudes and the stereotypes they engender live
on._

nf ortu n ately;_these_attit udes-and_ stereo-
types are perpetuatedperhaps_inadver-
tently=by the news and entertainment media.
I -say "perhaps- inadvertently":because media
depictions of black andfor disabled_ people
are both a cause and a result-of the general
public7s- view -of- these populatici groups.
Forexample, a main_characterir; m i

presentation_may _acquire a dis;--, -4- as -a
result of .accident orillness. Po :here_is
always the glorious day of the .total cure
becaus _viewersare uncomfortable with
wheelc-h: ;Is or-white-canes. Likewise; a news
story-about a-black-star in sports or busine;:d
usually tells- how -this-person fought his or
her_way_ out_ of_the_ -ghetto- -because many
readers believe allblack people begin in-the
ghetto. In both_ instances;_the._media are at
once reflecting: and feeding traditional
beliefsbeliels that must be changed if we
are ever tO gain the status we seek; that Of
full-and equal participants in the life Of our
nation and our community-.

I must say here that the fault does not lie
entirely with the media. We who are black



and/Or disabled often contribute to the sit-
uation. We naturally welcome praise for an
achievement and the publicity that might
come_with it. But if we are not careful, we
may lend support to the idea thatsuccess is
the exception; not the rule, for people like
Us. We always say that equa/ ity of opportu-
nity is our goal. We want succeed or fail
on our own merits, not ;te of some
prejudice or special affirrN, ive action pro-
gram based on rwm or disability. As long as
the achievers_ among us are singled out as
atypical; that equality will be difficult to real-
ize

What can we do? For one thing; we can
work with:the media on a continuing basis;
not just at the time of a major event. Com-
munication and exposure can sweep away
myths and create understanding of the real
dimersions_of our life situations. In recent
years, sch ool integration and tho inclusion
of black people in TV commercials; come-
dies, and dramas have shown white Ameri-
cans that their black neighbors' abilities,

:rengths, and weaknesses am not really dif-
ferent from their own. Any disabled person
can tell-you how a personal encounter has
changed someone's distorted view of dis-
ability, But on a one-to-one or small group
basis; we:will never get: our message: to
everyone in the_ nonblack or nondisabled
world. The media can and must take on a
more active role in this education process.

in_ order for this to happen, people in the
media must themselves accept certain facts,
facts which are often startling when first
pointed out, For example, the only thing a
blind person cannot do is see; the only thing
a deaf person cannot do is hear; the only
thing a wheelchair user cannot do is walk.
Of course, a particular physical limitation
may make some activities impractical. I doubt,
for instance, That we_ will ever see a blind
person win the Indianapolis 500; But the lim-
itation affects only that particular physical
ability; it does not automatically augment or
diminish a person's intelligence; ambition,
emotional development, or sensitivity. Simi-
larly, people in the media must accept the
fact that Dr. Shockley is indeed wrong; noth-
ing in blackness creates an inferior person.
It is centuries-old prejudices and miscon-
ceptions; not disability or blackness; that
have spawned and nurtured the image of
the helpless handicapped and below-aver-
age blacks. Media people who realize this

and many docan be of great help to us:in
fighting the prejudices and correcting the
misconceptions.

I am pleased to say that some progress is
being made. Earlier I mentioned that black
peopi:,: are_ finally being given more realistic
exposure on television,_Even _disabled peo-
ple are doing better in this regard, I would
like to give an example. Years ago; in an
episode of the "Barnaby Jones" rletective
series, the killer pretended to be blind. Bar-
naby, in his wisdom, saw t'lrough the decep-
tion when-, during a-visit to the man's home,
he noticed _thatthe _television set was warm.
Generally; blind people do ;tot "watch" tele-
vision although, as is true of many sighted
people; they may "listen" to or have it on
for company. In this example; however, Bar-
naby's suspicions proved to be true.

Th:s LA-of stupidity is in fine k:ontrast with
something now being done on the soap opera
"Guiding Light."_Forseveral months,- one_ of
the characters has been a blind woman who
runs a kind of adjustment or rehabilitation
centenThough she may not stayin the story;
her independence and_generally "normal"
way of life has been well presented,

Rehabilitation of the type depicted in
"Guiding-Light" is often a necessary-part of
a disabled person's_ life._ _We consider_ it _a
community resource, somewhat similar to
adult education classes; Red Cross first aid
training; and_recreationprograms provided
by a city or state. As with such resources in
general, many-who could benefit from them
do not know they exist-or how they can be
useful, Here_again, the media-can be of tm-
mendous Featu; e_ articles_ and__talk
shows could focus on state and local_agen,
cies, their:programs; successes; and their
failures. When such an effort is undertaken;
I would urge that the clients of these agen7
cies be portrayed not as "-needy" and
"dependent" but as potential taxpayers on
theroadto productivity. If media staff mem-
bers really want to_be helpful, they_ could
volunteer to prepare public service
announcements about rehabilitation pro,

s and run them during peak Iktening
awing periodsnot just at 3:18 Sun-

lorning.
Several years no, the disabled cornrnu

nitymade headlines by-demonstrating at
offices of the_ LI,S; Department of Health
Education and Welfare:, The purpose of the
demonstration was to bring about regula-
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tions prohibiting discrimination _against dis-
abled persons in_federally supported pro-
grams and activities. One of the men hanr
tiling publicity for the demonstration had
cerebral palsy. His wcrktook him tote stu-
dios of Washington's Channel 4. When he
left he shareda taxi with Jim Vance, a news-
man wnu is black: As they discussed the
demonstration--_-the reasons for it and the
benefitt to be derived:from the hoped-for
regulations=the man with cerebral palsy told
Mr. Vance:,"We are today's niggers." By that
he_meant that we, too,had been considered
second-class citizens-for centuries; that we,
too; had been ignored or relegated to "spe-
cial': categories; and that we; too; were
beginning to :assert ourselves and were
thereby incurring some of the backlash that
was so familiar to black Americans.

Like our :black prothers and: si$ters, dis7
abled people want tope respected ?._s a poor
ulation group and as individuals. We went
to break down the t).- rir that keep us _in
those "special" categc . We wa to be
free tb participate fuil all aspects of liv-
ing. We have a long wa.y to go; but the exam-
ple of our black brothers air: Listers is an

inspiration. Like them, we will be s!ncessful.
We; too. overcome.'
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13 Images andldentity-----Iii arketing AdidtS With
Disabilities in the Media

JESSE W. FOWLER

President's Committee on Employment of the Handicapped

Abstract

The media; one -of _the most powerful
tools:of communication; has a signifi-
Cant influence on the development of
attitUdet and :stereotypes:held: by_ the
general public toward the disabled
community,: This article presents an
overview of the marketing strategies and
recommendations instituted by the
President's Committee on Employment

of the Handicapped to ameliorate these
negative images and stereotydes by
impleawnting public relations efforts
which depict and demonstrate the posr
itive and rultidimensionai abilities of
persons disabilities. Included also
are alternative constructive guidelines
which emerged from an international
media seminar sponsored by the United
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Nations. The guidelines were designed
to facilitate the accurate portraya of
individuals with disabilities while .,,till
encouraging the range of creativity an
individuality inherent in the media
industry, inforrnation is aiso provided to
disability organizations and indivithy3ls
with disabilities on a plan of action tor
developing skills to gain access to the
media.

The media/entertainmen industry-is one
of_ the _most_powerful_tools _of communica-
tion, However. its.recognition ofpersonswith
disabilities as complete individuals is long
overdue (National Easter Seal Society, _1981).
Whether_one views a medium as a window
on a wider world or as a mirror on-one's own
surroundings, the-media's capacity to exam-
ine _and _communicate _people,- -places,--and
ideas_ is unequalled (inited_ Nations,1982).
_ The lack of positive riblic _images ham-
pers the quest by persons with disabilities
for social and eoonomic integration. What
the public perceives as reality and how it

,cts to certain groups often define- that
''place"-insociety The milieu-of-that

placecarthe_characterized by restrictions
and_ limitations whichthe public generally
associates with disability; .

: Society's major :image:makers generally
include _non7disabled male leaders in gov-
ernment and business. -Through the media,
these image makers influence the public by
projecting theiropinions ofthe disabled -for-
mulated by_ their limited experiences. Con-
suently, _these stereotypes.formi sine

!ers which: segregate the abl died
persona with disabilities._Hov iiAda

Jrtrays persons with_disabilities ,y
ences the views -and attitudes t sociuiy
(Medic f ice, 1985).
----Tele .:1-ns, fundraisers, and television

.rresent images_of need and vulner-
ability _which underscore an identity-of
dependence;_ Motion pictures; live ..stage
performances, and other forms of entertarn-
merit- freouently depict persons with dis-
abilities-as extremely brave and perserver-
ing pr alternatively as emoiionally u-nstable,
desperately- se-arching-for love and accep-
tance. News_storiesgenerally_ show persons
with_ disabilities_asputcasts..Theyareeither
dissatithed with _society's response to their
needs orare achieving:goals despite insur-
mountable oddS giVen the degree of severity
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of their impairment. Such portrayals of per-
sons with disahilities as superhumans_may
inadvertently create confusion or doubt in
the minds of the general public. Leslie A.
Felder (1982) explains that such.

. ersatT, sagas of heroic groups, then,
merely turn upside down rather than
.;:isPolve the sense of immitigable differ-
ence which i:ezi at the root of our trou-
b:ed respoi-se nersons with disabili-
ties, by makinc super rather than
human. Wors their relentless
emphasis on the pusitive, such stories
exacerbate rather than release our neg-
ative feelings of hostility_and:guilt, leav-
ing the public more conflicted than ever.

Obviously, the ptiblic sees ,:sabilit; in
terms of neediness and lack pf self-deter-
mination. Consequently,- programs are
organized which treat persoos with disabi
'ties as dependent persois incap:.Able of fully
participating in society. T. exkten:e of
programs espousing this attituoe in turn val-
idates the public image of disabiiity.

Does the communication industry have a
responsibility to changs attitudes, imer.-!;',
and expectationsof the general publiptowar
people with disabilities? Concerned citizens
and_the disabled community think so. Mau-
rie Goodman (1979), a performer, stated it
bluntly: "The undustry has an absolute
responsibility. Television is the single most
moving forte in modern h:story. It has the
power to change minds, attitudes, and life-
styles There is a _responsibility that comes
with that" (Littinson, 1985);

Representatives from the disabled com-
munity met with the decision-makers ofihe
National Broadcasting r;ompany, Inc. (NBC)

nlighten them in rerlard to their r'espon-
, iity. Critical of NBC's rtrayal of the main
charahter in a particular inovie, Alan Toy, a
performer withdisabilities, testified on behalf
of the disabled community: "What we want
to see is more realism end normalization
and less of the superhero lmage. Our con-
dition should not be used a'. e sason for
inspirrlion. We do not want to be inspiring.
We just want to be accepted like evieryone
else" (Littinson, 1985}.

In light of all of this, it is no_wonder that
the business world ignores disabled adults
as cansumers and media performers. Indeed,
because of a poor public image, persons
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with disabilities are practically nonentities
in the world of commerce and entertain-
ment. Quit'z,, oatorally, the people who spon-
sor telev sh:-ws and finance theater and
film prom ions are reluctant to show indi-
viduals with impairments in realistic roles.
Those who underwrite advertisements to
-larket products understandably fail to rec-
ognize persons with disabilities as part of
the buying public.

This was made clear in 1979 when Birni,k,
an adve;!ising firm, contacted major cor-
porations concerning the appearance of
persons _with disabilities in their television
commercials. The following are statements
from some of the responses recerve±

. . we would not wish to have our adver-
tising messages misinterpreted by those
who may feel that we sought to capital-
ize on thephysical handicaps of individ-
uals in order to 'sell a product But
showing them in our commercials is a
different story. It's a sad fact of life, but
if we put them in our advertising, we are
criticized for taking advantage of them
commercially. People accuse us of
seeking sympathy by placing them in
advertising (Littinson, 1985).

: This problem of image and identity is
important to fully:understanding why inte-
nrating peroons with disabilities in advertis-
ing, product marketing-, and other rnanites-
tatinns el social equality and pubfic acc p-
tance have been confronted with barriers.

_Aisc suporting the_ "place_of disabled
persons in contemporary society is the
absence of reliablestatistics about the cis-
;ialed community. The business world lacks
informrit: )n which is necessary for estab-
lishing a marketing identity. Who are adults
with 6isabilities? Where are they? What are
their incomes? What do they need, buy, and
watch on televi&on?

Moisover; businesses ignore posing such
questions_ in rr1rketing research: Statistics
available from government sources are not
the type that stimulate businesses to per-
ceive persons with disabilities aspart of the
buying publ!c. Thus, persons with disabili-
tie no_ marketing identity. As aresult,
manufacturers and__providers_ of services
(including the entertainment industry) avoid
addressing adult disabled persons as con-
SumerS to seek out and win.
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Given this situation; can a better; more
realistic image-and marketing id 3ntityJor
persons witt disabilities tie pos:ible?: The
efforts of the President's Cornmittee have
shown that it can happen. Our public service
advertising_ campaig- aye long been
designed to offset tradi Aitudes toward
adult persons with ds:r...tities; Starting in
the mid-1970's we developed a marketing
concept which was revolutionary._

Working with the familty and-students from
the School of Visual Arts in New York City,
we designed materials for print and televi-
sion advertising which_presented people_ with
disabilities escapable, productive persons.
With an equal opportunity; thew would be
ji.st as successful as_ able-bodied _persons.
To enhance this positive imagesnd identity,
our marketing strategy involved far more than
mere;v featuring a casual :itture of people
with disabilities. Visually and verballyeven
when it conflicted with prevailing _profes-
sional wisdomeach _advertising product
focused onthe individual qualities of adults
with disabilities; ther rights and their inter-
ests.

The more recent adVertising campaigns
of the President's Committee have been
unique _in another -respect. We -have,pur-
posely addressed a dual audiencebusi-
ness people and individuals with disabili-
ties=because:the imageand ident:ty which
persons_with disabilities have of thbinselves
go hand in hand -with the public's image.
Persons with disabilities were presented es
positive role models. By featuring in- our
adyertising_rnaterialssduas with disabilities
who were competing successfzilly in so&
ety, we strived to encouraa,7 other individ-
uals with disabilities(especially thJse who
could benefit from furE1er educat:nr: and
addition& jobs skills) that it was possible for
them, too.

Make n-c. mistake,_getting society t.: closorb
a new_image and identity for adultswith dis-
abil ities _is larger_ than the _resources_of any
one agency or instituf on. Nevertheless; the
impact ofeach effort can be quite pervasive:
With the limited resources and smoll budget
available to the President's Committee; we
provide some 4,000 businesses, trade and
consumer _publications vth go-ud quality .

attractive; and effective public service mate-
nals.

Producing E public relations program for
disabled adults (1979) was just one of the
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few relevant products developed._ Busi-
nesses and professionals in the media are
noW contacting the President's Committee.
These individual8 have Seen our advertise-
ments and want to know hoW to effectively
reach adults with disabilities as consurnert,
as an audience, and as potential employees.

In the years since the President's Com-
Mittee first instituted a modern marketing
plan, we have learned that we were in the
forefront of uSirig marketing toois to further
a social cause. Academicians discovered in
the 1970's that marketing could be adapted
to social programs with benefit to the pro=
grams and its recipients_Nowadays, there is
strong interest in the use of varketing cc :_i-
cepts in =the norl=profit world. In May 1985,
the President's Committee-will collaporate
it5 effort8 with the National Easter SealSoci-
et3 and the American Attociation of Dis-
ability Communicators to explore and eXpand
the use of marketing concepts at a com=
municaticrL seminal-, "Media and Disability
Seminar," scheduled to be held in_Chicaga.

We have also peen fortunate to see the
development of leadership =organizations
such tis the Screen ActorS Guild which func-
tions as a liaison between the diSabled com-
munity and the media/entertainment indu8=
try. The United Nations convened in Vienna
during the summer cf 1982 with a group of
specialists 'torn around the world to _for-
mulate guit. elines for the inclusion and por-
trayal of diSabled people in the media. While
guidelines were dev,..`oped as suggestions,
those attenoing the bonVention encOuraged
the range of creativity and individuality that
is inherent: in the _media industry. These
guidelines, as revised by a subgroup on the
basis of the world-wide review, are as fol-
lows (United Nations, 1932).

1. Depict people with disabilities at hr oe,
at work, at school, at leisure, and in a
variety_ cf other ordinary social and
physical situa;kdns.

2. Acknowledge , natural caioSity and
occasional awkwardness that may
develop in social _situations involving
disabled and non-disabled individuals.
Wh6re appropriate, provide positive
eXamplet in which such cur /
satisfied and in Which aWkwaro ess is
lessened.

3. Include people with disabilities as part
of the general population in media
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products in addition to thoSe in which
their story is the primary fccus.

4. Avoid preSenting people_ with disabili-
ties- ag dependent or pitiful. Other ste-
reot),pes to be avoided include pre-
senti.g people with disabilities as
inherently _saintly or asexual, gratu-
itously dangerous, or uniquely endowed
with a special skill due to a disability.

5. Consider caret,'!.9 the words used to
describe or characterize disabled indi-
viduals. Recognize and avoid phrases
that may o.::mean these individuals (e.g.
blind as a bat, deaf and dumb).

6. :lortray people with disabilitiet in the
same multidir. ,,nsional fashion as oth=
ers.

7. Present the achievements and difficul-
ties of people with disabilities in
that do not overemphasizethe imp:
ment, exaggerate, or emotionalize f.

situation. For example, in news stc
and documentary reports, the fact a
person's disability should_be reported
only when it is directIy relevant:

8. Information should be provided to the
publ ic about_preventinn and treatment
of impairments that lead to disability,
as well as the availability_ofservices for
people with disabilities and theirfarn

This can be done through public
infOrrhat:on campaigns and also can
be integrated into general media prod-
ucts.

Recommendations were also made to
ovjanilations ot and for people with dis-
abilities. They include the following (United
Nations, 1982):

1. Promote make widely available to
the major -,odia the guidelines devel-
opeo by t' 's seminar. Whenever pos-
Sible, organ'zations are urged to com-
municate the cuidelines through direct
personal con lot with those :ndivid-
uals responsible for devt. 'oping and
producing media.

2. Ettablith a tyttern by whi:i rnedia
preSentation8 about persons with dis-
abilities car be SyStematically and
critically examined and by which the
results of such examination, positive
and negative, is regula-ly reported to
the media.

3. Collect ex moles of outstanding pre-



sentationS of Subjects related to dis-
abi% in the different media forms and
bring them to the attention of all media.

4. Oanize seminars of persons w=th
d:abilities,: advocates; and media
repreSentatives to develop and imple-
ment plans for promoting public
awareness, understanding, and
acceptance of people with disabilitieS.
Such plans shou''' be reviewed and
revised -..igularly.

5. EStabligh ah information service to
provide personal and practiCal assis-
tance to -the media in their effOrtS tO
develop products for and about per-
sons with disabilities.

6. Develop a:network to encourage and
train people with disabilities to partic-
ipat., on alt 'evels and in all forms of
the media. Include in;terVite training
programs, seminars, workshops, and
informal clubs in which persons with
disabilities may develop their skills in
all_fields related to the media. These
different forums should, whenever
possible, include participation by
people who are not diSabled.

7. Ensure that all institutions and orga-
nizations dealing with training and
research in fields associated with the
Media incorporate disabilitv-mlated
SubjectS as a regular pP.rt of their work.

8. Make use of mobile media unitP, w-we
appropriate to inform about pieven-
tion, education, rehabili*ation, and
training of disabled persons.

9. Ensure that pc- 01E, Who are disabled,
their families, and Oommun:tiet are
taking an active part in media actiVi=
'des through group discussion, com-
munity activities-rand feedback to the
Media (e.g. radio forums, teleciubs,
reading groups, cineclubs, and view-
ing SeSsions for and by the taw'
groups).

10. In addition to the mese media, give
attention to oral and other traditional
forms of communication, especially
in areas not regularly ^erved by the
mass media.

11. CNordinate, on a _national_ basis, all
actions taken in regard to the media
with other organizations of and for
diSableo persons.

Anyone contemplating developing a mar-
keting plan must keep one thing always_in
mind: You cannot be successful by simply
preSenting Whatever image or identity you
find appealing. The public generally has a
point of acceptance beyond which unusual
or unfamiliar images will have an adverse
affect on the_ advertiser. Marketing strate-
gies can be agents for social change, but
successful ones are those which sty abreast
of What the public can or will tolerate.

EXampleS of adVertising captions from
different materialS developed over the years
by the President's Committee illustrate this
principle._ In the 1950's and 1960's, the
depersonalized slogan "Hire the Handi-
capped It's Good Business"was used
extensively. In 1975, we developed a more
personal slogan: "I do, I think, I feel:" Adver-
tisementS deVeloped later did not utilize
catchy remarks or sloganS. InStead, they
developed various captions to highlight dif,
ferent public service materials.

The headline of one printed material pro-
claims: "I have the same right to live, I want
a piece of the same pie and damn it,
gonna get it." The guote ls from a past Hanr!
icapped American of the Year, and it fc-
rightly expresses his View on hiS place-
society, it's a strong advertisoment; one that
would not heve_been r ssible a few years
ago. Yet it presents th f)ublic with a new
and acceptable image of disability.

From a marketing standpoint, adults with
ditabilitiet are a solid "product." The mil-
lion5 of dollars in donated public service
space for the Pres:dent' C-vilrnittee's
advertising materials. verl'' Marketing
an image and a new ider. ::;ults with
disabilities is possible ;!.,11 .ling, fore-
sight, creativity, and networkinc
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14 New Assistive Technologies and the Nonwhite
Disabled

ROBERT W NICHOLLS
Howard University

Abstract

New assistive technologies can enable
the nonwhite disabled to experience
increased effency _in environmental
interact1/2n, thus:providing them with an
easier means to obtair ednc2''-n.
employment, and in1P-perm.
ever,- small entrep Ini;

which marketspecir._. ,chnclogy_to
consumer group that is netther large

nor lucrative are forced to charge high
prices. As a result, new devices_ are
beyond the reach of the malocry of the
nonwhite disabled, one of the least
financially- stable groups in society.
Without intervention, a convergence of
race, socio-economic _status; and_dis-
ability seem desti ned to consolidate the
nonwhite disabled as a disadvantaged
group in: the computer age. A _trilateral
partnership between disabled individu-
alS, Service providera, and manufacture

ers_couid i)elp enhghten attitudes con-
cerning the innovative buturtfarniliar new
technolOgics- while it highlighta issues
of cost, availability; ad equity of access.

The reva:utionary ef:ects of the computer
age-are especially relevant to the nonwhite
disabled: By enabling persons with disabil-
ities to ;nteract with the environment in a
host of new ways; possibilities emerge that
have never previous' 5een considered. The
new assistive technoiogies can release the
potential "locked" within disabled individ-
uals by their irnpairrnnts. These technolo-
gies have the _capability of dramatically
extending the rang,:. of educatirr.al and life
opportunities of ciisthied in6viduals and
enab!ethern to live more independent lives
and hold jobs previously closed to them. The
silicon chips that activate an industrial robot
can equally well be used to control an inter-
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active robotic device for a severely disabled
person. Similarly, if a paralyzed individual
has at least one connistent body movement
such as the ability to blow on a pneumatic
straw_or wiggle a head pointer, then that
individual has the capability to design a
skyscraper or attain any other major
achievement that modern computer Asage
provides. _

A surge of irierest in special:education
and rehabilitation has_ occurred in -recent
years. This is reflected in the allocation of
funds to_these areas. According to Kakolik
(1983) approximately 14.6 billion was allo-
cated to special education by federal, state,
and:local education agencies in 1976: By
1983, the tetel funding had:increased to more
than $12 billion with a projected increase by
1985 to approximately $15 billion.:_A sub-
stantial portion of these funds will gc to
courseware aspects. According to Blacctik.3
(1985), "the National iio Visual Associa-
tion has projected a !..;.gner rate of increase
in per pupil expenditures:in special educa-
tion for instructional equipment and
dais thnn in edu:ation generally, from $367
million ,r. -.982 to $550 million in 1PP5."
Blaschke sggests that this flow of funds
provides a stron inducernwit for the private
sector to attempt to_r_snetrateoreypahd its
market share in special education. nigh
priority tor the National Instituts of Handi-
c'apped Research (NIHR) hs been to involve
private industry in the production anr1 mar-
keting of equipment that assist persons with
disabilities to live independently. In orOi.:, to
direct major emphasis to this aspect they
have developed linkageswith th_e Electronic
In&stries Foundation (ElF). Industry's role
in marketing assistive devices been
identified as a key to the success of these
effcrts.

The scientific community is predictably
interested in the interaction between the
disabled and the new technologies, for this
is an era when the interfa--e between man
and machine is developing a whole new sig-
nificance. Just as the performance of highly
modified cars on the race track supplies
valuable insights and improvements to auto7
mobile assembly, so can the adaption 1g
technologies to perform human tasks pro-
vide valuable insights into the area of man-
machine interface; robotics; and artificial
intelligence. The net result of the advance-
ment in scientifio knowledge could benefit

society as a whole: It it. of paramount impor-
tance, however, that high-tech experiments
with assistive devicesresult in more tangible
outcomes than merely advancing scientific
knowledge and benefit the disabled popu-
lation for whom the devices were:originally
developed. Production and marketing initia-
tives from industry are of crucial signifi-
cance:

A distinction must be made between the
assistive technologies with which this paper
deals and technological developments that
involve bioengineering systems and surgi-
cal processes. The latter are exemplified by
experiments_in _"functional electrical stim-
ulation" which_are currently taking place- at
the Veterans Administration Medical Center
in Cleveland; Ohio. They involve the surgical
implant of electrodes to activate paralyzed
limbs. These developments currently_ rep-
resent the ult mate in man-machine inter-
face, whereby the machine becomes part of
the man; Assistive_ technologies, however,
are essentially different; Although they are
tailored to an individual's functional ability;
they remain external to the user and, unlike
bioengineering processes, represen: .th-
ing more than specialized ''tools" that man
has developed to deal witi, e environment.
Leifer (1983) states that "the evolution
mankind can be measured in terms_of our
mastery of tools: Tools allow us to _con-Jot
cur environment in ways quite beyond our
native ability. '.-land tools have become
machine: tools and now L -obotics)
machine tools have evoh .6 riv:
assistive technolugies ;:d can
be classified inio five ;_ .g catego-
ries.

1. ADAPTATION& TO 'h BODY AND
SENSES: leading in some cases to
greater physical monetA arability and;
or a greater degree of success in envi-
ronmental interaction and in other cases
to a greater t,ommunicative ability.

2. ADAPTATIONS TO THE PRIVATE LIV--
1NG ENVIRONMENT: allowing a greater
degree of control and increased inde-
pendence:

3. ADAPTATIONS TO THE EDUCA-
TIONAL ENVIRCNMENT: leading to the
acquisftion of skills and improved abil-
idea.

4. ADAPTATIONS TO THE WORKPLACE:
leading to increaser! employment
opportunities.
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5. ADAPTATIONS TO THE PUBLIC
REALM: leading to greater accessibil-
ity.

In providing an overview of soiki: new
assistive devices the aim of this paper I:. net
simply to eulogize over the achievemonl 7:f
technology; significant thoughthese rne'
Issues of availability; cost; and er,:.
access must be considered in any di
sion of assistive technologies for the non,
white disabled. The purchase prices (as of
September 1985) of the devices are dis-
cussed in the remarks that follow the
description of the _various technologies.
Issues of funding; advocacy; and consumer
education are considered within the con-
cluding remarks. The :production of assis-
tive devices is a volatile industry in which
technologies compete, therefore, the infor-
mation contained in this paper is time-sen-
sitive.

An initial problem in theclevelopment ef
most technologies is that of cost: When a
new technolooy first appears on the market
the price of the prototype models is normally
prohibitive to all but a few. In time, as a result
nf standard ization of design and an increase
in production level in response to (an antic-
ipated) demand, theprice may decline con-
siderably: This situation is particularly per-
tinent in relation to the new assistive tech-
n&ogies. Often an assistive device is the
se e proCuct of a small commit. Unger (1983)
emphasizes the role of indep Adent inven-
tors in the production process and asks "Who
produces- the innovative mid appropriate
technology? Is it our universities? is it our
IBMs? Numerous studies_in the last 20 years
have shown again and again that indepen-
dent inventors and small businesses are the
predominant producers of the new; inno-
vative technology in this country." Many of
the devices described in this overview are
marketed by small companies that have been
formed_byen individual just to get an inven-
tion going: Small entrepreneurial busi-
nesses are notably vulnerable with high
rr,:erheads and AlTs reflected in the price
of the product. TN: problem is compounded
by the fact that ti-te disabled population rep-
resents a very specialized market which is
neither large nor lucrative. As a result, the
initial cost otan assistive device may be pro-
hibited to many of '..e disabled population
who have no rr of securing the pur-
chase pricc

Issues of eq uity arise witi considerations
of availability and. cost: _Already_ within_ the
computer revolution:the quest:en of who.are
the beneficiaries of the new tecr nologies, is
,eiri 0,,,icE:71 Unequal access tc computer
arle te-eccninunications te:hr elogy

tie dtsparities between the privi-
ard tr'4' ;:3-ss affluent, thus minot-

j'hc disajvz,tnaged are_being_ left
questons for

M7, f;:.;, ;.;;sabio Bowe (1983)
ney represerY. o:)e Il!e least

t arr lv stable groups in American soci-
et>.

iclogy-that helps -integrate-the
rnieriy...disabled into_ the mainstream_ of
sockety __and ..provide them_ with_ indepen-
deuce and employme-: is urgently needed:
Independence is a basic human right:In some
cases adults are:forced to remain:in insti-
tutions- because they do not have the- nec-
essaly funding to-acquire daily living tech7
nology_that would enable them-to reside at
home or in_ _their own _apartment& _Employ-
ment is also fundamental _to _human _exis-
tence as we know it, yet he nonwhite dis-
abled are victims of lessAhan equal:treat-
ment. Citing the Current Population. Survey
(CPS) of 1981, Bowe reports-that only-18.8%
of-biack- disabled males-arid 14.6% of black
disabled femalesare em ployed. This creates
a "Catch-22" _situation _for many_ minority
individuals with .disabilities for they cannot
afford the technology that could lead to
employment, which in turn :would .provide
the money-to pay fer the technology.

Technology- could become the great
equalizer fort!i- disabled people -by-provid-
ingthem. with_ _an _easier _means- -to be edu-
cated; .competitive_ in the_jobmarket, and
endowed with dignity.andindependence,The
economic advantages of such:indepen-
dence :are considerable, Bowe (1980) esti!.
mal.s that every dollar spent for rehabilita7
tion research returns $11.00 in-cost benei,t
to society. Encouragement in-this-direction
is forthcoming f rom m aj or compenies-such
as International _Business_ Machines_ (IBM),
IBM is funding research at_the_University of
Michigan _that will help: stroke victims use
thelBlV PC-to regain their reading and mem-
ory skilis. IBM has alto helped co initiate
programs at 30 trailing centers where-dis-
abled individuals learn data processing skills.
More than 1,500_nave beun trained and more
than 80% have foul id jobs: Employment pos-
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sit:taffies are also being explored in such
prograrns as the technology work evalua-
tion program (TWE) at Courage Center_in
Golden Valley, North !.%,kota. This program
explores an indivitkal's potential to enter
computer programming training_ or_ pursue
employment in the computer field. The blind
are already experiencir exi:. ended employ-
ment opportunitiesa.:3 progiammers, input
and credit verificatior i operators, inventoty
c...)ntro:ers, word : processors; reservation
agents, and auditors. Visually impaired
attorneys are assiste n their research by
the Legal Thlk Computer and state of the art
electronic devices which enable them to
access_ JURIS and WESTLAW databases
(Bordley; 1984);
: The section that follows focuses on var-
ious_new:assistimedevices that are available
for the disabled. They are discussed within
the context of sour areas of disability; visual
impairments, mobility impairments, hearing
and speech impairments, and impairments
in cognitive functioning. Mentioning some
devices by the product name under which
they are marketed rather than by a_general-
ized classitication cannot be avoided. Often
an assistive device is the only one ot its kind
and is not therefore embraced within a larger
category.

VISUAL IMPAIRMENTS

Various magnifying instruments_ exist_for
the partially-sighted. Closed,circuit televi-
sion reading devices are:the most sophist',
cated technology in this_ c:r',egory. Such
products as the ViewscanText System (VTS)
can-help-the:partially-sighted prepare type,
written-manuscript. It -comprises -a large
character screen _for reviewing text before it
is_ automatically _printed out by_ arr_electric
typewriter: A miniature hand-held scanning
camera for reading printed text is included.

In the past-to access written or ;,:rinted
material, the- blind have had to rely on .:ighted
people -reading o them,- either dire . ly_or
through_the medium of-a-tape recorder. The
Optacon (opti cal -to-tactile-- converter) is a
tactile reading aid_ that _attemps_ to _remedy
this :situation. It :is . different_ from_mading
machines or talking terminals which it pre-
dates.' It convorts t_te image of a letter into
an_ enlarged vibrt.!;ng form that can be felt
with one finger. Both print and handWritng

can be read in this way (Lyons, 1984). Talk-
ing scales were the fir-St device to emit voice
output. They have been followed by talking
calculators,talking clocks and watches, and
talking thermometers. Other assistivegadg-
ets for the blind include: e liquid level indi-
cator whicl-t utilizes a sound source and is
used when filling cups or flasks; the Mowat
Sen.,or, a small hand-held device that uses
high-frequency sound waves to warn of the
proximity of objects; and a marketed
by the American Foundation for the Blind
which identifies paper currency.

Paperless braille devices such as the
Microbraille or the VersaBraille System act
as braille word processors. An electronic
keyboard with cassette storage provides
braille writing, reading, editing, and display
capabilities._When_connected to an electric
typewriter; paperless _braillers can create
typewritten manuscript from braille mate-
rial, or, alternatively create braille copy from
a typed text. The Viewscan, Microbrailler,
and VersaBraille can be interfaced with
computers and telecommunications levices.

The Kurzweil Reading Machine
The: Kurzweil_ Reading Machine (Kr1M)

provides the blind with direct access to
printed or typewritten information by con-
verting it into synthesized speenh. The KRM,
by virture of its optical_ character recogni-
tion; has the ability to read virtually_any_type-
face, Material to be read i.: placed face down
on the glass surface of tie desk top scan-
ning unit which automaticallr locates ihe
first line and tlegtns reading the text. The
control unit provider, adjustment to the vol-
ume,speech rate, and pitri ot the electronic
'i*OCC: MR machine has_ trie ability to spell
out worci, that may be obscure; announce
punctuatien and_ capitalization; repeat pre-
vious lines, and "tag" certain words or
pl. rases for later reference. The KRM can
a.so useu to pit wide:synthesized speech
to a compute terminal or produce braille
hardcopy when cormected to a braille printer.
Raymond Kurzweil's latest invention is a voice
activated typewr:ter (VAT) that will prepare
typed manuscript from verbal dictation.

Talking Terminals
There are various icrocomputer acces-

sories, most of them invo!ving speech syn-
tiesizers, that enable blind persons to have
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1
the same opportunity as sighted computer
users. The Echo GP speech Synthetizer for
example, converts an Apple PC into a talking
terminal. Word processing capabilities can
be obtained by means of a _speech_device
such as the Vert 6000 which can be set to
verbalize each letter, word, sentence, or page
that is typed. As a result blind students and
professionals can type and edit their oWn
papers and get copies in standard print or
braille.

The Total Talk system_ _from MCS is
described as a complete computer work
station for the blird. It includes a personal
computer, word processor, terminal, voice
mail, and braille production Syttem. Fea-
tures_of the Total Talk PC include a touch
sensitive screen it will speak the word thM
is touched on the screen; a speech pad which
controls speech speed, pltch, pause9
between words, and volume; an enunci...
key which announces the chosen functi,
and a spellingchecker which catches sp
ing mistakes. Total Talk can run many of
programs provided for standard person,
computers.

MOBILITY IMPAIRMEiTS

Input Devices
People with minimal keyboard ability have

the benefit of various systems which reduce
the number of keystrokes necessary to pro-
duce a message or a command. Many dis-
play a matrix on the screen from which the
user_makes a choice, normally by combining
a column number with_ a roW number. Key-
board masks can be_fitted to accommodate
uncontrollediand movements.

Severely disabled individuals can control
computer technology by a host of alterna-
tive input devices in place of the standard
isayboard. In addition to the joystick, broVi
wrinkle switch, foot switth, and tongUe
switch, there are pointers that can be
strappedito the hand_or to the head, optical
pointers that aim a beam ofIght, and pneu-
matic "sip-n-puff" straws that are blown and
sucked. Wheelchairs that obey voice com-
mands have been demonstrated and voice
entry:terminals for computers are becoming
standard products. An eye-gaze keybOard is
being develc:3ed by Sentient Systems. No
special appliar ; s areyvorn by the user who
is able to activai e. one of the sixty keys by
simply looking at the chosen key. One of the
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most sensitive input deli ices is the myoelec-
trio interface which detects the minute elec-
trical Signals involved in the contraction of
a muscle. It Should be noted that many of
the alternative input deviceS rtmain at the
experimental stage and have yet to be fully
tested by real-lite applications over_ a pro-
longed period of time. In _th,s_ regard Leifer
(1983) offers some words of caution:

Vle the human voice is capable of
making thouaanda of Utterancea, only
one or two can be machine recognized
per second. The A:thysiolog,-. ;

channels (electromyogram -7 o-
encephalogram) are co ele-
gznt but unreliable. In t 7 of eye

command/m.)11;i ci, it is .

invortant to note that fatigue iS isually
proportional to tne degree to which
conscious attention is reac:7ed in the
control task.

Environmental Control Systems
A severely disabled _individual is cut off

from the direct control of his or her personal
space and:is unable to use the ist array of
gadgets which most of:us depend upon Jar
our personal and vocational well-being. For
individuals who are neatly totally baraly4ed
an environmental control system facilitates
the operation of various electrical devices
without assistance, _thus _promoting _func-
tional independence and improving the
quality of life in the home; hospital, educa-
tional, or work setting. Such electrical devices
it ,ClUde: automatic dialing telephone, tele-
vision, fan, lights, -intercom, radio, omer=
gency alarm, and electic -bed control. Tbe
control unit_ isoperated from_the bed ,wheel-
chair; or work station. It is tailored to what-
ever functional movements an individual
possesses.: An environmental control sys-
tern that utilizes a personal computer has
been develobeb by the University Of Ala=
barna in Birmingham and is known- as- the
C2E2_ system _(Communications, Control,
Education; and Entertainment). The system
is controlled by options selected from a con-
trol menu thatappears on the computer's
screen. In: addition to operating the tele-
ph-cJoe and Other appliances the user is_ able
to take advantage of regular -combo& flint=
tions, _such as typing letters and other doc=
uments; filing and retrieving information,
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running educational and entertainment pro-
grams, and networking. The C2E2 is usually
controlled by voice commands but will accept
other kinds of input.

Robots

: Personal robots will probably replace or
interface with environmental control sys-
tems. An interactive robotic aid- has., one _or
more __manipulators (arms) which _can be
moved_within_ the environment to bring an
end effector (hand) to any position within a
prescribed space. Models forrobotic manip-
ulation devioes have been developed by a
-lumber oi agencies includingJohn Hopkins

niversity -and the Veterans Administration
Ne Al York-Prosthetic Center.

conjunction with the Palo Alto Veterans
Ac ministration Medical __Center, Stanford
I I- iversity has developed a prototype robotic
irm which is mounted on a :console and
operated by voice command. Although still
in the research stage, this device can retrieve
files from a-drawer,- turn pages-in -a book,
draw and paint, pick up a telephone receiver,
play_board games; and prepare a meal.
Researchers at Stanford are also exoloring
the potential es:human helpers of state
of the art robots as the mobile; cannister-
shaped RB5X_

The design phildsophyof the -"robotic aid"
research community is-that a-disabhd_indi-
vidual_is _best_ served by a single._ cAneral
purpose system; rather than a collectioniof
special purpose devices. By providing:inter-
active command end control of:manipula-
tion in a relatively unstructured domestic
environment, the researchers view the robot

ar economically feasible partial -substi-
tute for human caretaking, Leifer (1983) sug-
gests _there _are five _primary applications
where _robotic aids vvI demonstrate
superiority over other means for supporting
independent living 14 persons with severe
physical impairments:

1. ACTIVITIES OF DAILY LIVING: food
preparation; food service; personal
hygiene.

2. MEDICAL THERAPY: limited physical
therapy; some forms of diagnostic. test-
ing.

3. PERSONAL CLERICAL TASKS: calcu7
lator and computer operation; use of
commercial telecommunication

devices; appliance control; office
materials handling.

4. TASKS: supervision of
indu )mation systems; com-
pute, <nipulator programming;
assem:- and inspection; secretarial
work: ,..itchboard operation.

5. RECF EAION: control of environmen-
tal games manipulation in phystal
games such as chess and monopoly;
avocat!onai work; paintinn

HEARING AND SPEECH
IMPAIRMENTS

Speech AnaIy2,3rs
The non-speak r.g _population includes

individuals who a e 3af and thosewith Afar-
ious kinds: of co7nmunIcation _disorders.
These impairments deprive individuals of the
joys of communicat on. Often non-speaking
persons are believed to be uneducable-crly
because they cannot express what f -,.v know.
Various_ devices for the hearing impaired or
those_with vocal disorders can provide visual
displays of the spoken word and can assist
in the formation of intelligible speech. By
means of a Speech Spectographic Display
(SSD) words spok. into a microphone are
translated into a broadband-spectogram_on
a-- television screen_ A_student practices
sounds_and words by_ matching the pitch;
tone; intensity; and duration of utterances
to model patterns:created by an instructor
who :enunciates the word correctly. _Thus
individuals who have never heard- them-
selves talk oan improve speaking skills by
literally seeing-what theysay.__This technol-
ogy is_very necessary in_ light ot the fact_that
the majority_of profoundly deaf children fin-
ish their education without intelligible speech
(Jensema, et al.. 1978). Studies have shown
that independent di ill with speech display
creates better vocal prAuction and increases
motivation. Visua' srreech displays are use-
ful to speech- clinics,_schools_for the deaf,
special -education_ departments, rehabilita,
tion_ programs; etc: Considerable gains in
time and cost effectiveness have_been derri
onstrated as a result: of the utilization of
speech analyzers in training (HOude and
Braeges, 1979). The Video Voice Training
System includes an SSD, computer hard-
ware and software, television receiver, and
various instructional materials.
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TDDs

In recent years telecommunications
devices for the deaf (TDDs) have enabled
the deaf and hearing impaired to commu-
nicate over telephone lines using the printed
word. The wread of personal computets has
furthered the ability to transmit information
using telephone lines and a number of com-
puter networks have come into existence.
The Baudot _encoding system of a teletype-
writer (TTY) is not compatible with the ASCII
system uted by a computer, but modifica-
tions are now available that enable a PC user
to communicate with both BaudOt and ASCII
devices. Some of The modern TDDS Suei at
Audiebionics' Lifestyle Personal Communi-
cator are able to utilize both_encoding_sy7
tems. Thia portable device includes features
such as a programmable memory, speech
synthesizer, message capability, alarm, and
word-processing functiont.

Computer Networks
Computer networks provide_two-way

communication possibilities (e.g. electronic
mail) and access to various kinds of infor-
mation For the hearng ,npaired, network-
ing provides the opportunity to communi-
cate interactively in a situation of equality.
DeaI children in particular, can benefit from
practicing language i a realwarld situation
in which their disabi;iti does not create an
ongoing disadvantage_ Networks currently

existence inclUde The Source, Crff,mpu-
.ierve, and Special Net. Other ekperitnental
.ietworks such as Deafnet, focut on tpecial
needs groups and are operated by Such

l'itutions as F;1C and Gallaudet College
'ashirig, D.C. (NARIC. 1984).

rsrs services for handi-
, comp :ilusees and in the future will

public information from the Social
Security Administration. Special Net pro-
vides the disabled with bulletin board ter=
vices and includes special services Such at
ASHA Update; NARIC Report, Deafness,
Vision, .CAI-1. News. Not limited to bul-
letin bo;.....; oi electronic mail funr net-
works such at Game Store provide the
opportunity for recreational attivities.

Augrnentative Communication Aids
Various assistive technologies are now

available that provide augmentative com-
munication to this population. A battery-

operated pocket typewriter that prints on a
paper roll is an inexpensive device that can
provide radimer.fary communication to non-
tpeaking individuals. Many people who are
teverely phytically handicapped, however,
cannot Write or use a conventional key-_
board. Current technology can utilize an
individual's limited movements to operiate
devices that express needs or ideas. The
Handi-Writer is such a communication aid.
By closing a single switch (e.g. footswitch,
e,ebroW microswitch, sip-n-puff straw) the
user can construct words and sentences on
an ordinary televition screen. In addition,
the text may be printed out on a printer or
"spoken" _through the television using_an
optional voice synthesizer (Bulletins on Sci=
ence and Technology for_the Handicapped,
1964). A synthesized speech system which
operatet through a highly modified pair_of
glasses hat been developea by the Univer-
sity of Denver'S Research Institute. A tiny
chut with letters is located in front of one
lens. By ste, ying one's gaze in precise spots
the user c. spell out what is desired. An
electronic c,ice recites the letters as they
are printer' Jut across a small screen and
the mess;- a ate printed out on paper._

Portab.: microproCessor-based aids
housed ; wheelchair laptray configura-
tion ca,': ',vide non-speaking persons with
the abilit to hold conversations, speak on
the pho, shop_for items, and order meals
in restaurants. Such communication sys-
tems ar operated by a matrix keyboard and
norm,.:ty alloW the option of a printed mes-
sage or ...yntheSized speech output. In addi-
tion, to ore-programmed words and phrases,
a storage area allows personal ;nformation
to be programmed by the user for retrieval
by a sing,e selecti;o_ The VOIS 130 manu-
factured-by-Phonic Ear is such a system as
are EXPRESS 3, Autocom, and MINSPEAK
1 from Prentich Romich Company. The
Autocom is designed to accommodate erratic
movements_ from individuals with severe
cerebral_palsy and can bs operated by a
magnetic handpiece or alternatively a head-
stick. MINSPEAK 1 can be operated by any
teverely handicapped individual who has a
reliable body_ movement_ A dgree of natu-
ralness can be obtained from the synthe-
Sized tpeech because the user can ernpha-
size or de:emphaaiZe a word by controlling
the pitch or duration of individual pho-
nemes. By this means, a question can be
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made to sound like a question. When fitted
witn a keyboard emulator many electronic
comm.;nication aids can serve as a data entry
terminal for a computer and also interface
with environmental cr 'Aro! system.

IMPAIRMENTS IN COr4. VE
FUNCTIONING

The human brain isan instrument designed
to deal with real-world-situations, therefore,
many of_the _devices described _in_ theipre-
yious sections enhance cognitive function-
ing to same extent because they improve an
individual's interaction with: the environ-
ment. Because the computer is essentially a
manifestation of human rationality it is an
ideal vehicle for promoting reasoning skills.
Bowe (1984)-states that "some of the most
dramatic applications of microcom_puters
occurwith children; youth;_adults; and older
individuals_wif]i various kinds of menta, ..1

itations.7 Computer applications tot
cial-needs students are beneficial ber. 4

the game-like quality of many interactive
programs helps keep the participants moti-
vated. The dynamic presentation utilizing
color animation and speech synthesizers
foster an increased attention span._ The
immediate and: nonjudgmental feedback
promotes learning. Success in using the
computer is reinforcing a:so as it:fosters a
sense of accomplishment and pride.

Map.ewood Handicapped Children's Cen-
ter in Edmonds --School District, Washing-
ton ; _has desig ned over a dozen_ training pro-
grams to develop both motor and_cognitiye
skills of severely physically handicapped;
non-vocal stcdents. Since the children are
not verbally-oriented the programs use color;
sound, and graphics. A remedial and diag-

progrcri for learning-disabled stu-
dents has been deFlgned at- Robert E_. _Lee
High School in Ser. Antonio; Texas._ The pro-
gram al ; -: to develop memory; concentra-
tion; reading, spelling; and vocabulary
'Recause of the program's garne-like for-
mat, structured contents; and immediate
reinforcement-for correct-responses, learn=
ing-disabled students-with attention spans
as shed as_three_minutes were ablato dem=
onstrate nademic growth comparable to that
of their able-bodied peers ';4hile using the
prOgram' (EbWa: 1984).: ins North Shore
Children'S Hospital in &dem, hilas-lchu-=

setts has also developed : computer pro-
grams to help learning disabled children.

LOGO, the turtle7based programming;an-
guagels successful with many special-needs
ndiyiduals -Because-4f requires very little
anguage__itihas_proyen to beaffectiya_with

people whose _mastery of the_ _language_ is
resin cted: Research at Texas Technological
University bas cemonstrated :that LOGO
offers a unique:wa)(to teach .abstract con7
cepts :to: learning-disabled and retarded
individuals who are having -difficulty_grasp-

nonconcrete ideas- MCE,-Inc. -recently
announcedtherelease_o_f_special education
software named _The Lost R---_Reasoning
which is designed for special-needs stu-
dents and provides:instruction and practice
in the use Of reasoning skills. Programs have
also Operi developed to help stroke or head-
injury patients to recover visual perception
and --imory skills. Bowe- (1964)_informs- us
th_-dt _Atari _`_Hangman__Game"_ and the
"E'r.:(.: Same" are found to be useful at the

injury Rehabilitation Unit of the Vet-
erans.Administration Medical Center at Palo
Alto; California. The unit serves veterans with
brain conditions resulting from accidents;
strokes, brain tumors, and degenerative dia
eases.

COSTS

There is no doubt that technology can
expand the horizons of the 0:te dis-
abled. Yet, many-factors rend ,--the-produc-
tion_ ot assistive_devices-a precarious _indus-
try:the noyelty_of the technologies; the high
costs; lack of prolorred_ testing; and _inad-
equate attention to consumer educati
Irrespective of their social benefits; ta;h-
nologies often compete according to- eco-
noniC criteria whereby prAitability- deter-
nines which technology is developed. Ma:ts
prod uction_can keep_ dow_n thacost of items
that __have substantial _markets; such as a
device that is useful to a large number of
blind peorile. The :cost of small_ assistive
gadgets for the blind such as talking watches
or thermometers range fi $30 tb $100;
while professio able calcula=
tors with- print c -Jul -can-cost
wer $1;000._Asi,. . accessory;
speech__synthes:z,i rrid $300. _In

-ntrast the Tota: Talk t k;. cntts $7;E:95, the
N.iirsa Braille wOnd -processor c...sts about
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$7,000_, and_the Kurzweil Reading Machine
costs $30,000.

Much of the computer technology avail-
able for the handicapped today iS So ekpen=
sive _that_ it is generally _purchased by
empioyers, vocational rehabilitation pro-
grams; or educational institutions. A repre-
sentative of one firm that sells microcom-
puter equipment for the visually impaired
estimates that only 5% to 10% of that com-
pany's sales are for flame tiSage. Unlike
reading machines or braille ward procet=
sors, augmentative communication aids for
non-vocal individuals do _not easily accom-
modate shared usage and do not therefore
represent a viable institutional purchase. For
an individual they:represent a considerable
expense. The Handi-Writer is one of the most
economical communication aids and ranges
from-$400 to $800 according to the hUmber
of options available. Portable speech syn=
thesize-s are moreexpensive The VOIS 130
costs $3,000, the EXPRESS 3 with optional
speech included cost.:$4,900, and the MiN-
SPE.AK I retails at $5,990. The:Videa Voice
Speech Training System is marketed for use
in speech clinics and at $3,250 iS eelatiVely
inexpensive. Audiobjonics' Lifestyle Per=
sone! Communicator v;_i jch oomoines TDD
capabilities with a speech synthesizer is
priced at $1,759. It is worth noting that all
federal agencies are required by law to pro-
vide equipment and services that handi-
capped employees need to da their jabs.

The price of_ environmental central SO=
tems varies according_ to the number of
option:. and the types of electrical devices
that are cperated. The expenseof indepen-
dent living devices may well be offset by
savings experienced due to a decreaie in
human caretaking. Leifer (1983) anticipates
that a robbtic aid for a teverely diSabled
individual represents feasible partia! Subtti-
tute for Thour attendant care. He states:
"W!tile it is premature _to make definitive
statements regarding Robotic Aid_econom-
it§ . . one may speculate that a widely avail-
able robotic manipulation aid would cost
about as much as a personal autorr dbile
and come in an equivalent variety of mid-
els."

Funding Satre-bet
_ Funding for assistivi: technology can come
frOm a vane ? of sources: Government pro-
grams that have provided funds for assistive

devices inc:ude Medicaid; Medicare (which
has not to date funded el-actric communi-
cation aids); Offices of Vocational Rehabil-
itation: Veterans Administration; Develop-
mentally Di§abled Programs; programs
which are known alternatively as_Bureau of
Medical Rehabilitation, Crippled Children
Services, or Physically Handicapped Pro-
gram;_ Committees on the _Handicapped
formed to comply with_ PL 94-142; govern-
ment employers affected by PL 95-602; and
complementary minority programs such as
thote fbr the blind, deaf, mentally retarded,
mentally reStbrea, pSychiatrically : handi-
capped, and aged. %/blunterj health oega-
nizations that are potential funding sources
include the Unqed Cerebral Palsy Ass D:.iti-
tion Easter 6i'.11 Society; National Muliple
Sclerosis iety, Muscular Dystrophy
Attaciatioi., National ALS Foundation, ALS
Socit y Of i'.-nerica, and United Fund-spon-
sored programs. In addition, the Social ser-
vices allocate funds for vocational rehabili-
tation and clevelopmenta disabilities pro-
gram s; health services authorize
expenditures for medical surgical, and car-
rective care far individuals with limitod
eneenS; aid edircatiOn agencies uncertake
to meet the Speciali2ed needs Of disabled
children And emphaSiZe aerVicet foe the
severely handicapped. There are alterna=
tives to the outright pi rchase of assistive
devices; Various voluntary organizations and
med;cal facilities si pport loan equipment
peal§ Some even try_to give devices to indi-
vidualS Whb qualify foe an authorized pro-
gram. A feW manufacturers provide equip-
ment for extended trial perioda, While others
have leasing _programs by which_ a device
can be purchased over a period of ti me

Because many assistive devices represent
a new and unfamiliar technology; ignorance
of their potential application results in
admiinittratiVe blind VC's. For example, while
most bUreauttatS Wauld agree that a wheel-
chair is essential_to a paraplegic, few ere
pepored to admit that ai i;xpres§i..ie corn=
munication aid_is equally necessary for a
non-speaking person. An individual -who_ is
severely disabled as a result of the cata-
Steophic effects of an illness or injury may
well endalinter this problem of shortsighted
attitudes, With an insurance company and
find that they balk at covering the cott of an
assistive device. Insurance comperieS often
avoid coverage of an electronic communi-
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cations aid by classifying it as an "educa-
tional!' rather than a "medical" device. It is
even more difficu It to obtain reimbursement
for daily living systems for theseverely phys-
ically disabled for they do not represent _a
clear medical, vocational, or educational
expense. The critical ethical issues that
problems of classification of devices raises
clearly demonstrates the need for enlight-
ened debate in order to effect a change in
administrative _attitudes towards the nc.v
7ssistive technologies.

Advocacy and Consumer Education
: If 'Attempts to _acquire funds for assistive

devices tnrough conventional funding
sources are: unsuccesful, then :more cre-
ative strategies can be brought to hear on
the situation. Ruggles (1982) outhnes a four-
step procedure -for securing funds. The first
step is self-evaluation; the- second-step- is
expanding information resources; the_third
step is advocacy; and the fourth _step_ is
exploring funding sources and strategies:
Ruggles emphasizes that the client's family
should be-included in the-advocacy process.
Additionally, an expressed willingness on-the
partof theclient-and- his family to provide a
portion_ of the purchase price helps-create a
favorable impression for subsequent
endeavors Various :com;::tees and coali-
tions that have the knowledge and: experi-
ence to-be effective advocates can be con-
tacted. Ruggles_ recommends_an examina-
tion-of plans for spending block grant monies.
He_ also_recommends that-legislators, pro-
gram__ administratom_ and __school _board
members are solicited for support during
informational visits; and:letter writing and
phone campaigns. Various service and
church-affiliated -organizations- are often
ready to help handicapped individuals secure
their needs.- By utilizing creative strategies;
funds-might-be-forthcoming-from employ-
ers,_ labor unionsmajor corporations, and
workman's compensation _programs.__One
strategy often _used:by whites is to mount a
media campaignand call for sponsors around
a_ deserving-individual who has obtained a
device on- a temporary basis by loan or for a
limited_ trial-period- Public-awareness can
also_ be_heightened_through _special fund-
raising_ eventstertain civic or community
arganizationsare often ready to assistin _the
sponsoring of fund-raising drives: Ruggles
suggests that creative funding strategies

sheuld :include the possibility: of :matching
or cornbinw.g donations acquired from dit7
ferent sources in order to reach the tetal
amount required
__Problems of highprices of the innovative
but unfarniliartechnolegies and the finan-
cial instability of the disabled as a consumer
group:are compounded by unenlightened
administiative attitude& This: results in a
general under-utilization of assistive_devices.
There must be a greater degree of human
interface and-trilateral cooperation between
nonwnite individuals with disabilities, the
service organizations which _represent -the
disabled; and the manufacturers of assistive
technology :Such a partnership could
enlighten attitudes_ concerning the new
devices and nignlight issues of cost. avail-
ability, and equity of access. More attention
to consumer education is also urgently
needed_lt is _currently too slow, too hap-
penstan ce, _and _too_ dependent on_ ethn
socio-economic status, sex; and age:_There
is also a need for constant communication
between the designers of assistive technol-
ogy and the nonwhite consumer. As Leifer
(1983) states it- is imperative that technical
people- establish and maintain a construc-
tively critical_ dialogue with prospective users
cf their product! As a resultof thesa mea-
sure') _it can be anticipated that more non-
whiteindividuals with disabilities would learn
to define and articulate their own needs more
clearly and beCome involved with the Pro:
cess of self-advocacy.
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15 A College7BMed Rehabilitation _Training
Program for Working With the Nonwhite
Diabled

CHARLES D. SANDERS

Coppin State University

AbSttect

This article describes a college=based
rehabilitation_training program for
counselors preparing to work with non-
white disabled clients. The training pro-
gram outlined in this article consists of
the folloWing components: 1) sensitivity
training, 2) communication SkillS (ver=
bal and nonverbal), 3) multicultural
awareness (especially cultural aware=
ness related to_nonwhite_population, 4)
techniques of self-disclosure, 5} client-
counselor relationships, 6) creative
strategiét of pre-vocational and voca-
tional activitiet, and 7) techniques and
resources of support syttems and vWue
systems for the nonwhite population. The
author_errwhasizes the importance of
developing such _a rehabilitation train-
ing program for counselors_working with
nonwhite clients because of the unique
"Special needs" of this population.

Program, curricular, and preparation areas
moSt in need of review in meeting the unique
needs of the nonwhite diSabled are &min=
seling techniques, placement and commu=
nity resources, and client assessment. In this

paper,iemphasis will be placed on counsel-
ing skills and functiOnt.

COUNSELING TECHNIQUES

Rehabilitation counselors need sensitiVity
training_in_the cultural, racial, and life style
differences of nonwhites. Communicationis
the nucleus of the counseling process;
the/V-6re, counselors must be aware of dia-
lectital VariationS in the English language.
Misunderst00d Variances and 1idioms give
rise to misinterpretation and inhibit the close
working relationships essential in client-
counselor relationships. Counselors are
taught to neither condemn nor_condone, but
seek to understand that which a client is
saying Oh Verbal and nonverbal levels.

Training coUntelort tO work with the non-
white disabled involvet other special issues:
(1) client reluctance in selfdisclosure, (2) a
value system peculiar tothe bacicground of
the cl ient,_(3)_a_ pattern of_non-adherenceto
time schedules; (4) lack of eye contact, 45)
disappointment with the cognitive-verbal
proCeet Of counseling instead of action-ori-
ented help, (6) lack of strategies and tech-
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niques for dealing _with an_oppressive envi-
ronmentand, (7) inadequate self images and
self concepts; Most of these issues can be
developed into training modules. :

Rehabilitation counselor: training pro-
grams must provide for multicultural aware-
ness and special knowledge of the black
experience because statistics reveal that
blacks represent a larger proportion of the
disabled_population than any other ethnic
group; Recent data reveals that 13.4%of the
black:population have work related disabil-
itiesi 8.4% of the white population have such
disabilities, and 8% of the Hispanic popula-
tion is disabled. Seminars and workshops
on the black experience must be provided
[List as_are_seminars on independent living
and client assessment.

Adherence to principles and concepts of
good human relations are essential for suc-
cessful closure in the vocational rehabilita-
tion process as it relates_ to nonwhites.
Counselors must examine their prejudices
before working with clients. They mustforego
rigidities _and utilize maximum flexibility in
finding solutions to problems; Counselors
must also actively explain tests and:client
understanding of what vocationai rehabilk
tation can and does offer. Counselors must
be trained as activists within the nonwhite
community and be aCcepted and viewed as
true ombudsmen and advocates.

Itis furtherrecom mended that counselors
teach clientsa long-range point of view about
the rehabilitation process and its rewards.
Counselors are:expected to find a way of
moving nonwhite clients more:rapidly into
and through:various ionrewarding aspects
of rehabilitation prorams. Counselors (in
training) also- must bo taught concepts as
well as techniques which help clients become
aware of the benefit of rehabilitation earlier
in the sequence. (Such rewards for clients
include greater independeue and the abil-
ity to earn higher income.) This recommen-
dation is made in order to reinforce the
client's motivation for continuance in the
program. Finding _viable rewards for non-
whites is not an easy trsk; Competition from
high reward systems is keen; Nonwhite clients
can often earn :higher incomes from illicit
activities than they can gain through reha-
bilitation programs.

Client goals must be clearly defined. Par-
ticipants must know where they are going,
the manner in which they will get there, and

the time they_ can expectto arrive. Counsel,
ing .and reinforcement :are critical at each
stage_ along the rehabilitation continuum.
Vague, ill-defined goalt will result in drop-
outs. Nonwhites need to be assured that the
program is not- another- dead end that sat-
isfies theproviders and has few, if any, ben-
efits for the participant.

Wh ite _.and.._black _counselors who_ serve
black clients should gather within the agency
a collection ofiliteratu re about black history
and culture. It is important to mite that black
counselors can be dangerous to black clients
if they have- rejected their own culture in
their-struggle for advancement in the
p rofess

It is.importantthatrehabilitation_ counsel-
ors (both white and nonwhite) become aware
of the:ways in which their behavior effects
their clients. Such-behavior may include overt
racism -and hostility, covert prejudice, and
cultural ignorance.

Several_factors ere involved in _the _forces
at playin establishing_ the black self concept
and conscious identity. : Some conscious
identity. factors are::"How I see myself," 'How
I see myself in relation to others,!' "How oth-
ers see _me," "How I see myself as a black
person" and "How I see whites."

PLACEMENT AND COMMUNITY
RESOURCES

Counselors must be taught creative:Wet-
egies_in providing pre-vocational activities
as well as finding appropriate job placement
sites. It is also essential that counselorspro-
vide clients with continued support and fol-
low-up after job placement Therefor_e,
placement training must be complemented
with a thorough knowledge_ of rehabilitation
legislation and the legal rights of the hand-
icapped.

Effective rehabilitation training programs
must also equip trainees with skills in public
relations. Rehabilitation imunselors must
develop_ties with_a wide array of community
organizations including affiliation with the
white business andindustrial sectors as well
as thetotal institutional and social system.

Affiliation with support systems in the
nonwhite community is also paramount.
Organizations should include fraternities and
sororities, civic organizations, social clubs;
political organizations, professional asso-
ciations, and the church;
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CLIENT ASSESSMENT

In the process of psychological evalua-
tio,!; it is important for the counselor toknow
tne nonwhite's attitude about testing: The
counselor must not view the attitudeloward
testing as a lack of motivation. The following
guidelines and principles should be adhered
to_in psychological evaluation: (1) provide
the client with an orientation to psycholog-
ical testing; (Z administer the easiest test
first, (3) limit the testing time; (4) administer
tests indivithially to allow for adaptation, (5)
provide for the re-administration of a similar
tett Or alternate fOrms, (6) in explaining _test
results to the clierac, emphasize positive
aspects and use nontechnical language in
the_interpretation of tests, (71 use work sam-
ples_in lieu of regular psychologica; _tests,
(8) use commercial work samples that are
orientedlo nonwhites, (9) use caution in rec-
orn mending nbriWhites for stereotyped jobs
such as sanitary engineers, porters; food
service workers, (10) use role models in
occupational exploration, and (11) discuss
occupational hazards with the client.

CONCLUSIONS

The counselor must develop_ a .commit-
ment hi:the value:of the human :being and
atteas :the potential, worth; and: assets of
each client. CbUtiSelors must gain compe-
tency,_ skill,- arid creativity in understanding
the motivational-system-cf clients and-foster
a_mechan ism that provides intermittent and
recurring _reinforcement _forth is_system on
a short_range basis. Effectivecounselors must
deVeloP a dei-re to_ help nonwhite elienis
and make a commitment to do so:Counsel-
ors mutt Show that they care, but they muSt

not pmrnote dependency and treatthe client
in a cc, ndescending manner. Furthermore,
the counselor must work against any dehu-
manizing procedures within the rehabilita-
tion system.
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16 A Model for Training Speech-Language
Pathologists to Meet the Unique Needs of
Minority Individuals

KAY T. PAYNE

Howard University

Abstract

The focus of this article is the develop-
ment of a model for training speech-
langUage pathologists at the graduate
leVeltOrtieet the Unique needs of minor,
ity individUalS. The proposed model
contains the necessary course-work
reauirements for speech;language
pathologists to work with general J.)op-
ulations as well as minority individuals
in terms of clinical and leadership level
training. Clinical training consists of the
f011OWing coMPOrients: (1): knowledge
Of a) the principleS and methods of ser-
vice deliciery for the general and inon7
white po/ulation, and b) of the cultural
and linctuistic _differences of the non-
white population; (2) skills,_competen-
cies, and knowledge required by ASHA
masters level training are also included
ih tht prOgeeth Sequence. :Leadership
training is offered at both the doctoral
and post-doctoral levels.,:The leader-
ship_training consilts of the following
components: (1) current theoretical and
research issues of leadership needs in
the field of speech-language patholo-
giSts, (2):in-depth knowledge of issZ
alv.; beatticet related to cultural/linguis-
tic diversity and -Communication disor-
ders, (3) knowledge of leadership skills,
and (4) -research needs related to cul-
tural/linguistic diversi4e and communi-
cation disorders. The author also gives
a comprehensive illustration of each level
Of the training model.

In 1981, the National Center for Health
Statistics estimated that 20 million Ameri-
cansapproximately 10% of the popula-
tionsuffered from communication disor-
ders. Further, Fein (1983) projected that
between the years 1980 and 2050, the num-
ber of persons with speech and hearing

impairrneWs will increase at faster rates than
the totai_population.

Perhaps more striking_than the incidence
of speech, language, and nearing problems
in the general population, is the fact that
research on the incidence of these diso: ders
among some minority populations i.e.
blacks, has revealed figures as higl7. 3.8%
(Fay et al, 1970). Although admittedly, thiS
figure may be_distorted because diagnostic
instruments fail to reflect sensitMty to cul-
tural and dialectal differences, there is :ittle
doubt that high incidence rates for com-
munication disorders among persons from
low income and minority populations are
related, in_ part, to poor health status, inac-
cessibility to and unavailability of health care
services, and social and environmental fac-
tors:

Based on these factors; if the same pro-
jections for :increases of communication
disorders within the general population are
applied to low-incomeand minoritygroups,
it is reasonablo to:postulate that in the next
several decades, there will be great need for
speech-language pathologists lin/ha:have
knowledge and skills to provide services to
communicatively handicapped individuals
in these populations. A nationwide survey
conducted by The American _Speech-tan-

gage-Hearing_Association (ASHA) in 1985,
revealed that 74% of the certified speech=
language pathologists reported that they
worked with clients from minority popula-
tions on a frequent basis: However; of those
surveyed, 77% felt that they were not highly
competedt to serve these populations. When
asked where they received their trainingAO
work with minority populations, only 13%
stated that they ware taught during their
academic _or practicu_m _training. The
remainder of the surveyed population pro-
vided no indication of training or compe-
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tence relative to the needs of nonwhite
speech impaired _ persons. Further, COle
(1983) reported that in an informal review of
recent applications for the Certificate of
Clinical COmpetence, only 2 in 20 applica-
tions=10%-==had taken a course in soc!o-
linguistics.
_Because ASHA establishes no Specific

course requirements for clinical prograita
in _regard to social dialects, few institutiona
offer such courses Indeed, it may_ be
obSerVed that there is a dearth of _faculty
with baCkground and training to provide
instruction pertaining to linguistic and cul-
tural diversity Or tb tbriduct research to
develop current theory and practice con-
cerning_the needs of these populationS. Tali=
ing these factors into account, it can be
argued that there is currently, and wiR con-
tinUe tb be, a shortage of speech-language
path-orb-Matt Viith the _necessary st:ilis and
cf,:tipetencies needed to deliver :effective
clinical services tici minority individuals:

The purppse of this .per ia to present a
model for graduate training in cultural/lin=
guistic diversity and communication diSor;
ders which responds to these current and
projected needs. The model described
focusea upon the provision of effective ser-

vices to the general populatir_m -iiJit "AS
linguistic and cultural minority groups. The
terms :linguistic diversity" and "cultural
diversity" refer to the notion that every per-
son is a speaker of some language Variation
which reflects one's social heritage. Thet
variations of language are known 08 die=
lects Standard English is one_sw:h dialoct.
The concept of cultural/linguistic diversity
recognizes that although standard English
is the preferred dialect within this culture
and is spoken by the privileged c:asses, other
dialects are also iniportant and valuable in
that these dialects communicate the rieedS,
desires, and emotions of their speakara.
Therefore, all variations _of language are
afforded equal recognition.

A training program in cultural/linguistic
diVertity_and communication disorders must
provide the usual kinds of information rela-
tive to speech, language, and hearing dis-
orders in the general_population, with ar
additional focus upon the nature, diagnoSiai
and remediation of _communication, disorz
ders in other linguistic and cultural groups
Within the society. The present mode; for
graduate training in cultural/linguistic diver-
sity and communication disorders contains
two components as identified below.

LEVEL I

CLINICAL

1.0
I.

LEADERSHIP

2.0
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Both components of thegraduate training
program are base.; on the following set of
premises:

(a) Provision of services to communica-
tively handicapped individuals in cul-
turaliy,and linguistically diverse pop-
ulations, must be based on rt firm
knowledge of the principlesand meth=
ods of service delivery for the general
popUlatibri, aS well aS an understand=
ing and respett fist the differences of
other linguistic systems and cultures.

(b) Development of skills and competen-
ckis for the provision of services to
linguistically and culturally :diverse
populations requires specifid ace=
demic and iclihibtil training condUcted
byiprofeStionalS WhO are knowledge=
able in ttitse areas.

The clinical component describes train-
ing at the masters level. As required for the
Certificate of Clinical Competence from
ASHA, masters level training entails ,epe-
cialized coursework, as well as superv.sed
clinical practicum in all disorder categories.

There aro three interrelated sub-compo-
nents of masters training including content
courses, core courses, and practicum.

Content courses provide students with
knowledge of both, normal communication
development and disorders. Wherever
appropriate,content of_these courses include
specifc segments on topics relative to social
dialects and various cultural groups in addi-
tion to the usual content of information for
the course._ For &ample, health, educa7
tio.ial, social and environmental factors that
relate to causes, diagnosis, as well asprev-
alence and treatment of communication dis-
orders in various populations are discussed.
Exceptions to this practice hold for course-
work such as anatomy and physiology and
speech science. Students also complete a
prerequisite course in dialectology which is
designed to introduce them to linguistic
concepts related to social dialects. ,

Two specific content courses_provide
comprehensive, in-depth knowledge of cul-
tural/linguistic diversity and communication
disorders. A general course in socio-
linguistics introduces students to language

LEVEL 2

1.0 CLINICAL COMPONENT

Content

Courses

Precticum

1.3



variation and its relationship to social fac-
tors. This course is a prerequisite for a more
advanced course_ in sociolinguistics which
presents information relative to the appli-
cation of sociolinguistic theory to clinical,
educational, and societal problems.

Core courses involving statistics, research
techniques, and thesis execution prepare
students to conduct culturallIf valid research
specific to oneminority population or appli-
cable to linguistically or cuiturally_ diverse
populations. In addition, students learn to
critique research from the _perspective of
culturally and linguistically diverse popula-
tions.

Clinical practicum is a crucial aspect of
the masters training program in cultural/lin-
guistic diversity and communication disor-
ders. The requirement of clinical practicum
is that students not only gain experience
with the various age groups and disorder
types, but that they also gain clock-hours in
diagnosis and treatment of clients from cul-

tu rally and linguistically diverse populations
and various socio-economic classes. Stu-
dents conduct clinical activities within the
multi-cultural university community, as well
as inner-city day care centers where they
gain_experience in diffe -ntiatirtg between
social dialects and true communication dis-
orders. Students also learn to identify and
modify linguistically or culturally_ biased
diagnostic instruments and to adapt therapy
materials to the needs of these populations.

The leadership component of the present
model for graduate training in cultural/lin-
guistic diversity and communication disor-
ders_contains two_ subcomponents as indi-
cated below. The doctoral_training program
responds to future leadership needs within
the profession, while the postdoctoral pro-
gram responds to the_ imri- ediate: need for
researchers, academicians, and administra7
tors to serve communicatively handicapped
individuals in linguistically and culturally
diverse populations.

LEVEL 2

2.0 LEADERSHIP COMPONEHT

Post-Doctoral
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Do-awe! training is sufficiently cornpre-
hensive tb provide students with advanced
training in mattert pertaining to the execu-
tion of administratiVe, acadernic, clirlibM, arid
research activities for communitatively
handicapped individuals in the general pop=
ulation, as well as in other linguistic and
cultural groups: There are four elementsof
the doctoral program including content
courses, core courses, specialization semi-
nars, and pratticUM. StUdentS enroll in 28
semester-hours of content oburS08 Within
the department. These courses provide our=
rent information on normal and pathologi=
cal communication focusing on_theoretical
arid research issues rather than clinical pro=
Cedue-e. Wherever appropriate; content
courses contain segments related to these
factors regarding reSearch, theoretical
issues, etiology, diagnotit, and therapy in
communication disorders. Students are
directed to specific readings and trained to
critique research from the perspective of
cultural and linguistic diversity.

Two content courses address the general
topic of cultural and linguistic diversity.
Specific seminars in culturalflinguistic diver-
sity and communication disorders, and
bilingual/bidialectal education provide stu-
dentS With in=depth knowledge of issues and
current practices. In addition, independent
studies are offered to students Who wish to
gain further knowledge on any specific topic
of interest.

In addition to the information presented
in content courses, all doctoral students are
required to have knowledge of research
design And methodology, program design
and evaluation, and topics in social and cul-
tural dimensions of human communication.
This knowledge is imparted through core
courses. Core coursesprepare students for
the kinds of leadership positions_they will
assume upon completion of the prograrn.ln
theSe courses, attention is given to under-
standing and developing culturally and lin-
guistically valid research methodologies for
culturally diverse populations. Students are

LEVEL 3

2.1 DOCTORAL PROGRAM_

Content
Courses

2.1.1

Precticum[ 2.1.4

Core

Courses
2.1.2

I nterdisci ph ner

Courses

2%1 .3
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encouraged to develop original research that
will contribute to the body of knowledge of
communication disorders in these popula-
tions.

Doctoral students are also required to
enroll in at least two interdisciplinary teurtet
outside the_department. Advanced course=
work may be taken in related_disciplines such
as medicine; dentistry; allied health, child
development, linguistics; health care
administration, intercUltural communica-
tion, social work, psychelegy, anthropol-
ogy,: and_ education. The interdittiplinary
feature_ is designed tO buttresS studeritt'
knowledge in their career specialization area.
For students who wish to gain further knowl-
edge in cultural and linguistic diversity,
interdisciplinary courses may be taken in
linguistics, anthropology; social work; or
intercultural communication.

While practicum training is crucial tO trieSt
masters programs, few doctoral progranit
require such activity. In order to further
develop leadership skills, doctoral students
participate in a unique and innovative prac-
ticum experience known as apprentice-
ships. These 20-hoUrs per Week work/learn-
ingexperiences are designed to giVe stu7
dents _real-life experience in a variety Of
settings and responsibilities in admirtiStra=
tive, academic; research, and clinical tune;
tions. Apprenticeships represent_the_spec-
trum of_ potential employment settings and
professional retpohsibilities. Most appren-
ticeships are perforMed oUtside the depart-
ment and the university cemmUnity :Under
the preceptorship_pf trained leadership per=
sonnel withinthe profession. All apprentice=
ships students_with exposure and
experience in providing services to cultur-
ally and_ linguiStioally diverse populations.
One such site it the ASHA Office of Minority
Concerns.

Tha_postdoctoral component addresses
the immediate need for qualified inStrUctert
to train future speech-language pathele-
gists to provide clinical services to linguis-
tically and culturally diverse populations.
Postdoctoral training is specifically struc-
tured to expose fellOWShip recipients to a
full range et inferMatien; data sources;
research methodologieS, and sem& ate-
demicians and researchers in Sock);
linguistics and communication disorderS se
that they, in turn, may generate new
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approaches to the delivery_ of speech and
hearing services te CUltUrally and linguisti-
cally diverse populations. Designed specif-
ically for academic personnel, the primary
objective of the postdoctoral program is to
produce effective leadership by focusing_on
retearch and publication; curriculum design,
academic training iteaching,-_ and clinical
experiences. The ObjectiVeS of_ this:program
are to enable each recipient to: (1)_ design
and implement a college curriculum in com-
munication disorders which-specifically
focuses on the issues and needs elip9 uist-
ital ly -and culturally diverse populations,(2)
centribUte te the current body of knowledge
and research relatiVe to communication dis-
orders in linguistically arid Culturally diverse
populations, end (3) train pre=Service per-
sonnel to deliver effective clinical servideS
to linguistically and culturally diverse pop-
ulations;

The postdoctoral fellow serves a 9 to_ 10
month tenure Within the :department and
audits ceUrSeS en cultural/linguistic diver-
sity, communication_ diSerders, and other
courses of interest. The felleWship recipient
also_ surveys the cu 'rent literature in soci-
ology; anthropology, linguistics, medicine,
education; and psychology _relative to lin-
guistio and cultural issues in ianguage
develeipMent : and communication disor-
ders. The postdoctoral fellowship recipient
also designs and ceridUctt research under
tha guidance of senior faculty within :the
department Finally, the fellowship recipient
designs a full graduate training curriculum
siMilar to the present model; _including
Courses; discussion topics, reading lists;
textbeekt_ end practicum skills for each dis-
order_ categery With:Specific focus on cul-
tural and linguistic diversty. In cenjunction
with this_activity, the fellowship recipient may
provide guest lectures on the segment within
masters or doctoral courseswh ich deals-with
CultUral_ and linguistic diversity. The_ post-
detteralifelloWship recipient may also elect
to gain ciinidal ei_cperience_through the cam-
pus speech and heatihg cl inic.

Training in cultural/linguistic diversity and
communication disorders extends beyond
the university curriculum. The department
offers an extensive continuing education
04.eloram; an annual student conference, a
biennial international interdisciplinarycon-
ference, and supports a number of proles-
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sional organizations such as the National
Black Association for Speech, Language, ano
Hearing.

An essential part_ofany training program
is the presence of effective role models for
students; The faculty Includes individuals
with national and international reputations;
The faculty itself is:multi-racial, multi7cul-
tural,- and international. Two linguists,
including one sociolinguist are faculty
rne mb ers Two_ -professors of camm un [ca-
tion disorderspossess strong linguistic and
sociolinguistic_ backgrounds: Several are
fluent in foreign languages and are knowl-
edgeable about issues :related to bilingual-
ism. All faculty and instructional staff have
had academic and/or clinical experience in
cultural/linguistic diversity and communi-
cation disorders,

The implementation of an effective_ grad-
uate training program in cultural/linguistic
diversity and communication :disorders
requires commitment to the developrnentof
relevant skills and competencies by its train-
ees. The model described above is commit-
ted to this goal.

Establishment of the present model or
similar models: toward the same goal will
ensure that future generations of speech
pathologists will have the training necessary
to ameliorate the clinical needs of the pop-
ulations of mankind.
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17 0 Providing Access for Nonwhite Disabled
Students to Community College Programs

SALLY T. VERNON

Chicago City-Wide College

Abstract

The Center for Disabled Student Ser-
vices of Chicago QV-Wide College has
developed a model for students to
explore career options;_obtain support
services, and enter programs of City
Colleges of Chicago. The Chicago City-
Wide College develops andimplements
programs and special services for stu-
dents who are disabled, disadvantaged,
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or limited in Englishianguage profi-
ciency. The Center for Disabled Student
Services' model for service delivery
involves recruitment, intake assess-
ment, orientation, referral services, and
direct services th rough various units. The
functions of the various units of the
Center for Disabled Student Services are
discussed.
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Community college programs provide
excellent education and training Opportu-
naies for many individuals. As enrollments
of special needs indiv!cluals increase, ser-
vices and specialized programs must reflect
the additional demands of a diverse student
body. The Center for DiSabled Student Ser-
vices of Chicago City=Wide Ccillege has
developed a model by which entering stu-
dents are given the opportunity_to explore
career options, obtain individualized sup-
port services, and enter appropriate pro-
gremS of the City Colleges of Chicago.

THE CITY COLLEGES OF CHICAGO

The City Colleget of Chicago form a cohe-
sive network of nine urban-based commu-
nity colleges operating under an open
admissions policy. Limier the guidance of a
Board of Trustees,_each campusof the sys-
tem develops programs and policies to reflect
and effectively serve the unique_communi7
ties in which they are located; Seven of the
collegesDaley, Kennedy-King, Loop, Mal-
colm X, Olive=HarVey, Truman, and Wright
Collegesoffer t:lomprehetigiVe, traditional
educational, and vocational prograrns.

There are_two non-traditional campuses
in the City Colleges of Chicago, The Chicago
Urban Skills Institute provides Adult_Basic
Edlication, English as a Second Language,
General Educational Development (GED)
preparation claSSeS, and_ vncationally ori-
ented trades to_prepare_Students for entry=
levelemployment. The other non=traditional
campus is Chicago City-Wide College,
Established in 1974 as a "college without
walls," its directive is to develop and imple=
meht programs and specialized services for
segments Of the community which are either
underserved or not traditiOnally served by
institutions of _post-secondary education.
These include students who are disadvan-
taged, disabled; and limited in English pro-
ficiency. Both traditional and _non-Aradi-
tiOnal programs are developed; coordi-
nated, and administered by Chicago City-
Wide College in Cooperation :with other
campuses in the system and With commu-
nity-based agencies. These programs include
classes in the work_placeprisons, and insti-
tutions, as well as programs serving military
perionnel throughout the world: In an effort
to serVe Students who cannot attend on-
campuS claSteS on a regular basis, the Col-

lege_offers instruction by a video cassette at
local library branches:and via radio and tele-
visio,1 on the City Colleges'_ own TV_staticn;

One of the hallmarks Of the City Colleges
of Chicago is the willingness to serve diverse
groups of individuals who wish to enroll and
compete in programs. In 1972,the Colleges
recognized the need in integrate disabled
students and began to conduct planning
conferences, :obtain community input and
support, and identify sourcesoi Wilding. In
1975, the Center for Disabled Student See-
vicesmithin the Chicago City-Wide College
was formed to_insure programmatic acceS=
sibility to disabled students and to oversee
the integration of these students into the
City Colleges of Chicago.

THE GENTER-FOR:DISABLED
STUDENT SERVICES

The challenge of meeting the individual-
ized needs of special groups involves care-
ful planning and implementation. In an era
of diminishing financial _resources and an
increasing awareness of the needs of diver=
gent populations, program effectiveness
relies upon cost=effective, non-duplicative
service delivery. To this end, the Center for
Disabled Student Services has developed a
flexible and comprehensive model for deliv-
ering services to studentS. The model con=
tains several interactive components:
recruitment; intake assessment, orientation,
referral services; and direct services. All are
intended ta insure that resources of the City
Colleges of Chicago are_accessible to stu-
dents with special needs. The successful uti-
lization_of the services ultimately depends
on the student. Although the Center under=
stands that there_are ,eaJties Jet times dif=
ficult realities) associated with_ being dis=
abled, it also encourages students to accept
the idea that their circumstances need not
prevent them from acnieving their goals, that
their ability to succeed lieS _Within them-
selves. This_recognition is reflected in the
pnilosophy of the Center which is to provide
disabled students with the skills and strate=
gies necessary to become as _independent
and self-sufficient as possible in order to
compete effectively, not only in an educa-
tional setting, but in the work world.

Each student entering the City Colleges
of Chicago is unique. Some have multiple
special needs. The task of identifying stu=
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dents; determining their individual needs and
goals, and providing apprcpriate services is
challenging. To ensure that the student is
identified and introduced to available ser-
vices quickly and efficiently, the Center has
developed _an organizational model which
consists of four major units: Admissions,
Student_Support Services, Specialized Pro-
grams, and Human Resources.

ADMISSIONS UNIT

Tne Admissions Unit is responsible fOr
coordinating recruitment and orientation and
assists in identifying students. Referrals are
made to other units of the Center as needs
indicate.

Recruitrnere and orientation activities
include_ prest_ :ting_ Center programs and
services to agencies; organizations Land
professional groups; processing inquiries
from individuals and groups; and maintain-
ing a comprehensive, current list of inter-
ested agencies and groups in orderto insure
that agency clients are _properly integrated
into an appropriate program

in order _to justify_ and_offer referrals _to
each student and to help him develop an
individualized career plan; the Admissions
Unit gathers information on each student
regarding the functional effects of their dis-
ability, vocational strengths and weak-
nesses, educational- histories, and -specific
goals_; To assist students_who cannot com-
municate clear vocational_goals, the Center
added the Vocational Assessment Office:to
its service delivery:model. This office a%..nin7
isters interest; aptitude; achievement- and
personality tests whic;-.:guide students in
career exploration and self-assessment. Work
samples, which stimulate_activities in the
working world; arealso used:

This model of intake has been designed
to be flexible in its delivery: The services can
be offered either within _the City Colleges of
Chicago or at various sites within the com-
munity.

Currently,-the Center is conducting these
services within-- 25-- Chicago _public_ high
schools for 350_graduating seniors who_ hope
to effect a smooth transition between sec-
ondary anctpostsecondaryieducational
institutions. The Department of Children and
Family:Services and the Unified Delinquen7
cies Intervention Services have contracted
with the Center to provide similar activities

for individuals who are 17-21 years of age,
wards of the state, or require special ser-
vices.

Utilizing the outcomes of this process,
individuals identify the type of program they
desire and are referred to the Student Sup-
port Services Unit Gr the Specialized Pro-
grams Unit. Students may also he referred
to appropriate support or traimg agencies
in the community.

STUDENT SUPPORT SERVICES UNIT

Students with special needs who are inter-
ested in regular academic/vocational credit
programs are referred by the Admissions Unit
to the Student Support Services unit: This
unit has an office at each of the nine City
Colleges of Chicago and each is_staffed by
a professional_ Special Needs Advisor who
serves students on a daily basis. Special
Needs Advisors are able to assess the needs
of students related to daily student life. A
campus location_also affords Advisors the
opportunity to establish referral networks
within the individual college offices and with
campus personnel.

Beyond the referral services of the Admis-
sions Unit; the:Student Support Services Unit
coordinates direct services to disabled stu-
dents. It hires support personnel such as
readers, note-takers, interpreters, transcri-
bers, and personal careessistants. It ensures
that tape recorders; magnification devices;
and other adaptive equipment are available.
Workshops :and individual instruction ses-
sions in educationat :survival skills, time
management; study skills, and exam strate-
gies are offered to disabled students. Refer-
rals for these services and sugostions_for
additional workshops come from both_col-
lege and community sources. Student Sup-
port Services personnel also provide cam-
pus :faculty._ staff, and administrators with
disability-related 'training and consultation
for adaptation of curriculum materials for
special needs students. Follow-up guaran-
tees that services (activities) are adequate
and appropriate to individual students.

SPECIALIZED PROGRAMS UNIT

In response to an expression of interest
from the individuals and the community, the
Center created the Specialized Programs Unit
to provide non=credit instruction for special
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needs populations-unable to take part in Ot
uninterested in academic credit atthe City
Colleges of Chicago: The specialized pro=
grams offered are the Vocational Training
PrograMS, Educational Programs for Devel-
opmentally Disabled Adults, Adult Continu-
ing Education for ProfeSSionals, and Pro-
grams for the Hearing Impaired.

_The _Vocational Training PrOgraM pro-
vides hands on vocational training for devek
opmentally disabled adults. Training pro=
grams _are available at different_ locations
throughout Chicago: maintenance; laundry,
and foodserviceS at the University of Illinois
Chicago Circle CarripUS; hotel Services at the
Hyatt Regency:Hotel; and hospital services
at the University of Illinois Medical Center
Hospital, Training_Specialists and job
Coaches:at each location coordinate sup-
port services, oversee the training program,
work With Students, and consult with other
employeeS arid supervisors to explain the
needs of the trainees. A referral network that
includes the Center, the Colleges, the com-
munity; and Vocational Training Program
personnel helps to direct potential studentS
to the program. Job searching skills and time
and rriOney management are taught _in pre-
vocational SkillS Classes. Job Placement
SpecialiSts help Students who are ready for
employment tb find jObS. Program person-
nel provide follow-up to insure a smooth
transition into the work place.

Educational Programs _for Developmen-
tally Disabled Adults provide educational
opportUnities to developmentally disabled
adultS through classroom programs. The
Educational Prbgrams Unit_ offers services
through the Learning fOr Life Skills Pro-
gramsand Literacy Classes. TheSe ClasSes
are integrated _into the College System
whenever possible:

The Learning for Life Skills Program offers
claSteS at Six campuses through the Adult
Continuing Ethitation Department, While
classes are ih:86ggion, each site is super-
vised by an Educational Specialist who
assesses student needs, refert StUdentS t6
resource materials,_ and monitors resbUrCe
use. Non-credit classes are offered in areas
of functional academics, pre-vocational skills,
independent living; and enrichmeht. A low
student4eacher ratio is maintained. Classes
are also offered at approximately ten com-
munity sites in order to provide access to

the services to those developmentally dis-
abled adults who are unable to travel:

Specialized LiteracyClasses focus on the
development of basic reading and math skills.
They are offered at four campuses and are
co-sponsored by the Adult Continuing Edu-
cation Department.

Adult Continuing Education tor Profes-
sibnals provides non-credit andcollege credit
classes for professionals and paraprofes-
Sionals who work with developmentally dis-
abled adults. Topics covered include parent
advouacy, first aid, cardiopulMbriary resus-
citation training, and behavioral interVen-
tion techniques.

Programs for the Hearing IMpaired offer
self-contained classes in reading, Ian-qua-de,
math remediation,isocial skills, and 0-r6=
vocational skills through Adult Continuing
Education. Program personnel deal with
Student assessment,: 3ferrals to resources,
and follow=up activities. In-service sessions
and workshops for prbfeSSionals regarding
the needs_of hearing:impaired individUals
are also available. Sign langUage proti=
ciency and development_ are offered to
Maintain standards among professional staff.

HUMAN RESOURCES UNIT

The Human Resources Unit is reSponSible
for posting jobsuscreening_applicants, and
referring qualified candidates to appropri=
ate units of the Center for interviews. In addi-
tion, personnel provide training and staff
development activities for hourly support
personnel and professional Staff.

To insure that the Center complies with
current legislation, Human ReSourceS Unit
personnel research and _produce policy
statements reflective of guidelines and man=
dateS. Necessary programmatic adaptation
it recomMended based upon this research.

CONCLUSION

Providing a wide_ range of services and
programs to disabled students requires
careful planning and implementation. As
described in this_ report, the Center for Dis-
abled Student Services has developed a
flexible and comprehenSive model for deliv-
ering services to students. Ely utililing the
organizational model, the Center encour=
ages students to meet individual goals and



insures that the resources of the City Col-
leges of Chicago are accessible to disabled
students.
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18 a Non-Raditional Career Approaches for Disabled
Ionwhite Persons

SUSHILA- KAPUR

DiStrict of Colurrtia Rehabilite:tion
Services Administration

Abstract

The purpose of this paper is to explore
specific strategies that facilitate suc-
cessful careericreparation for nonwhite
disabled persons. TPwards that end, it
will address some non-traditional career
approaches which can enhance the
employability of these individuals.

THE NONWHITE DISABLED: WHO ARE
THEY?

Before discussing specific strategies, it is
important to identify the target population.
The Bureau of the Census (1981) indicates
that 22.6 million Americans are occupation-
ally disabled. Of these, 4.2 million, or about

one-sixth, are nonwhite. They are either
black, Hispanic or Asian American in origin
(Pape, Walker, Guinn, 1983),

Further, there have been significant
changes in the demographic make-upof the
American population in recent years. There
has been an influx of refugees from Asia,
Africa, and Central America. The new entrants
generally settle in large urban areas and
within communities similar to the parent
countries. Language, social, and_cultural
differences make assimilation into Ameri-
can society difficult for them. However, many
of these immigrants bring with them a host
of problems, including medical, psychoso-
cial, and educational limitations which make
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their entry into the job_market even more
difficult. Hence; service delivery systems such
as social and rehabilitation services, public
schoolS, and training institutions need to
accommodate the different forces of a soci-
ety in transition.

THE ROLE OF WORK

_The role and, concept pf work is also
changing. With the _unprecedented
advancement of technology; the :need _for
unskilled worIters *diminishing. In the past;
individuals- with limited edUdation and tech-
nical s-kills could find employment in Service
and laborintensive industries. Increaaingly,
jobs which require specific knowledge and
skills, a higherievel of educationand higher
levels _of abstracting/conceptual skills are
replacing traditional employment opportu-
nities for unskilled :Workers:: Furthermore;
discriminatory practices :against nonwhite
persons in, the _papt kept them out of the
mainstream-of,American life. TheiMpatt of
these practices_and technological advante-
ments has been even more ifar-reaching for
nonwhite disabled persons who _are less
educated and have limited marketable skills:

CHARACTERISTICS

Blacks and other minority disabled per-
sons_proportionately outnumber white dis-
abled individuals by almost two to one. They
are generally older and have less than a tenth
grade education. They tend to be unem-
ployed, have an income of less than $3,000
a year, and have a past employment history
in service occupations (Bowe, 1983).

Research in the field indicates that thoe
is a nigh causal relationship betWeen dis;
ability and serviceoccupations. These occu-
pations are more physically demanding and
pOSe greater health risks to the employee.
Many of those injured on the job can be
helped with medical intervention and job
modifications. Unforlunatelyi many of those
disabled by servicelelated injuries have lim-
ited education and skills for retraining. Thua,
lack of timelyappropriate medical interven=
tion and persistentphysical stress cause rel-
ativelyminor and treatable injuries to become
-chronic and permanent disabilities (Bowe,
1983).

There is also a positive relationship
between socio-economic status and health.

Keserling (1965) points out that the propor-
tion of those disabled or limited in their major
activity by chronic ill health sharply rises as
income falls.

RESEARCHSOME RELATED
FINDINGS

Tiffany, Cowan; Tiffany_(1970) state that
Socially deprived individuals learn to live by
redUted needS. The "rewards" of a better
life are net meaningful to them._ They cannot
make the upward SWitch easily. The value
system of the service provider and the indi-
vidual conflict_ and the client often discon-
tinues services: A period for conflict rest);
lution needs to be provided when planning
rehabilitation.

In a model training program in sout` 'rn
Texas, handicapped Secondary st ts
were taught_ specific Skills needu by
employers in the community. Each student
was paired with a prospective employer. They
had the skills and liked their lobs and the
employers with whom they were going to
Work. Outwardly, the employer and employee
Were carefully matched. Yet, the students
failed to repOrt to Work aS expected. The
trainers_ anaiyzed the situation and found
that in families wtiere the fattier did not work
five daysa week, the son did not report to
work. Th is requ ired that surrogate role mod-
els for students be developed. During the
training and career planning period; teach-
erS Whe reported to Work everyday were role
models for appropriate behavior. This shows
that cultural values and ekpectations need
to be considered at every stage of planning
for the nonwhite_disabled persons.

Another variable of extreme importance
for ensuringsuccess in planning is com-
munication. Pouissant (1969) discusses the
necd for effective communication wich "the
poor." He stated that "moat middle class
folks do riot respect the poor and consider
them inferior beings." He continues: "It ia
felt that anyone who works hard can suc-
ceed and those who are poorare 'failures',"
Since a significant proportion of the non-
White- ditabled are poor, professionals who
work with then" need fn r;ommunicateagen-
uine intereSt,Cortiniltrhent and understand-
ing. Kent (1980) wrtes about her_teaching
experiences in rural Mexico and states that
the disabled from diff 3rent cultures have dif-
ferent needs. Yet, "beneath the discourage-
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ment beyond the cultural differences, the
need for acceptance, independence, and self-
respect is universal."

There is considerable ambivalence on the
part ofprofessionals with regard to working
with disabled nonwhite persons. Ayers (1970)
notes that negative_ counselortrainee atti-
tudes affect building rapport with the minor-
ity disabled. Kolk (1977) reported that Wu n-
selor :trainees working with black clients
reported greater psychological stress than
while working with whites with intellectual
and physical disabilities. Buchanan 1973)
reported that rehabilitation_counselors had
more negative perceptions and attitudes
towards:poor blacic families than towards
poor white lam ilies. Riggs (1979) states that
counselor trainees were more uncomforta-
ble working with disadvantaged blacks than
with whites during their training.

Thus, conflicting value systems, poor
communication, negative perceptionsand
attitudes aboutminorities in general and the
disabled in particular, set the stage for fail-
ure. Issues relating to developing appropri7
ate career options need to be addressed
within the context of the cultural norms and
values of those being served.

In view of the above, discussion of career
strategies will be built around four subtop-
ics: (1) the person; (2) disability; (3)asssess-
ment, and (4) employment; This is a system-
atic approach that needs lo be used within
the framework of the disabled person's cul-
tural and value systems. Specific examples
will be provided in the course of the discus-
sion of these subtopics and general strate-
gies will be outlined at_the end of_the paper.

(1) The nonwhite oisebied person's
(a) Group affiliation (ethnicity) _

(b) Family/group's definition of dis-
ability

(c) Cultural perception of disability
(d) Individual/family/group participa-

tion in _planning intervention
(e) Record of utilization of availabl3

resources etc,
(f) Level of initiative and risk-taking

behavior
(g) Economic level

The Awareness Papers of the White House
Conference on Handicapped Individuals
(1977) _state that _man is the product of
socializat;o1 and enculturation; Implicit in
this statement is an understanding that there
are significant differences in the manner in

which cultures define problems; devise
intervention strategies, and utilize available
services. _Hence, the person needs :to be
viewed within the context of personal, fam-
ily, and community values as well as the
functional assets and limitations imposed
by his disabil ity(Pape etal., 1983). Far exam-
ple, Asian Americans perceive disability as
a curse for sins of the individual or his
ancestors. Within_this framework, the gov-
ernment is not obligated to provide services.
Consequently, persons from this commu-
nity do not readily seek services and are
generally mistrustful of public service deliv-
ery systems (Chan,_1976).

Therefore; the background information
regarding the disabled person, in terms of
the above subclassilications, becomes
extremely valuable. The strategies to be
employed depend upon "where the person
comes from" and ''where he wants to go."
Disabled nonwhite personswho have never
attempted to access services will need to
start at a different level than those who have
been in a publieservicedelivery system. For
example, a handicapped adolescent who has
been in special education classes all his life
will need specific career exploration and
direction. On the other hand, a middle-aged
nonwhite person who_ suffered injury on a
constructionloh will need strategies that will
identify his poantial for training in another
area. The same type of analysis will need to
be applied for other aspects of the person's
backgrouna.

2. Disability
(a) Disability (specific)
(b) Onset and specific limitations
(c) ln_tellectual/educational/voca-

tional history
(d) Training past and present
(e) Family/religious/cultural affkia-

tions
(f) Specific needs for management of

disability
In general, acute traumas suffered during

post-school years by persons already in the
work force have the best prognosis for reha-
bilitation and adjustment. Chronic illnesses,
whether they are physicai or emotional, and
prolonged perioes of intervention, or the lack
of it, are the most difficult and require long
range planning: hence, the need for the
above-mentioned subclassifications under
"disability" in developing appropriate career
strategies. As far as possible, the person's
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immediate support systems (e.g. family, reli-
gious affiliationt, and community resources)
will ensure smoother transition into training
and the world of Work.

For example, a 30year=old black male With
a high school education and trained at a
cable installer in a telephone company injureS
himself in an automobile accidentThe acci-
dent leaves him extremely limited physically
and incapable of returning to his previous
employment. He doet have good academic
skills and_high potential for retraining in a
less physically_demanding occupation Which
can be usedlo his advantage. On the other
hand, a 25 year-old_black woman with a hiS=
tory of mental illness and frequent hospital-
izations poses a greater challenge for reha-
bilitation practitioners. Besides requiring
long-range planning with multiple short-term
goals and objectivet, the prognosis for her
being_successfully rehabilitated is guarded:
hence, the importance of Information
regarding disability, its onset, and limita=
tions._

3. Assessment
(a) Current psychological and edu-

cational functioning language
prof iciencypoSt=diSability onset

(b) Vocational assets and limitationt,
potential for retraining; if so, toe=
cific areas

(c) Environmental modification
home, job site, psycho-social
adjustment needs, etc.

The assessment procedures are generally
structured and utilize StardardiZed instru-
ments of_objectivity. However, there are built=
in biases which negatively affect the leSt
educated nonwhite disabled _population.
Ideally, data analyses should include spe-
cific ramifications of the disabling condition
along with the perton't background; expo-
sure, experience and Culture.

for example, a 25 year=old ditabled black
male_with a tenth-grade education, a hittory
of academic failure, and a sporadic emplOy=
ment record, tests in the average range of
intelligence, but is functionallyilliterate. His
disabilitya leg injuryposes considerable
physical limitatiOnt on his career potential.
A systernatic assessMent of his specific assets
and [imitations wiil be needed to identify
clusters of skills he might possess. The career
plannino process will need to include hiS
past record of employment, the necessary
components of behavior which need to be

changed and which will ensure successful
participation in the program, and specific
areas _for remediation geared towards tpe=
cific vocational objectives._Thus, the dirtieri
sion of assessment becomes very valuable
tor planning and developing career options
Of a ditabled person.

In Order ;for this_type_of assessment to be
meaningful, Organist (1983) recommends five
steps for practitioners. The firtt it that thu
evaluator is provided with the cOMplete
referral information about th.P_disabled per=
son, The greater the knowledge:and under=
ttanding of the person's bacicground, the
More clear and discreet will be the results
of the evaluation._The second point pertains
to evaluator training. Individuals involved in
assessment of disabled nonWhite persons
must be appropriately trained tO be &fee-
tive. The third _issue is evaluator compe=
tency, There should _be periodic reviews of
the-evaluator's level of knowledge and skills
arid appropriate training should be provided
when necessary. The fourth point pertains
to the client's or disabled persons's prepa-
ration and readiness to participate in eval-
uation._No matter how skilled the eValUatbe
is, if the client is not motivated, the assess=
rnent program will be meaningless. Lastly, a
great degree of caution must be_exercised
ih data :interpretation Overemphasis _on
standardized testdata can lead to erroneous
conclusions and faulty vocational planning,

4. Employment
(a) Marketing_trends in eMploy=

mentavailability of specific jobs
(b) Employer characteristicsper=

sonality; awareness needs of dis-
ablednonwhite workers

(c) Specific strategies for identifying
employment opportunities and
modifications

(d) Matching:specific ornployeet With
availablejobs

(e) Follow-up services by the place=
ment person/counselor/social
workersupport for employer and
eMpioyee

Professionals needto keep abreatt of the
employment trends in specific _areat and
regions-and the type of skills Which ait in
demand at any given time. For instance, ih
the Washington, MC. _metropolitan_ area,
féderai, state and local governments are chief
eMplOyers. Openings_ occurring most fre-
quently require specifie skills and training;
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often college level education. Other 'odus-
tries are building maintenance, hotel and
restaurant management, and trade associ-
ations. Since disabled individuals present
different levels of abilities, lob development
should be focused on all levels of position
openings,Many disabled persons can enter
the mainstream of employment with mini-
mum modifications._ Some may have dis-
abilities which Lrequire no adjustments or
modifications. For example, a ramp for a
mobility-impaired person can ensure acces-
sibility and may be the only modification h:
needs. -Job modifications involve anythiig
from technical aids to job-sharing.

This brings us to the next issueemployer
characteristicsi: which facilitate employ-
ment opportunities for minorities. Regard7
less of ethnicity, some people do not want
disabled persons around them and will not
hire them. Others accept the challenge and
others need to_"see_for themselves how
hiring a disabled person will benefit them.

One important point to remember about
identifying employment opportunities in the
privatesector is that industry is in the "busi-
ness of making money." When identiNing
employment opportunities in this sector_of
the economy, it is necessary to employ strat-
egies which enhance the productivity and
the profit margin of the employer. Qualified,
hard-working disabled persons can be eas-
ily "marketed."_The employer tax credit for
employing a disabled person is just one
incentive.

It is suggested that small neighborhood
businesses be tapped for employment
opportunities; including volunteer and part-
time work; This type of placement provides
opporkunities for skill building training which
the handicapped persons may not get oth-
erwise. Counselors with good interpersonal
skills and a carefully planned public rela-
tions strategy can facilitate _this _activity
However, developing a "willingness" in the
employer to participate requires more than
one strategy; visit; or contact. The:place-
ment officer becomes the catalyst and a sup-
port_ system between the employer and
employee when he develops partnerships
and ongoing relationships with the business
community.

Strategies for-job development are many
and varied: A practitioner can start with get-
ting to know the neighborhood from which
he gets the most cases. Small local busi-

nesses; area churches; civic associations,
and public schools are potential employers
and offer-possibilities for creative job_devel-
opment One possible _strategy would be to
recognize a successful disabled person in
the community by publicizing his:achieve-
ment An individual or a group who made
the most: contribution in that effort can be
rewarded. Many disabled persons do well
when they start building skills-in their own
neighborhoods. Farroiarity _with their sur-
roundings at the_initial stages_of rehabilita,
tion dispelsthe_conflict they experience from
the expectations of family and friends and
the values of the professionalscounselors
and other employeesworking with them.
:Follow-up services by the counselor and

placement specialist are an integral-part of
the process of job development. Marty dis-
abled employees have severe limitations in
performing simple activities of daily living;
They need built-in systems at the :place of
employment. For example; a quadraplegic
may need to get out of his wheelchair for
part of -the day. Initial job modification
ensures that this is built into the daily-rou-
tine.- However,--the employer should-know
that there is_a_supportsystern available should
there be breakdowns in the established sys-
tem This linkage ensures smoother transi-
tion forthe disabled person and the employer.

INNOVATIVEAPEROACKES TO
CAREER PREPARATION

In the past; educators focused mainly on
areas of study leading to degrees and diplo7
mas in higher education. Those who could
not meet_the standards generally dropped
out and found employment in farming or
other labor-intensive industries. Increas-
ingly, there is a demand for education and
training in areas whico offer the most oppor-
tunities: One just needs to review the enroll-
ment trends or become acquainted with labor
projections to realize this.

If nondisabled students are planning their
future careers at a much younger age to
keep abreast of employment trends, _then
disabled students need_to start even earlier:
This is particularly necessary for disabled
nonwhite students who have to battle con-
siderable cultural; social,_and family preju-
dices about their disabilities to become
independent and achieve their full potential.
Environmental modifications and accom-
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modations need to begin early in the_life of
a disabled youngSter. It is felt that the more
disabledthe person is, the earlier he needs
to start planning for:his career,
: The nationallnitiative emanating trOM the

U.S. Office of Special:Education and Reha=
bilitatiVe Services, U.S. Department of Edu-
cation, "TranSition from School to Work,"
spellsout the planning process quite vividly:
it _is designed to bridge the: learning gap
between school_and the workplace. There
are many research and demonstratibri proj-
ects in progress in many states, However,
the processes and procedures outlined in
the initiatiVe need to become part and parcel
of the heti-Oriel:education policy:

This concept has been fUlly developed at
the national level in certain countries such
as Australia. A brief summary Of ihnOVative
placements of special education stddentS iS
presented:

1. (a) The first strategy is embodied
What is ealled work therapy or on-
the-job training. This has provento
be an excellent_ way_ to prepare
handicapped students for the world
of work. Closer to home thiS Strat-
egy can be extremely:valuable for
disabled minority students whO db
not get : opportunitiesto develop
appropriate job-related:skills and
behaViors or lackstrong role mod-
els in the home. This type of expo,_
sure needs to start early and can
be _either voluntary or paid experi-
ence, depending-upon:the cirCUM=
stances andneeds of the person.

(b) Another approach is developing a
Seriet of job opportunities which
pay remuneration at g raduated iev-
els as the student masters the tasks:
The starting salary is generally a
percentage of the adUlt fUlkiMe
wage. As the peison moves op:frOM
simple and routine activities to taskS
requiring greater independence and
higher:skill levels; he qualifies for
the full adult wage. These jobs do
not have to be competitive, which
might conflict with unionized Posi-
tions, but should be steittly ear-
marked:for training ,purpbte..
Supervision and skill7building
should be the responsibilities of the
SPecial education teachers This
type of placement serves a two-fold

purpose. Firstly, from the employ-
er's standpoint, it offera an oppor-
tunity to observe how a prospec-
tive disabled employee (Whom he
is not required to hire at the end of
the program) functions in a learn-
ihg and employment situation.
Seobhdly, from the student's per-
spective, it provides meaningful
learning and skills which eee more
easily transferable than if theyWere
taught in a_classroom. In additibn,
it identifies those_ students whO
function independently and can be
earrtiarked: for appropriate inde-
pendent living arrangements in the
community.

(c) Some students, even with early
planning and training, will not be
quite ready_for employment at the
time they leave school. They_ will
reed other services and_mare shel-
tered placement upon completion
of their school tenure: For them, a
"School Leavers Program," as it is
called in Australia, may be very
helpful. In this program, a bieghbe-
tic teamconsisting of a medioal
consultant, a psychologist, a spez
dial education teacher, _a place-
ment Specialist, and an appropriate
therapittmeets with the student
and his parents or guardian to dis-
cuss future reeds. Other goVern-
ment or_educational services are
icentified and_ linkages are estab--
lished long before the student
ebttie4 leaves school (Desmond,
1983),

2. Job devetopment efforts need to be
directed towards the minority com-
munities which can increase oPportu-
nities for disabled,youth. Light (1980)
demonstrated that minorities have dbrie
Well in small enterprises _w-ithin their
OWncomMunities i.e., Cubansin_Miami.
Gradual Step-by-step progress towards
adaptation to different values is facili-
tated when disabled personsstay within
their own communities during the ini-
tial stages: Such "learned" behavior can
be transferred to other settings latet
on.

3. The itportance of role models cannot
be overemphasized. Kent (1980) states
"... many disabled Americans from
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minority groops have never met another
handicapped person living a full pro-
ductive life, especially not a black or
Hispanic or Asian." The blind lawyers;
the deaf teachers; the executives in
wheelchairs are all white and from
higher income brackets. They speak for
the disabled and address the issues for
all handicapped persons. Profession-
als working with minorities need to
understand that tha usual_ rehabilita-
tion programsare not necessarily the
best for everyone, The zuccess of the
individuals makes the program suc-
cessful and not vice:versa.:

4. Counselors and others involved in
"direct seMces" to the minority dis-
abled need to bocorne activists and
corn muni- advocates _since commu-
nity attitudes impact negatively on the
placement of handicapped persons. In
order to be successful, it is necessary
for this activity_ to_ be targeted at the
grassroots level. This is different from
memberships on task forces and other
agency representation activities_The
latter are also needed to_effect change
and provide input for legislative action
to ensure budgetary allotments and the
like for programs in _the area.

5. Counselors, _school _teachers, guid-
ance counselors, and parents of dis-
abled children need to take an active
role soon after a child's disability is rat-
ognized. Rehabilitation counselors can
provide valuable technical support at
Individual Educational Plan meetings
and develop onioing communication
with all parties. They can speak at PTA
meetings and in-service teacher train-
ing programs. In all, these linkages can
be helpful in providing a continuity of
services and save_valuable time later
on, Appropriate social and indepen-
dent living skills can be built into edu-
cational programs.

6. Community resources can be utilized
to provide appropriate experiences to
the handicapped adolescents. Neigh-
borhood leadership, retired citizens,
and chu roil members can betapped for
support_ as role_ models or as "big
brothers" or "big sisters." Again, local
involvement ensures systematic adap7
tation of .lehaviors and adjustment of
the diSabled nonwhite individual.

In summary, career exploration and prep-
aration for disabled nonwhite persons involve
in-depth understanding of the individual
person within the context of his family and
friends, community, and culture. The same
type of analytical thinking must be emplord
with reference to his disability, assets and
limitations, and employment needs. Spe-
cific strategies will depend upon the assets
of the person and how they can be utilized
in the market place.
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19 Work Experience Program for Disabled Students
in the CUNY System: Implications for the
Nonwhite Disabled

GLORIA E WOLINSKY
ROSALIND R. ZUGER

ANN MARIE MIX
Hunter College

Abstract

The__ purpose of -this w-ork experieri de
program wastodevelop_and implement
a:model program_that would allow dis-
abled college students in theCUNYsys-
tem to experience short-term unsubsi-
dized employment in the priVateisector.
Students would _also be trained in the
skills _such as personal PudgetinS
ban king,_ and developing self=support
plc Is needed for them_to cope with -real
life. Of the 25 students_ participatins -65%
(16 students) were Black, _Hispanic, or
Oriental. Six students were placed in
full-time unsubsidizeditumitier employ-
ment:- in yarious -business firrtit, The
remaining students received work bri=
entation, =personal-management, abd
ether job-related training v.hich readied
xiiem for _employment_ in_ stbsequent
:.,hases of_the progiam. Not only has this
pregram brought disabled college stu-

dents and the marketplace closer, but it
hOt provided disabled students with a
newfound confidence in themselves.
Disabled c011ege ttudents earn and
manage an income. Implications of the
results _and guidelines for future pro-
gram developments are discussed.

Redently, a deaf student participating in
our program plaintively posed the question,
"Why it it that no one seems to think dis-
abled students need to be prepared for the
world? It's easier,"_the said "for people to
pity us than give us the tnols to get ready for
the world,"

Her summary underscores_the evidence
that this population requires a comprehen-
SiVe Vocational Preparatory program: Indeed,
the traditional readinets model_ needs the
co-existeilee of a support model. This is even
more true for members of minority and dis=



:Intaged groups who_ are disabled. Evi-
dence points to these:populations as:being
"extremely high risk" in terms of vocational/
career development

The relevance of -a-school-to-work transi-
tion program iordisabled.students_is clear
They_ do.not enjoy_ the .same.opportunities
for casual; part-time temporary or summer
work experiences that areevailable to their
able-bodied counterparts. Studies reveal-that
disabled youth lack understanding of their
capacity and- have-a-record of inappropriate
job-choices as- compared_witr non-disabled
youths_in thesame age_groupT_his_ is corn,
pounded.by lack of expectations from the
familyii teachers; and other professionals vis-
a7vis these students who consequently _dis-
play a high degree of-dependency and lack
a senseof responsibility.

Each year,- approximately 20,000 to-30;000
severely-disabled students leave publicspe-
ciaL. education_ prograrns:_ Many face bleak
employment futures although an increasing
number are now entering college. However;
even with :more advanced education, the
jobless rate- of disabled- people remains
between 50% and-70%: There is a need for
a- blend -of -support- work strategies-that- will
enable the_members of this population to
make _a successful transition_f rom_ school_ to
work so that they can_develop a strong foot-
hold in the primary labor market in order to
move from a receiver role to one of decision
making and to social and economic inde-
pendence.

With this in mind, aprogram-was-designed
to_ _provide__ a_ multi-faceted _school-to-work
transition program for disabled _students in
the_ City _University of New York: The pro-
gram; funded by New York State Depart
ment of Education, is:to provide:disabled
students with short-term unsubsidized
employment -in the business sector along
wil.h- comprehensive- training in the skills
needed-to-cope with_ real life.

In the 1_980s,_ we are experiencing major
shifts in social _service concepts:. Current
trends favor more Luse of_ the profit-making
sectorand morerelevant preparation of:stu-
dents for work. -These-trends are particularly
appropriate when disadv-antaged people
need-to-be broughtas quickly-as possible-to
the_stage where they no_ longer depend _on
sorely strained social services and where
they are capable of further development
growth,

OBJECTIVES

The program's present objectives are:
a) Mainstream 25 physically, visually, or

hearing impaired college students into
short-terrn unsubsidized employment
in the private sector, Le the employer
pays the salary. _

b) Enable students to acquire and increase
their knowledge of the world of work
and careers in order for them to make
career decisions based on first hand
experience,

c) Pmvide comprehensive and coordi-
nated services which include teaching
real-life skills such as personal bud-
geting, banking, and developing self-
support plans.

d) Familiarize private industry with qual-
ified disabled students as a viable man-
power source.

e) Increase the expectations of family/
college faculty/personnel concerning
this target population.

f) Provide programmatic flexibility.

PROGRAM DESIGN

Recr itment of students is carried out (1)
through contact with the coordinators of
disabled students on the individual__ cam-
puses and (2) through self referraL Attention
is paid to a student's medical status to deter-
mine work tolerance and counter-indica-
tions and to a student's academic record to
ensure that participation in the program will
not affect school work.

One of the important characteristics of the
program design is flexibility. Rather than
create a structure wherein students proceed
through program componentsin a specified
order, they have the opportunity to explore
the program vis-a- is their own needs. This
approach affords students a choice. They
select aspects_ofthe program most relevant
to them, It also provides them with a more
meaningful experience and encourages
decision-making and responsibility. For
examplei a student may elect to invesdgate
work disincentive solutions prior to initiat-
ing interview preparation, while another stu-
dent may choose to spend more time on
skills andfunctional assessment. _Some stu-
dents need to address special issues first
such as planning for personal care while at
work, or negotiating transportation options.



Others request information and counseling
on types of jobs and career paths available
in their chosen major.

SEMINARS

A number of students begirt to participate
in the program:by_ attending the program's
seminar series. So far, the subjects addressed
in this series include personal budgeting and
banking, computers and adaptations; and
disincentive solutions. Next month the sem-
inar topics will_include "Sports and Physicil
Fitness For The Disabled," ''_How_to Research
a Carear," and "Purchasing a Car andlnsur-
ance For It." Faculty:for these seminars are
drawn from the business sector, indepen-
dent living centers, and other community
resources.

Students receive asssessment of func-
tional capability and_work skills as well as
preparation for interviews and relevant
counseling. Preparation for job interviews
brings into play a number of facets of the
program. 1Detaited job descriptions are uti-
lized by students to relate their capabilities
to_ the requirements demanded by the job.
For example, a bank was administering the
finances of a concert tour. The job required
fast and accurate scanning of recorded ticket

sales. A work sample was develcpei and the
student candidate was able to assess herseif
immediately and meaningfully.

Students are assisted in developing alevel
of job preparedness acceptable to the job
marketplace and in presenting themselves
effeCtively in interviews. _Follow-up inter-
views with students and interviewers pro-
vide valuable feedback. Subsequent job
preparation sessions utilize the experience
gained to improve the students' presenta-
tions.

A strong link has been forged with the
business community by the staff as well as
the business representatives ori the pro-
gram's Advisory Board. Companies are
intorrned about the program by phone and
personal visit. Jobs relevant to students'
career objectives are identified _and ana-
lyzed and worksites are evaluated for access.

After placement, follow-up is carried out
on a regular_basis both with students and
supervisors. Progress reports are shared with
each student and with their individual advi-
sor/counselor on campus.

Of the 25 students enrolled, 65% or 16 are
black, Hispanic; or Oriental. Of the six* stu-
dents ready for employment; all were placed
this summer in full-time_unsubsidized
employment lasting 8 to 12 weeks as fol-
lows:

DiSability Wheelchair/
Ambulatory

Academic
Year

Job Title Salary
(weekly'

Bilateral Leg Wheelchair Graduate P/T Admin. Asst. $7.00/hr
Amputee

Cerebral Palsy Motorized Junior Management intern $230
Wheelchair

Cerebral Palsy Ambulatory Junior General Clerical $210
Hearing Impaired Ambulatory Junior Jr. Engineering $170

Technician
Multiple Sclerosis Ambulatory Sophomore Clerk/Typist $200
Traumatic Leg Crutches Freshman Unit AssiStant $150

Injury AmbulatoD

*Four are minority etudents.
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1 he positive impact of these placements
ortthe students has been startling. 0,n enter-
ing the program, one studentseverely dis-
abled due to cerebral palsyexpressed sur-
prise_ that people with the severity: of dis-
ability similar to or greater than his own,
were actually working. He had always
believed that he would have to be -home-
bound even thougn he_is a talented com-
puter programming student We placed him
with a large firm as a "Management Intern"
in the computerdepartment His abilities were
quickly recognized, he related easily to col-
leagues and supeMsors, and rapidly became
an integral member of-the staff. He was eager
to meet deadlines and happy to take on chal-
lenges His supervisor wrote _the _following
comments on his performance rating: "Ks
overall performance was excellent He dis-
played an enthusiastic attitude towards:his
assignments while demonstrating his ability
to learn quickly. In addition, many of his
ideas were utilized in developing the sys-
tem," The student's own-comment is telling:
"I have learned that Lcan be on my own"
He has been invited back next summer by
the company: :

A minority student with cerebral palsy who
had never worked before was placed as a
libraiy research assistant in a large bank.
She also performed exceptionally well and
developed-a strong sense of -self She dis-
played a newfound confidence because she
discovered that she could function well in
anunfamiliar environment. :

All Of the students who were placed real-
ized that they indeed have the ability to work,
to earn and manage an income, to interact
well- with people, and to be less fearful of
u nfam i liar surroundings.

These students who are "graduates" of
the program's first cycle are now becoming
members of the program's "faculty:" Their
advir.e and counsel will be of inestimable
value to enrollees.

FACULTY SEMINAR

Recbritly, a special seminar was held to
help faculty develop their awareness of the
vocational potential of these students. The
panel included a corporate recruitment oM,
eer, a corporate employment manager; a
corporate staff manager responsible for
seeking job accommodation solutions, and
three disabled +eople in different profes-

sionsrnedicine, law, and accounting. The
moderator, totally blind, holds a doctorate
and is director of a special computer project
within the CUNY system.

The penelists_ shared experiences and
advice with the faculty and time was avail-
able for questions. The topics addressed
were: "Bridging the Academic and Work
Worlds," "College RecruitmentThe Roles
of the Coliege and the Corporation," and
"Corporate Responsiveness."

ADVISORY BOARD

Two additional aspects of the program
must be noted. Firstly, the program has an
active Advisory Board which reflects the
partnership of business, academics, and
community. They participate as employers,
seminar faculty, evaluators, interviewers,
advisors, and resourcepersonnel. Meetings
are held every couple of months, but mem-
bers are contacted regularly for advice and
guidance concerning individual students.

REDUCING "RED TAPE"

Secondly, bureaucracy can be a stum-
bling block for populations such as ours. It
is not unusual for people to encounter a
maze once they tap a system. Too often,
people who would benefit from particular
programs are discouraged from applying
because "conditions for eligibility" are bur-
densome, confusing, or negatively affect
benefits received. In the course of planning
this program, we decided to eliminate
bureaucracy as much as possible. We
believed that this would not only be a wel-
come change but, more importantly, would
allow students direct access to the program.
For example, eligibility criteria are mini-
malat least 16 years of age presently
enrolled in the CUNY system; have a physi-
cal, visual or hearing impairment; indepen-
dent during a work day; and have had some
exposure Ito work (summer or volunteer).
Filling out forms is kept to a minimum. In
fact, the students certification process
required by the Department of Employment
has been curtailed: There is no formal intake
procedure and 'he only documentation
required of the students is that of income
and disability status. There are no long delays
in enrolling in the program. In sum, the
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absence of bureacracy enables the program
tri be responsive.

Of COUrte, problems arise in every pro-
gram. Transportation is the most common
problem and the biggest problem in any pro-
gram far the disabled. Budget constraints in
the grants' guidelines _precluded transpor-
tation as an expense although in the next
cycle of:the program,: transportation is an
item Under -consideration for inclusion;

It is evident from a number of programs
that about 50% of the participants require
transportation. This has proven to be so with
our present enrollees. in order to facilitate
travel for these students to the-various com-
ponents of the program (e.g, interviews,
terriinata, daily commuting), we have relied
Oh generout cooperation from independent
living centers that have attessible vans.:We
have also received a handsome donation
from a group of executive -women who
became interested_ in ouripro_gram_and the
students have paid for their own transpor-
tation out of their paychecks.

PrPgratris such as the one described bring
disabled stUdentt and the marketplace
closer. There is a clearer understanding of
a potential labor source and the demands
of _the primary labor market. Business and
industry can advise and guide the potenticl
employee towards better preparation for the

work world, community resources can pro=
vide support, and the _disabled students can
illustrate their abilities and gairimore wide-
spread acceptance for the disabled in the
business world. The results present a brigh-
ter economic picture for the future from all
aspects.
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The Role of the Black Church in Advocating for
the Disabled Community

MARY WELLS
Metropolitan United Methodist Church

ALMA M. BANNER
Howard University

Abstract

This article examines the role of the black
church in advocating for appropriate
rehabilitation services _for minority dis-
abled individuals: Depending upon the
insight; commitment; and creativity of
the core group members and the con-
gregation, the church can :provide :a
client support program which would
facilitate onloing emotional and social
needs in addition to ersuringa smooth
transition and success in the main-
stream of society: Described is a client
support model, Project Helping Hands;
fashioned :after the Howard University
Rehabilitation Model. The reader will
acoulre a sense of what the black church
can do by collaborating its efforts with
veriou_s agencies and community
resources:

_ In January 1984, the Howard University
Modelto Improve Rehabilitation Services to
Minority Populations with Handicapping
Conditions, funded by the National Institute
of Handicapped Research, in collaboration
with the United Methodist Churches of Rome

and Cedartown, Georgia,_ conducted a
Resource Exchange Conference titled
"Meeting the Rehabilitation/Social Service
Challenge." The conference focused on
state-of-the-a4 issues_of ethnicity/disability
and how these statuses affect the minority
disabled in accessing the rehabilitation sys-
tem.

Pape (1983) confirms that ethnicity/dis-
ability compound the rehabilitation process
for minority persons. The goal of the
Resource Exchange -Conference was to
explore eftective_ modalities and init iate_a
plan of action to address thebarriers which
inhibit and impede the rehabilitation pro-
cess of minorities in the southern Georgia
area. This is the etiology on the development
of the client support model, Project Helping
Hands, a replication of the Howard Univer-
sity Rehabilitation Model. The church has
long been recognized as a_major therapeu-
tic and survival force in the black community
(Ambrose; 1977). Project Helping Hands, a
volunteer client support model.:was intended
to demonstrate the potential impact of the
black church upon the service delivery pro-
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cess by facilitating complex service needs
of minorities with disabilities.

CLIENT SUPPORT DEFINED
The concept_of_client support as described

in this article should not be confused with
the Client Assistance Program (CAP); whose
mission is to improve the delivery of voca-
tional services by resolving differences
between vocational rehabilitation clients and
the agency (DMsion of Vocational Rehabil-
i tat ion ,_C h ar I eston, West Virginia, 1981).

The overall structure of a client _support
program as instituted by the Metropolitan
United Methodist Church is one of outreach:
It provides and maintains emotional sup-
port, social interaction,: and an atmosphere
of family unity and involvement in the main-
stream of community activities for the dis=
abled who_have not accessed the rehabili-
tation system: The_ program_ _also serves
clientswho may not be knowledgeable about
rehabilitation procedures and its transi-
tional stages.

The structure of a client supportsystern
is viewed as critical if it is to help disabled
individuals cope with their feelings of sus-
picion; uncertainty, and stress. Thesejusti-
fiable feelings are often due to the_many
transitional stages involved in the delivery
of: services_ in vocational rehabilitation or
other social service programs.

Insufficient attention has been paid to the
networking capabfiities of the black church.
This viable institution has a track record of
success in_ developing,_coordinating, and
communicating with community, govern-
mental, and private agencies; By virtue of
the diverse skills and expertise:among its
members, the blEck church has always been
actively involved with the problems of the
inner city community (Delivery of Rehabilk
tation Services to inner City Nonwhites, 1981).
Thus; the black church can become apolit-
ical force to be reckoned with as it advo-
cates on behalf of the minority disabled
community.

Disabled individuals of a minority group
are a silent majority in social service and
vocational rehabilitation programs. While
disability_is more prevalent-among- blacks
(14%), than it is within the general popula-
tion : (8.4%) (Bowe, 1980); the number of
blacks successfully rehabilitated for inde-
pendent living or vocationatrehabilitation is
disproportionately Smaller than their white
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counterparts (Atkins & Wright, 1980). While
various factors influence the outcome of
rehabiiitation services (Humphreys & Prov-
itt,_ 1980), the need for and availability of
support systems are seen as critical.

Metropolitan United Methodist Church
took on this support role by marshalling
church and community resources toimple-
ment a client support program, : Project
Helping Hands. The goal of the project was
to provide ongoing_ support and advocacy
for_ disabled persons ard their families in
accessing the rehabilitation system _and
social service programs: By organizing its
resourcls,Metropolitan responded to some
of the indifferences and inadequacies of the
rehabilitation system and other1 service
delivery systems. It helped minorities with
disabilities to become potential competitive
employees in tne job market.

ORGANIZATION OF METROPOLITAN'S
CLIENT SUPPORT SYSTEM

Identification of the Core Group
Through surveying its membership, Met-

ropolitan identified that: a significant per-
centage of its congregation work in, or are
retired from various professional, blue col-
lar, or semi-skilled occupations. This core
grou p shared _their talents, _expertise,- time,
and capabilities to _design a plan of action
for assessing and addressing the needs of
the disabled community.

Outreach Efforts
One of the barriers_ that _impedes the

accessibility of services is the lack of knowl-
edge and information about available ser-
vices or_ resou roes, Core grou p mem bers uti-
lize outreach and_ public relations st rate-
gies--scann ing the community; talking with
neighborhood residents and agency per-
sonnel,_ making_ home_visits; visiting hospi-
tals and institutions. These outreach efforts
facilitated the building of relationships based
upon respect-and empathy and not only
enabled_the_identification of disabled indi-
viduals; but also acquainted the disabled and
their family membors with the existence of
services and resources;

Resource Exchange and Untapped
Resources
Conductir; a resource exchange confer-

ence at the church racility serves to intensify
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outreach efforts, This strategy afforded dis=
abled individuals and service providers from
a variety of settings (e.g agencies, busfr
nesses 1and institutions) an opportunity to
assemble to discuss problemsand concerns
of the disabled community. Those organi-
zations which provided services to or have
interest_in the disabled offered alternative
strategies and solutions_to some of the com-
plex issues. On-going training efforts, work-
shops, and action groups, funding sources,
and a networking system resulted from these
efforts.

Peer Support
By finking the disabled with a core group

member, the member utilized his/her talents
and skills in addressing particular needs such
as re m ed i ation Th is avenue of pursuit offered
Social interaction and the establishment of
a reciprocal relationship -betweenL the dis-
abled and non-disabled. It also opens the
doors for other non-disabled persons to
becorn a_acquainted with the disabled and
the opportunity to offer services.

Hands-On Experiences
_ Training centers developed or expanded
from existing activities of _church organiza-
tions (e.g. working in the food pantry, pub-
lishing monthly newsletters, organizing social
functions, Working with church budget).
These activities allow exploration of voca-
tional interest. It is postulated that positive
experiences of this nature could change
suspicion, apathy; and stress to motivation,
teltesteem, and independence.

Through the initiation of any of the ser-
vices aforementioned, a host of additional
service provisions emerged. For as many
audiences and individuals interacted upon,
new resources were tapped. For every action
positively and effectively executed, the need
for a continued focus on community com-
mitment was realized.

Skills and Action ot the Core Group
EXercising a spirit of willingness to give,
share, train, and serve without need for
tangible reward or credit for deeds.
(Unconditional giving of oneself to help
others,)
Risk taking for the sake/good of others.
Creative exploration in pursuit of ave-
nues of opportunity for the service of
others.

Interacting for the purpose of providing
emotional support and pi omoting strat-
egies for endurance in trying times for
others.
Creating_and- -taking advantage of
opportunities _to promote and provide
for progressive/positive change for the
good of others.
Promoting simple, practical; innova-
tive, and creative approaches to provid-
ing for the needs of others.
Caring- evidenced through sacrifice
time;_talent, substance, -interest.
Dissemi nation/sharing_ information
conducive to inspiring_ the _replication
of the model and evoking positive action,
Serving with enthusiasm and joy. :

It is evident from the issues highlighted in
this_articlethat a church-oriented client sill:47
port_ system is an-effective method to assist
the minority disabled_community-in access-
ing: the services within_ _the_system._ Metro-
politan United_ Methodist Church_ executed
components of theSPEED:Model to Access;
an action oriented -plan developed by the
Howard University IlehabilitatiOn Project; to
facilitate-the-access process and to serve as
a_ catalyst_ for meaningful participation of
individuals,__(The SPEED Model is outlined
on_next page):

1The wheel of the SPEED model_ will roll
either forward or_ backward. _However;
because w3cess is the goal; the intent is to
move-forward. With the forward movement
of _the_access wheel, -communication- and
collaboration are _facilitated and partner=
ships are established.

Partnership can be viewed_in two parts:- I)
whet_ is being offered :and 2) what is _being
sought, This relationship process would thus
facilitate the integration Of Services and
resources to insure access.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The outreach and supportive role of the
black church has evolved in_response to per-
vading inequalities and discrimination.
1The1 support and advocacy role for the

church represents a challenge in assisting
disabled persons to become a part of the
mainstream of society. In order to effectively
accomplish this goal, the black church must
become involved and committed to enhanc=
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SPEED MODEL TO ACCESS

COMMUN I CATION

ISERVI CE
PROVI DE RS

S: SOCIETY
Must employ and practice the ABC's of psy-
chosocial development.
Develop positive attitudes, display empa-
thetic biahaviPrs and act as change agents
to facilitate the mainstreaming process_
Must advocate for the rights of the disabled:

P: PARENTS
Must _initiate and establish parent/profes-
sional partnerships. Must be assisted in clar-
ifying their personal and family ideologies
toward the disabled. Must identify, Wan, and
ernplcyllife strategies to accommodate the
needs of the disabled.

POLICY MAKERS
Must initiate policies that facilitate the attain-
ment of maximum potential for all disabled
persons regardless of their socioeconomic
status, geographic location, sex, race, or
ethnic background. Must be abreast of cur-
rent theory and knowledgeable of exemplary
program strategies, research/demonstration

protects as a preface for future deliberations
concerningEpolicy-for the disabled. Mint base
program development decisions upon rele-
vant research findings.

E: EDUCATORS
ktuat axistin-researclt- literature- to
develop: special education and related cur-
ricula which contains sound implications for
career and vocational education. -Must rec-
ommend 'educational policies that create
bridges-- between special education and
rehabilitation.

E: EMPLOYERS
Must beencouraged to_ become involved in
sensitivity and awareness sessions designed
to :inforr anipLoyersi of the employment
potentia: of the disabled,

D: DISABLED
Must communicate and collaborate with able-
bodied persons to organize support groups,
Must take an active idle in the-political -and
legal arena in advocating for tha rights of the
disabled.
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ing the lives of the disabled_ Through its
networking efforts, the black church could
enable all disabled personsespecially
minoritiesand service providers to become
better equipped to protect, ensure, and
advocate for the rights of the disabled.

One note of caution is that the black church
must be regarzfea as complementary to social
and vocational agencies whose primary
business is vocational rehabilitation:
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21 Rehabilitation Information: The Local Resource
Puzzle

PHN W, KING
The University of Maryland Libraries

Abstract

The 1981 Institute on Rehabilitation
Issues focused on delivery of rehabili-
tation services to inner city nonwhites
(King, 1981). One of the observations
made about this population was that their
survival was often based on their own
efforts to solve problems by utilizing a

community-based support system. These
support systems can also be character-
ized as social netWorks consisting of
people aria established relationships
directed toward group or individual
problem solving. These networks can
include voluntary organizations (e.g.



fraternal or social seMce groups) that
provide services for handicapped indi-
viduals; churches; the family; cornrnu-
ni-based programs (e.g, daycare cen-
ters, senior citizen clubs, community-
based physicians; banks); poiitical or
opinion leaders:m a neighborhood (e.g.
shop owners). Some of the failure of a
holistic approach to vocational rehabil-
itation with minority populations can be
blamed on the tendency for the voca-
tional rehabilitation agencies and these
support systems to operate in isolation.
In some instances; the vocational reha-
bilitation and related services are sim-
ply not known to these individuals and
the support systems must attempt to
provide the needed services. In order
for any disabled individual to effectively
utilize available _resources, he_ or she
must know that thme related services
and resources exist. This article identi-
fies a number of those resources, how
to locate them, and facilitation of a free
flow of information by them.

Rehabilitating disabled _individuals to-their
maximum level of independence finds sig-
nificant realization through the independent
living movement. The three roajor programs
comprising this movement are:

Centers for independent Living=whose
purpose is to help disabled individuals
live indivendently in the community with
the kind of consumer involvement that
gives these individuals some control over
the decisions affecting their lives.
Centers for the Pandicappedfaciiities
which help disabled individuals to func-
tion in the community by_providing ser-
vices and programs in such areas as
recreation, education, health carersocial
development; _independent living; and
physical and vocational rehabilitation.
Mdependent Living Residential Cen-
terswhich directly provide _housing,
attendant care, and transportation rather
than only ieferrals to these services.

In a survey of 11 California Independent
Living_ Programs _Stoddard 0983)
reported amide range of services including
peer counseiing; advocacy, attendant refer-
ral, housing assistance, and other referrals.
The efficient dispensing of these, or any
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related, services is based_ on having current
data on the availability of resources and on
having supportive materials to aid the clients
in attaining their goals for independencelt
is_therefore incumbent upon the ItP to pro-
vide access to the type of information ner. ,
essary to fulfill the service delivery needs of
the center and the personal_ needs of the
individual. One way of doing this is to estab-
lish an in-house resource center that con-
tains this information.

The focus of thispaper will be on how the
1LP can be an effective resource for meeting
the information needs of disabled individu-
als. Specifically, the paper will define and
organize an information center for an1LP by
tapping into local resources and developing
new resources to enhance that information
support system.

DEFINING THE CENTER

Defining the resource center requires
answers to the following questions:

1. Who are the people you will be serv-
ing?

2: What are their information needs?
3. What level of service do you want to

providenational, regional, state, or
local?

4. Will you include materials in foreign
languages or special formats?

5. How much space and equipment/sup-
plies are available?
How many people will be reqt;ired to
provide the level of service you choose?

7. How much _money will be required to
provide thelevel of service you choose?

The answers to most of these questions
will be program specific. But David Smith
and Helga Roth describe sorne of the kinds
of information that disabled people, in gen-
eral; would require:

1. Who are the handicapped indMduals
ine certain location ?_

2. What is the nature of certain handi-
capping conditions and their causes?

3. Where are treatment, prevention, or
rehabilitation services and facilities
iocated?

4. What is the availability of aids, equip-
ment, prosthetic devices, assistance,
and product listings?

5. What is the availability of special
training or education?
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6. What special_help _in dealing with
activities of daily living is available?

7. Where are the funding sources for
research, programs; or organiza-
tions?

8. What are the financial assistance
resources?

9. Who are the professionals dealing with
handicapped persons, what are their
associations; and where is the research
being done?

10. What is the pertinent legislation?
11. What are the civil rights Of handi-

capped persons?
12. What are the self-help groups related

tospecific conditions or problems?
From the point of vievv_of thelLP_, it would

be logical to suggest that in the beginning,
the primary services grov would be the dis-
abled participants in the program and the
service providers associated with that pro-
Tram. Having decided whom you will serve;
the next step will be locating information
resources that have the materials necessary
to meet the needs of your service popula-
tion.

COLLECTING THE INFORMATION

Information resources can be character-
ized as: 1) national, state,-_ or local, 2) general
information sources and sources focusing
on-the needs of the handicapped individual,
and 3) resources focusing on,particular dis-
eases or handicapping conditions versus
functional problems, e.g; architectural bar-
riers or civil rights. Efforts to simultaneously
employ all of these typesof resources by an
ILP to meet all the needs of its users can
lead to unnecessary duplication of existing
services, confusion, and possibly a great deal
of expense

There are many potential sources_ of
appropriate_materials on or related to dis,
abling conditions.1The range of costs of this
material can run from free_to quite expen-
sive. With a focus on local resources, the
search should begin with the telephone book,
local government, and public and college
libraries;

With the white pages of the telephone book
you can begin by using known terms; such
as "disability," "rehabilitation," "deaf,"
"blind,":"paralysis." Terms such_ as these
can lead you to local chapters of national
organizations which may have free or inex=.

pensive pamphlet material. You may also
find service _providers such as equipment
suppliers_rental agencies, or _professionals
that you could include_ina_resource or refer-
ral file. The yellow pages can also bee sto-
rehouse of possible additions to this referral
file. Headings that you may find there include
"crutches," "handicapped assistance,"
"handicapped equipment," "handicapped
transportation services," "rehabilitation
services," ''sociaiservice organizations," and
"van conversions."

However, telephone books can also be a
stu_mhling block because they are not con-
sistent in the terms they use. Knowing what
you want or are looking for is no guarantee
that you will find it. The telephone compa-
ny's indexing terms may not be related to
the terms familiar_to you.

These semantic inconsistencies can _be
compounded when you use the telephone
book to track down local government aoen-
cies or local offices of federal agencies. Each
municipality has the option of calling an
agency what it wants to and they frequently
do. The user can find some comfort in the
occasional cross reference from that which
he knows to the appropriate entry. _For
example, in order to find "vocational reha,
bilitation" in:the:1984 District of Columbia
Telephone Directory, you are referred from
"vocational rehabilitation" or "Human Ser-
vices, Department ofVocational Rehabili-
tation Administration" to "Social Services,
Commission of."
__In most localities of any size there is some
sort of Mayor's Committee-on the Handi-
capped. This can be an excellent source of
free maierials and information on what
organizations and services exist in your
community.

You can also expect to find some form of
information and referral (I/R) agency or pro-
gram, _In Washington, D.C., there are two
broadbased programs twouldbringto your
attention; The one which locates services
and organizations related to handicapping
conditions is The Informat,on Center for
Handicapped Individuals. I found this by
looking under "information" in the white
pages. The second source is theCommunity
Information-Service of th; Public Library
System, This is a more general UR service,
but it does have information useful to the
disabled individual. In other localities you
Should be able to locate similar services in
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the_telephone directory by searching 'infor-
mation," "community," "Easter Seals Soci-
ety," or "United Way Fund" for ieformation
on local:resources that:already exist.

In addition to this I/R function, libraries
can be used to locate published material
worthy of purchase for a ,esource center.
These libraries_canalso he.p_you in borrow-
ing material from other library systems for
short term use and review through inter-
library loan. Making use of the services of
thepublic library does not necessarily mean
that you must go to the library. Most public
library systems have established proce-
dures for serving disabled patrons. These
include_ librariesforthe blind and physically
handicapped, services to the homebound;
bookmobiles, books by maii, and telephone
reference services. No doubt in the future
you will be able to stay et home, search the
online catalog, and request that the item be
mailed to you.

_By simply "letting your _fingers_ do the
walking" through the telephone directories,
a wide range of materials and data can be
acquired for a resource center. :

Before leaving local resources, let me add
that in developing and tapping into these
local resources, you must never forget to
use other people. In many instances, the
individuakthe private citizencan often be
your best source of local information._ A
neighborhood appliance repairman may be
quite capable :of repairing a wheelchair
motor. The hardware store owner may know
of tradesmen who can build the ramps
needed to improve accessibility to a build-
ing. Many churches have specific programs
and se rvicesto assist the di sabl ed m em bars
of their congregations and the community.
While possibilities such as these exist, they
are not necessarily the kind:to be listed in a
directory or similar type publice4ion. The only
way to access these services is to get out
into the community, talk to the people, and
find out what is available.

Once you have begun thesearch for infor-
mation from and about locai resources; you
will:find yourself with an abundance of books,
periodicals, pamphlets; and contacts. The
next step is to organize the material.

ORGANIZING MATERIALS

There are many ways of organizing print
information, but they all roly on a cataloging

and classification_system. The Dewey_Deci-
mal System is a cataloging and classifica-
tion system. But Dewey would not be appro-
priate to a collection that is primarily dis-
ability related because the headings are too
broad to be effectively utilized in a special
collection of such narrow focus. This was
one of the considerations that led to the
development of the islARIC Thesaurus of
Descriptors. These terms reflect what is going
on in rehabilitation and in the_researekthat
we receive for inclusion in REHABDATA, a
service provided by NARIC. It is a comput-
erized bibliographic listing of over 12,000
citations of rehabilitation literatu re and doc-
uments _that is both disability-and format-
sensitive. This type of controlled vocabulary
has the additional benefit of containing def-
initions and cross-references_to related terms.
This structure allows for different people to
assign indexing terms, subject headings if
you will, with some degree of consistency.
Based on NARIG experience with this type
classification system, I would _heartily rec-
ommend it to an !LP attempting to organize
materials for a resource center.

If you already have material that needs to
be organized, you can develop_your own list
of subject headings based on that material.
Simply arrange that material in piles by their
subjects and there is your subjectheadin
list. As you acquire relevant material that
does not fit into any of the terms you already
have, you add new subject headings.

You should _have both subject_ and title
access to your books. If you are going to use
a manual system like a library card catalog,
thiswill mean the preparation of at least two
cards for each book. A basicliteraq catalog
card format is recommended (title, author,
and publishing data). The subject card will
bu an identical card but with the appropriate
heading at the top of_the card. The eubject
file can be separate from the title file, but
both should be in alphabetical order. If you
maintain subject access via a card file, the
need for a special area for_eacte subject on
specific shelves will be unnecessary. As each
item is added to the collection, it is assigned
a number, in sequence, and placed on the
shelf in that numerical sequence. That num-
ber should be added to all cards that are
being maintained on that document.

With non-book material, such as pam-
phlets or manufacturers brochures, you have
another decision to make. Files may be set
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up Liting theasame subject heading list
employed for the bookeoriyou may group
the material according to the source; a.e.,
the organization or manufacturer from_which
they carne. It isnot likely that filing by source
would be functional because in _order :to
retrieve a piece of information; you_would
have to :know the specific source of that
information and that would be an unrealistic
expectation -to have of your patrons. How-
ever, subject _filee and a resource card file
of organizations _and_ manufacturer names
would give you the same _kind_ of primary
source access without sacrificing subject
access in the files._ : =

With the material that is acquired for your
resource center there are two things, in
addition to any assigned call numbers, that
must be placed on each piece: the name of
the resource center and the date received.

In_the long run; acquisition of the material
at the beginning of development is not
enough. The accuracy and timeliness of the
collection mutt be maintained. The Valtie of
the information you collect is only as good
as _its_ documented accuracy. Names,
addresses; and _telephone_ numbers: of the
listings in your resource file change without
warning. The users of your center should be
Confident about the accuracy of the nfor-
mation they receive. Maintaining thisconfi-
dence will reiaire at least as much effort as
the initial acquisition of the materials. For
both organizations (on a national level) and
for manufacturers; NARIC must spend a
substantial amount of time in maintaining
the integrity of the information we dissemi-
nate. No less will be expected of an ILP that
is focusing on local resourtes.

EXPANDING RESOURCES

It is wholly appropriate for the beginning
of_this resource center tope on a controlled,
modest level. Butes control and experience
are gained, a certain amount of expansion
shOuld be expected and planned for. In con-
tacting local chapters of national organize-
thane you may get some sense of the head-
quarters operations. But now you may have
a_need to linK up _with the national office
itself. For _example, some of the national
organizations maintain their_ own __libraries
which can be of immeasurableusein acquit.,
'rig materials. As you expand, you should
investigate those organizations that may rot

have local chapters, but they may be helpful
to your patrons. When you hear or read of
other potentially useful resourcesabe pre-
pared to investigate them in terms of meet-
ing the needt of the resource center.

_When the-time for eapanaion comes at the
governmental resource level, Seek oot aiate
government agencies such as the state library
or the Governor's Cornmitte on Employment
of the Handicapped, to ascertain _what they
can provide to help your patrons become
maximally independent. At the same time,
you should look into the abundant resources
of federally-funded clearinghoutat and fed-
eral _agencies directly (elated to diaability
concerns_and/or funding research in disz
ability related areas.

With expansion, investigate the:resources
available in health sciences libraries (e.g.
hospitale, medical schools, or the National
Library of Medicine regional libraries) or
special libraries (e.g. NARIC or American
Colleqe of Cardiology). Find out who can
use that particular library, what Mad of inforz
mation they have, and how accessible the
material and the location are.

One other area of expansion that cannot
be ignored ie computer technology. You may
not want or be able to have your own com-
puter in your resource center, but inform
yourself about how computer technology
influences the transfer of information rela-
tive to disability issues. Much bibliooraphic
retearch information is available through
online datebatet Such as ERIC and MED-
LARS. The development of online networks
such as Deafnet and SpecialNet have had a
tremendous impact on the speed With which
information can be transferred. The mini-
mum involvement of an__ILP resource center
With computer technology should be to know
what eyetems, programs, and/or databases
have relevance to that ILP and its patrons
and how, either formally or informally, that
technology can be accessed.

SUMMARY

The delivery of rehabilitation services to
any given population can beagreatly
enhanced bY a free flow of appropriate infor-
matioh. I haVe ftacused on how this:flow of
information ObUld be facilitated at the level
of the ILP, -But, the prineiplet retnain the
same regardless of the nature of the groutaa-,
nonwhite or white, large or small, a formal



program or a group of individuals seeking 2.
to get the most out of their environment as
they define it.

1. Define the program you want to develop.
Set up some attainable goais and some
reasonable limits.

2. Collect the information from the most 3.
readily available sources with one of
the most readily avaHabie toolsthe
telephone;

3. Organize that which is c3Ilected in a 4.
manner that those for whom it was col-
lected can profit from it.

4. Expand the range and depth of your
information as time ard n Nad dictate.
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a Changing Society
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Information Center for Handicapped Individuals, lnc.

Abtiract

This article provides insight into the ser-
vice and impact_of _the Information Cen-
ter for Handicapped Individuals (ICHI).
ICHI established in 1969; links handi-
capped individuals with available ser-
vices and resources. TheCsnter places
special emphasis on the needs of
underserved population groups includ-
in_g the poor, blacks, and other minoriV
groups. ICH1 decreases the social_ iso-
lation of handicapped individuals by
bringing about systematic change
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through action-based programming.
Such action-oriented programs include
information and referral services, the
implementetion of a protection and
advocacy system for develvpmentally
disabled individuals, ancillary services
(volunteer projects), case management
services Par the_homeboundclients,and
a mini-media learning center for voca-
tional rehabilitation clients. The Center
also publishes and distributes con-
sumer resource booklets. ICHI success-
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fully influences society'S -view _toward
understanding -and accepting disabled
individuals._ Details of the Center's pro-
grams are discussed:

The term "Information is Power" may be
viewed as the philosophica: cornerstone of
the Information Center for Handicapped
Individuals, Inc. °CHI) in Washington, Q.C.
The _Center, formerly known as the Infor-
mation Center for_Handicapped Children, has
been in existence since 1969 The_ essentia I
mission of ICHI isto link handicapped indi-
vidual& _with available resources and ser-
vices. Where gaps exist in the service deliv-
ery system, ICHI engages in public advocacy
to bring about systemic change. For exarre
ple, ICHI's support and involvement helped
the Waddy Decree. This litigation revolu-
tionized educational opportunities for hand-
'capped children in the District of Columbia
by making available previously inaccessible
educational programs and by mandating the
creation of new school programs where
warranted.

ICHI has evolved over its-15-year existence
as an agency_ responding to the-needs of
disabled persons with special emphasis on
the needs of the poori blacks; and other
minority groups. ICHI recognizes that advo-
cacy and outreach are essentiatto ensure
services to ail persons with disabilities. Thus
it has been in the forefront of the effort to:
(a) identify _the comprehensive needs Of
handicapped citizens,_ (b) stimulate the
development of new and_ innovative _ser-
vices, and (c) effect ph ilosophical and policy
changes which will result in the creation of
programs, and normalize the day-to-day
experiences of persons with handicapping
conditions.

The_ICHI Modet which serves as a linkage
between the disabled_client, his/her family,
and service providers helps to decrease social
isolation and assists in integrating multihan-
dicapped personsinto the mainstream of
the community. ICHI's program scope relates
to the objectives listed below:

To provide handicapped clients, con-
sumers, and their parents, representa-
tive&_ or surrogates with timely and
effective information in relationship to
expressed need&
To provide handicapped clients, con-
sumers, and their parents, representa-
tives, or surrogatet with referral coun-

seling allowing them access to appro-
priate services at points of expressed
needs.
To provide handicapped clients, con-
sumers, and their parents, representa-
tives, or surrogates with follow along
and follow-up_services to assure that
identified resources meet expressed
consumer needs in a timely; effective
way.
To equip handicapped clients, consum-
ers, and their parents, representatives,
orsurrogates to more effectively uritiOr-
stand and utilize _the service delivery
system whenever possible.
To provide case planning and guidance
couneeling br handicapped consum-
ers with various needs_who are without
the opportunity to receive such services
from generic agencies.
To-develop and implement programs of
publiceducation and awareness for the
general _citizenry which will lead to
increased sensitivity to the needs of
handicapped citizens:
To effect systemic _and :institutional
reform on behalf of handicapped citk
zens through a vigorous program of
public advocacy emphasizing tech-
niques of catalytic change agentry.
To provide handicapped citizens with
advocacy services particularly_through
sensitization of the criminal justice sys-
iem.

!CHI has established a successful track
record in initiating action-base programs.
What has enabled the concept Of the ICHI
Model to_expand into a multi-faceted infor=
mation center7The answer lies in_the eight
programs operating under ICHI's banner:

c Information and Referral Services
Protection and Advocacy System
Patient Advocacy Project (PAP)
Volunteer Advocacy Project (VAP)
Case Management Services for Home-
bound Clients
Client Assistance Project (CAP)
Developmental Disabilities Offender
Advocacy Project (DDOAP)
Volunteer Projects

The Information and Referral component
of ICHI maintains a contemporary and
exhaustive resource file of services avail=
able _in the Washington metropolitan-area.
Specific assistance; counseling, direct
intervention, and individual advocacy is pro-
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Tided in order to fink consumers to appro-
priate services. _

The Information Center has designed a
media learning center of audiovisual pro-
grams in order to assist in the establishment
of a more productive and successful reha-
bilitation program for vocational rehabilita-
tion clients. By utilizing the resources of this
facility, the audiovisual programs have a sig-
nificant impact on the total seriice delivery
system. The audiovisual programs are a def-
inite support system for the vocational reha-
bilitation clients, vocational rehabilitation
administration personnel, and other agen-
cies.

_ The _ICH:also acts as the Protection rind
Advocacy System for developmentally dis-
abied individuaIsin the District of Columbia.
The System assists disabled individuals in
obtaining appropriate services and ensures
their rights_under _the provisions of P.L. 94-
103tegis I atio n_such as the Devel op manta Hy
Disabled_Assistance_ and _Bill of Rights _Act
of 1975 as amended: by the Rehabilitation
Comprehensive Services and Developmen-
tal Disabilities Amendments; P.L. 95-602
mandate the provision of seMce under this
service subcomponent.

The PatientAdvocacy Project (PAP) of ICHI
is designed_to address the needs of themen-
tally disabled population_served by the Dis-
trict's :Mental Health Services Administra-
tion:(MHSA) andito satisfy the requirements
Of the Dixon class action lawsuit which
established:patients' right to- treatment in
least-restrictive communi settings. PAP is
a_cooperative,yetindependent effort; pointed
toward_ conflict resolutiom

The Volunteer Advocacy Project (VAP) is
designed to further augment :and enhance
ICHI's services and responsibilities to men-
tally-disabled persons into full community
fife.The Volunteer Advocates are, in a sense,
'gatekeepers'-' to-- the-- community. They
f unction_ as_key persons_ who _can assist_M
reduoingfeelings of_ isolation; helplessness,
and estrangement and ensure that the wheels
of justice remain:well-olled 'and moving for
mentally disabled individuals.

The Information Center recruits, trains, and
supports a network of-volunteer advocates
to aid mentally-disabled persons in their
reintegration process._

The_Case_Management_for Home.Bound
Developmentally _Disabled Persons Prolect
of ICHI addresses the problems of service

delivery management for home-bound indi-
viduals in the District of Columbia with severe
and chronic developmental disabilitiet. Thit
program is designed to improve the effi-
ciency and effectiveness of resource utili-
zation by implec,entation of a system which
assesses_ eient_ needs__and locates and
matches available services with client needs:
This program also provides coordination of
supportservires for the homebound client.

The ICH's Client Assistance Project (CAP)
is established to a) inform current voca-
tional rehabilitation clients and prospective
clients-of _their rights, II) investigate and
negotiate solutions to individual problems
concerning the delivery of services; and c)
assist clients and vocational rehabilitation
counselors in overcoming obstacles which
interfere with the objectives of the CAP pro-
gram.

The Developmental Disabilities Offender
Advocacy Project (DDOAP1 is designed to
reduce the number of developmentally dis-
abled juveniles committed to incarceration
by providing for alternative non-institutional
community-based programs. Specifically,
DDOAP's purpose is to incroase the number
of juvenile offenders diverted from adjudi-
cation and from incarceration to more
appropriate and normalized commu nity set-
tings. Howevsr, where this is not possible,
to screen and identifY offender needs and
to increase:treatment and educational ser-
vices provided to these offenders within cor-
rectional facilities.

The comprehensive nature of ICH! -out-
reach on behalf of handicapped individuals
is exemplified by the array of other ancillary
services made available in support of the full
integration of the disabled into community
life. These services, while not a part of the
above project components, are additional
volunteer projects and activities. They include
the following:

Annual Christmas StoreICHI con-
ducts an annual Christmas Store for
needy handicapped children. Ten :dol-
lars in play money is given to each child.
The store provides a shopping:experi-
ence for toys and other Items donated
by the community. The efforts demon-
strated by [CHI help_to create a feeling
of joy and happiness for needy children
and their families during the Christmas
season.
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Miss Wheelchair D.C. Pageant. The pur-
pose of this annual pageant is to dem-
onstrate- the- dignity,- productivity, and
basic_value of handicapped persons. The
winner representsthe District of Colum-
bia in the Miss Wheelchair America Pag-
eant held every year in Columbus; Ohio.

These direct efforts reduce disability
dependence and promote self-sufficiency
and access to the marketplace for disabled
persons (Knauer, 1984).

Recognizing that information is of little
benefit if it is not disseminated and utiiized,
!CHI1 has published and distributed thou-
sands of copies of consumer resource book-
lets. These publications are widely utilized
in the Washington metropolitan area bs, uni-
versities, hospitals, local and nationalgov-
ernment agencies, schools, parent organi-
zations, and other interested persons. These
publications are:

Directory of Services for Handicapping
Conditions. Designed to enhance and
facilitate the accessibi:ity of services on
behalf of consumers. the directory
dynamically demonstrates the ;ale
assumed by CHI as people are linked
with existing services.
Directory of summer programs: "Here
comes the sun." This publication focuses
on available summer activities and pro-
grams for handicapped children. ICHI
plays an active_role in_disseminating this
publication in orderto lessen theeffects
of social and recreational inactivity dur-
ing the summer months.
Directory of social services for Spanish
speaking community. ICHI developed
this publication 1for the Spanish-speak-
ing community in order to link Hispan-
ics with available resources and provide
information on-legal rights and effective
individual advocacy.
Access Washington, A guide to Metro-
politan Washington for the physically
disabled. This publication is significant
to the implementation of Section 504of
the Vocational Rehabilitation Act of 1973
as it relates to architectural barriers. On-
site surveys were conducted by handi-
capped and non-handicapped_individ-
uals in order to evaluate accessibility.
Sraphics and illustrations accompany
narrative and statistical data which ere-

ate a valuable document for physically
disabled individuals.
1CH1 Newsletter. This publication is dis-
seminated to all service organizations
and agencies in the community inorder
to update their knowledge of special
events, new programs, and services
available in the Washington metropoli-
tan area.

The ICHI service model is based upon an
action-plan-which-guides the-flow -of-infor-
mation. This action _plan _is _built_ upon_ the
"theory Z!! principles of_ trust_ understand-
ing; intimacy; :communication, outreach;
netWorking; collaboration; and teamwork.
(Vogenthaleri 1985). The model may -be
expressed in terms of a formula: knowledge
+ _action -access.

ICHVs experieneehasshow_n_that funds-
mental _attitudinal _changes__occur through
enlightenment effective_ information,- and
eradication of the:ignorance that engenders
prejudices--and--discrimination toward per.7
sons with disabilities. This strategy-of acting
as-a liaison-between resources and persons
with -disabilities has been -effective.- Thus,
ICHHsauniguelypowerful influenceassess-
ing the-capacity-of communication and uti-
lizing it to: shape society's _ view _towards
understanding; accepting; and: affording
meaningful opportunities to all disabled
persons (Rehabilitation International, 1982)
especially the poor: blacks, and other minor=
ities.
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23 a Using Traditional and Confrontational Politics to
Influence Established Trends

DON ABASI GALLOWAY

D. C. Services for Independent Living, mO.

Abstract

This article highkghts action oriented
techniques for the__ disabled in their
efforts to resolve some _of _the current
concerns and problems associatedwith
the contemporary issue of :political
power. Locality development, social
planning, and social action are -three
traditional-approaches recommended by
theauthor_to_achieve_resolutions.- The
disabled _community is_ u rged_to _utilize
these and_ other effective_ strategies_ in
theirefforts to ameliorate attitudinall and
physical barriem which inhibit them_ from
accessing political:power. Once strate7
gies-for confrontational and traditional
politics- become- formalized compe-
tency _f o r disabled_ groups, _they will be
able to negotiate andserve the disabled
community more readily and effectively;

There are numerous political and legal
considerations 3ssoulated with Ihe issue of
political power and nonwhite persons with
disabilities. In discussing_ the Issue of orgc-
nizing disabled_people ta_influence policy-
makers and legislation, it is important_to _rep-
ognize that nonwhite and severely disabled
people are traditionally a disenfranchised

population. The characteristics of an
oppressed people are thesame be they black,
women, or disabled_citizens rhey experi-
ence a pervasive hopelessness and power-
lessness. It is crucial to instill within this
population a sense of being able to accom-
plish one's goal. In analyzing the problem,
it is felt that every loge means should be
used to enlighten and motwate people to
facilitate action oriented gods resulting in
some real tangthle changes._

The three traditional approaches used by
social workereand othe: professionals are:

1. Locality Devel-4)mentpresuoposes
that community change may be pur-
sued optimally through broad parti-
cipation of wide spectrum of people
at the local_ community level in goal
determination and_actipn,

2. Social planningemphasizes a tech-
nical process of problem-solving with
regard to substantive social problem%
(e.g._de)inguency, nousing, and mental
health)

3. Social Actionpresupposes a disad-
vantaged segmaiit of the population that
ne,ds to be organized, perhaps in alli-
ance with others, in order to make ade-
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quate demands on thelarger commu-
nity for increased resources or treat-
Merit More in dordance with social
juAice or dern Joy.

In studying these three approaches, it
becomes quite obvious that no single
approach can work if there iS going tO be a
successful change of policy to influence
current trends;

The following are seven steps to the
ernpOWerrefent_process;

1. Recognizing that a problem that any
one individUal has is also experienced
by other individuals.

2. Coming together with others to dit=
cuss the scope of the problem.

3; Determining the most important issue
that faces the group:

4. Planning a strategy of action;
5. Taking_ fiction.
6. Evaluating the responseto the action;
7. Planning for the next actiViiy, bated -on

lite_results of the assessment.
In the processof social change, there will

be successes and failures; It is most impor-
tant to instill in the change agent group a
desire tb persevere and the stamina to
endure. Pertitteride and endurance will
convince bureaucrats of the group's_ com-
mitment and willingness to take risks-. While
these criteria may manifest themselves hi
aggression or assertion, conflict surely pre=
cipitates change; Obtaining cnes goal is a
OcintinUOut process; Once the goal has been
achieved, new Objectives and goals must be
set.

Power to control and direct public poli-
cies can beone of the goals. POWer bah be
found through people, information, knowk
edge, creativity; and money. Since-most small
grouPt dedicated to social change have lit-
tle be hb Money; it :is important that they
develop and Litilike thete three resources;

1. PeopleIt it pOpUlarly believed that
large numbers of people are needed to
bring about change. In some caSet thit
is true; For example, if there Is a poli=
tician who is up for election, having
people power is important_ It is also
helpfUl to have a large number of peo-
ple When there it 4 public protest plan;
However, the -WM grOUO Should remain
small and the leadership thoUld be
clearly identified. The core group Should
speak for the larger group with the clear
consensus and acceptance by the larger

group. The group members must have
a basic understanding of the istue and
the solution _to the problem -if the core
is to be successful_ in including the
members in any action plan._ On the
other hand; large groups can be cum-
bersortie and ineffective if they are not
Well Organited.

2. MformatiohThe grOup_i should
approach the problem as if _their lives
depended on it. An in-depth analysis
should _be done-on every espectiof the
problem: A library should_index each
facet; Dossiers should be_gathered_on
all principal bureaucrats who can effect
a: pOtitive change. The likes and dis-
likes of each Of those persons can be
important. Knowing the politics of key
decision_ makers -can be cruoial. The
information should_ be__ collected and
shared with study groups_ Information
collection should be an onioing pro-
test. The bureaucracy should also be
stUdied With Care: The line of authority
each bureautrat het Within the struc7
ture should be analyzed.- It is important
to_ determine the formal and informal
powerbrokerEin short, those who can
make decisions Each department _of
government operates under written
legitlation and policy: The law and pol-
icy shoUld be theiblighly understood:
The core group should Understand the
operating prooedu res under which the
adminstrators function:

a KnowledgeKnowledge is gathered
from the analysis_of all of the informa-
tion collected; Some in the_ group will
be Mere knoWledgeable than others but
it is important tO oriSure maximum input
from the entire body_ This allOwsifor
creativity and new insights. AuthOritiet
will respect your_knowledge base and
will come to negotiate _with a_ sense-of
equality; Once this equality is evident,
there will bea closer collaboration for
resolution:of the problem; _

If the authorities refUte toi respond in a
positive way, the tactics should be changed
to confrontational politics. Organized groups
shouldbe_ mobilized-and a review:of the prior
process should occur% A new _action plan
thould be presented and the members _of
tne group must accept the new stratagem:
After CtincUrrence, the target should be
_identified, and a prett releate sent to the



appropriate 'media. The adversary should
then be confronted.

The following Will be some of the basic
principles of confrontation:

1. Itisimportant to have a clear statement
of goals,

2: Do nottry to_ understand the rationale
of the adversary as there's a danger of
merribers being co-opted..

3. Ask for more than what you think is
possible to obtain. Leave some space
for the adversary-to negotiate.

4. Maintain pressure_atail_ levels:
5: Take _the confrontation to the adver-

sary's environment.
6. Keep the press supportive of the group's

issues.
7. Form coalitions with other groups that

identify-with the issue.
8. Do-not allowthe adversaryto divide the

group._ _Make sure_ they speak to the
appointed leadership;

These are just a few of the:tactics needed
to bring the issue _back to the table.: Make
sure thatgroup support is maintained at every
phase of action. Once the adversary sees
that- the -issue -is supported by the general
public,- the negotiators will_have A- greater
opportunity to come to an agreeable posi-
tion.

Once there is an agreement,itis impnrtant
to make alliances with the adversary. They
Should be congratulated on their support of

the is and an environment that is con-
ducive ,u future collaboration should be
established. Confrontation politics, when
correctly implemented, serves as an_invalu-
able _tool for demystifying the political aura
that surrounds the inalienable rights of the
disabled community (Tesolowski, Rosen-
berg, Stein, 1983).
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24 e Observations of a Neophyte Lawyer
"Four ObservationsThree Proposed Solutions"

PAMELA J. YOUNG
District of Columbia
Superior Court

Abstract

The author, a lawyer who having recently
entered the area of mental retardation
advocacy, makes several observations.
First, the need for a local Mental Retar=
dation Legal Advocacy_ Bar to educate
attorneys and network resources for
maximum effectiveness is discussed.
Second, the compensation of volun-
teers in order to decrease thelag in ser-
vice delivery is proposed. Third the
development of _administrative advo-
cacy techniques to eliminate the legal
tactics designed to delay proceedingS
iS diacussed. Fourth, the author notes
that burnout is high among legal and
lay advocates in this area. Finally, the
author suggeSts that consolidation of
lay and legal advocacy may become
necessar- in order to maximiZe
resources.

LaW_School rarely preparesattorneys for
a practice that iS primarily oriented toward
social welfare iStires. My_ own educational
background left me devoid of training that
would give me flexibility :and adaptibility
necessary to become a public intereat law-
yer. Although I have practiced for ten, yearS,
I aM a neephyte in the field of mental reter=
datien adVecacy. Presently I hold the posi-_
tion of Hearing_Commissioner in the Family
Division of the DiStritt of Columbia Superior
Court My responsibilities include the tasks
of reviewing _mental retardation commit-
ments, transfers; judicial: placementa and
discharges; and other duties as assigned.

In the District of Columbia There are two
classes Of adVecacy. Both are codified inp-
1901 et sag of the District of Columbia Code
1931 edition as amended. First; there are
attorneys appointed pursuant to 6-1942.
These individuals must comply with theStat-
utory mandate that:

RespondentS Shall be represented by
counsel in any proceeding before the
Court, and shall be so informed.

The second class of advocacy is a trained
lay peracin with specific statutory duties and
regpontibilities established pursuant_to
1953. These individuals are given "access
to all records and documents affecting the
client" The attorneys Who comprise the legal
advocates are typically private practitioners
who are given training by the Hearing Com=
missioners on the statutory and case author=
itieS. There are few attorneys who specialize
in mental retardation advocacy._The lay
mental retardation advocates are recruited
through television ads and from schools;
churches, and other volunteer groups. The
varying backgrounds and responsibilitieSof
the two classes of advocates compel me to
Share four observations with accompanying
solUtiont.

OBSERVATION ONE. The attorneys have
not organized to form a mental retaN
dation section, sub-group, or division of
the Domestic Relations Section or Fam=
ily LaW Section of the Distric: of Colum-
bia Bar.

Most attorneys recognize the individual
problems of his or her given clients, but as
a Commissioner with the responsibility of
hearing numerous cases on_ an ongoing
baSis, I have begun to identify many syS;
teak peoblems which easily could be
resolved through the establishment of_a local
Mental Retatd, Won Legal Advocacy Bar
designed to E ducate attorneys, catalog
memorandum and decisions by various
Judges and_Hearing Commissioners, net=
working of resources, and maximizing their
effectiveness;
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OBSERVATION TWO. The most impor-
tant person in the statutory framework
for enforcement f the statute is the
Mental Retardation Advocate. This indi-
vidual is not compensated.

The crux of the "Mental Retardated CItizens
Constitutional Rights and Dignity Act of 1978"
is the creation of a body of individuals that
Will "step into the shoes of the mentally
retarded individual," anc provide_him with
the ability to _safeguard_ that Andividual's
rights._Th is individual goes through exten-
sive seven-week training _to qualify as _a
knowledgeable advocate. More _than 1,000
individuals have been committed by the Dis-
trict of :Columbia court; almost 400 active
advocates would be needed to effectively
carry out the statutory plan. Massive recruit-
ment efforts were_initially_successful_ and
advocates were_a cohesive body that carried
out "their appointed tasks." However, as
volunteers realized the enormous respon-
sibility they had assumedthe time com-
mitments involved in visiting clients, group
homes, dayplacements, and attending hear-
ings, and the longevity of their commit-
mentsmany dropped out of the program
and recruitment began to lag. To effectively
achieve the statutory mandate otadvocates
there must be_some compensation for the
services provided.

OBSERVATION THREE. Legal advo-
cacy by both the lay and attorney advo-
cates can never overcome or offset
administrative red tape or judicial cal-
endaring problems.

The nature of any bureaucracy leads one to
the conclusion that the simpler the problem
the tougher the solution. The attempt to
resolve administrative _problems through
judicial solutions_often result in further delay
caused by judicial calendaring problems or
by legal tactics designed to delay. The law7
yer uses many tools in his_work and most of
them (e.g. emotions, discovery, opposi-
tions) are designed to wear an opponent
down. Advocates (lay and legal) should
develop sound administrative advocacy
techniques designed to get results. A posi-
tivaapproach to this form of advocacy could
lead to a solution that may not be everything
that you want but, most assuredly, could
result in a quicker Solution to the problem.

OBSERVATION FOUR. Burnout is high.

There-are_three types of burnout prevalent
among_legal and lay advocates: The most
obvious category includesthose who are
"overburdened." These:individuals tend to
be :involved in a number of emotionally
draining areas (e.g. ivienile cases,-neglect,
domestic vicilence,-child abuse, and-divorce
and- -custody problems). The second_ type
includes_the_ advocate who has_become
"confrontational," This person has polar,
lied a few key individuals in the system and
the only: effective advocacy is confronta-
tional._ The third category includes those
individuals with "tunnel vision." Usually,
these individuals-were involved in_the_estab-
lishment of- statutory rights for the mentally
retarded, They continue to fight against the
system without exhibiting flexibility or
accepting new ideas _

In conclusion, mY last observation, Which
I have not numbered, is a hypothetical sug-
gestion:

IT WOULD -BE MORE EFFICIENT AND
MORE EFFECTIVE TO _CONSOLIDATE
THE- !AY _AND THE LEGALAD_VOLATE
TO MAXiMIZE :RESOURCES.- EACH
COULIXFULFILL A ROLE BASED ON
HIS/HER COMPETENCY LEVELS.

The observations which have been shared
are personal and must include my legal dis-
claimer: They do not reflect the policy of the
District of Columbia Superior Court, my
employer.
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